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Preface

The DirX Administration Guide describes basic DirX administration tasks and how to
perform them with the DirX administration tools DirXmanage, dirxcp and dirxadm. The
book is organized as follows:

� Chapter 1 provides an introductory description of the material to be covered in the
guide.

� Chapter 2 describes how to use the DirXmanage graphical administrative interface.

� Chapter 3 describes how to use the dirxcp and dirxadm programs interactively and in
Tcl scripts.

� Chapter 4 describes the fundamental administrative tasks involved in initializing a
DSA and populating the directory information tree (DIT).

� Chapter 5 describes the administrative tasks involved in setting up an LDAP server.

� Chapter 6 describes the administrative tasks that are necessary to establish basic DIT
replication between DSAs.

� Chapter 7 describes the basic administrative tasks that are necessary when
distributing a DIT between DSAs.

� Chapter 8 describes the basic administrative tasks that are necessary to perform
multireplication.

� Chapter 9 describes the administrative tasks involved in setting up an LDIF
agreement.

� Chapter 10 describes how to bind to local and remote DSAs.

� Chapter 11 describes how to start and stop the DirX Directory Service: the DirX DSA
and LDAP server.

� Chapter 12 describes the DirX administration tools that enable you to monitor a DSA’s
performance, set up audit trails, and perform program tracebacks.

DirX Document Set
The DirX document set consists of the following manuals:

� DirX Introduction. Use this book to obtain conceptual information about the X.500
standard and how DirX implements the standard.

� DirX Administration Guide (this manual). Use this book to understand the basic DirX
administration tasks and how to perform them with the DirX administration tools
DirXmanage, dirxcp and dirxadm.
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� DirX Administration Reference. Use this book to obtain reference information about
DirX administration tools and their command syntax, string representations for
attributes, configuration files, environment variables and file locations of the DirX
installation.

� DirX Advanced Administration Notes. Use this book to obtain reference information
about advanced DirX administration tasks.

� DirX Release Notes. Use this book to install DirX and to understand the features and
limitations of the current release.

Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In text, bold words and characters identify important terms and keywords.

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords
that must be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type

In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for
information that you must supply.

[  ]

In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }

In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |

In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...

In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

/opt/dirx

The exact name of the root of the directory where DirX programs and files are
installed. The default installation directory is /opt/dirx on UNIX systems and
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx on Windows NT systems. During installation, the
installation directory can be specified. In this manual, the installation-specific portion of
pathnames is shown in italic using the default directory name. Throughout the manual,
the UNIX style for pathnames is used.
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Chapter

1 Introduction

This book provides a general description of the primary DirX administration tools, their
capabilities, and their use. It also describes the following tasks and how to use the
administration tools to perform them:

� Setting up a DSA configuration

� Binding to DSAs, both local and remote

� Starting and stopping DirX servers, both local and remote

� Monitoring DirX

The remainder of this chapter introduces these topics.

1.1 DirX Administration Tools
DirX offers three main administrative tools for the configuration and management of the
DirX directory service:

� The DirXmanage graphical administrative interface

� The dirxcp program

� The dirxadm program

The DirXmanage program runs only on Windows NT, while the dirxcp and dirxadm
programs run on both NT and UNIX systems.

1.1.1 DirXmanage
The DirXmanage graphical administrative interface is a GUI-based management tool that
you can use to configure and maintain DirX on local and remote Windows NT systems
and remote UNIX systems. DirXmanage consists of a Windows directory browser and an
administrative graphical user interface that enables you to:

� Create and delete entries, subentries, and several kinds of knowledge references

� Display, add, remove and modify attributes of entries
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� Perform searches on entries in the DIT

� Manage the DSA schema and subschemas

� Establish and administer authentication and access control policies

� Establish and administer user and DSA policies

� Create and maintain shadow agreements and LDIF agreements

� Import, export, and export and merge the DirX abbreviation (dirxabbr) file

� Create and manage LDAP server configurations and manage LDAP server logging

� Monitor DirX (monitor the MIBs, manage diagnostic and audit logging of the DSA)

� Manage DirX database configuration

DirXmanage also provides Setup Wizards that simplify the task of setting up a DSA
configuration. You can find more information about DirXmanage features and functions in
Chapter 2, “Using DirXmanage”.

1.1.2 dirxcp and dirxadm
The dirxcp and dirxadm programs are the two primary administration tools for
configuring and maintaining DirX on UNIX systems. The dirxcp program is a command-
line directory user agent (DUA) that communicates with DSAs over the standard X.500
directory access protocol (DAP), while the dirxadm program is a command-line DSA
management tool that communicates with a local DSA using RPC protocol. The dirxcp
program is the primary tool for performing directory service administration. However,
because the DAP protocol does not support some DSA administration tasks, you must
use both dirxadm and dirxcp to configure and manage DirX. Use the dirxcp program to:

� Manage most entries in the DIT

� Manage the subschema

� Perform SQL-like queries on entries in the DIT

� Manage service control settings

Use the dirxadm program to:

� Manage entries that dirxcp cannot manage

� Manage the DSA schema

� Manage shadow operational bindings

� Manage user and DSA policies

� Monitor DirX (in conjunction with other tools)

� Start and stop the DirX servers (DSA and LDAP server)
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� Save and restore the DSA database

Chapter 3, “Using dirxcp and dirxadm” provides more detailed guidelines of when to use
dirxcp and dirxadm.

Both dirxcp and dirxadm are built on a portable command language called the tool
command language (Tcl). Tcl permits the use of variables, if statements, list processing
functions, loop functions, and many other features commonly found in command
languages. Because dirxcp and dirxadm are integrated with Tcl, you can use Tcl built-in
commands and variables in conjunction with dirxcp and dirxadm commands. More
important, you can write Tcl scripts that combine dirxcp, dirxadm and Tcl commands; this
feature allows you to simplify the process of issuing complex administrative commands.

The dirxcp and dirxadm tools can be used in interactive mode, where you enter
individual commands and the program displays the result, or in command mode, where
you can issue a series of commands, or invoke a script.

The dirxcp and dirxadm programs also run on Windows NT. On Windows NT, you need
only use dirxcp and dirxadm to perform the DirX configuration and management
operations that DirXmanage cannot perform.

Chapter 3, “Using dirxcp and dirxadm” provides information about using dirxcp and
dirxadm on command lines and in scripts and provides guidelines for when to use each
program.

1.2 Setting Up a DSA Configuration
Setting up a DirX directory service can be a complex process that involves making many
decisions about the nature of the directory service to be provided, then performing many
administrative tasks associated with those decisions. In order to simplify the task of
understanding how to set up a directory service, Chapters 4 through 9 describe how to set
up six sample DSA configurations:

� Setting up a Stand-Alone DSA (Chapter 4):
A stand-alone DSA that uses the default DSA schema supplied with DirX and simple
access control policies. This configuration illustrates the fundamental administrative
tasks involved in initializing a DSA and populating the directory information tree (DIT).

� Setting up an LDAP Server (Chapter 5):
An LDAP server that uses the stand-alone DSA as its contact DSA. This configuration
illustrates the administrative tasks that are required to set up and initialize an LDAP
server, which enables Internet clients to communicate with the DSA.

� Creating a Shadow DSA (Chapter 6):
A shadow DSA whose partner is the stand-alone DSA. This configuration illustrates
the administrative tasks that are necessary to establish basic DIT replication between
DSAs.
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� Distributing a DIT Across Multiple DSAs (Chapter 7):
A subordinate DSA whose superior is the stand-alone DSA. This configuration
illustrates the basic administrative tasks that are necessary when distributing the DIT
between DSAs.

� Multireplication (Chapter 8):
Two DSAs, each of which hold master entries that are held as shadow entries by the
other. This configuration illustrates the administrative tasks that are necessary to
replicate pieces of the DIT held by different DSAs.

� Setting Up an LDIF Agreement (Chapter 9):
A stand-alone DSA that is an LDAP Interchange Format (LDIF) file supplier. This
configuration illustrates the administrative tasks that are necessary to set up a DSA to
generate LDIF content and change files for directory synchronization with other, non-
DirX directories.

Each configuration description explains the decisions you and your organization must
make and the procedures you must follow to set up the configuration, including:

� An example “scenario” that illustrates the configuration

� The tasks that must be performed to establish the configuration suggested by the
scenario

� The dirxcp and dirxadm commands that must be issued to accomplish each task
and example command lines that relate to the scenario

� Possible extensions you can make to the configuration

The chapters that describe the stand-alone DSA configuration, the LDAP server
configuration, and the multireplication configuration also explain how to set up the
configurations with DirXmanage.

The procedures given in each configuration description assume that the DSA has been
started and that DirXmanage, dirxcp or dirxadm is running. Chapter 11, “Starting and
Stopping the Directory Service” describes how to start the DSA. Chapter 2, “Using
DirXmanage” describes how to start the DirXmanage program. Chapter 3, “Using dirxcp
and dirxadm” describes how to start dirxcp and dirxadm.

The dirxcp and dirxadm examples given in the sample configuration setup procedures
are shown as they would appear in Tcl scripts. You will see that they use the Tcl line
continuation character “\”, which permits you to format complex commands onto separate
lines for readability. We strongly recommend that you put complex dirxcp and dirxadm
commands into Tcl scripts, rather than issuing them interactively. Chapter 3, “Using
dirxcp and dirxadm” provides an example of how to build a Tcl script of dirxadm
commands.

In addition, Tcl scripts of the dirxadm and dirxcp commands that comprise each sample
configuration and its extensions are supplied in the directory /opt/dirx/scripts on UNIX
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systems and the directory C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts on Windows NT
systems. There are separate subdirectories of scripts for stand-alone, replicated, and
distributed configurations and their extensions. You can use these scripts to set up each
sample configuration and extension by running dirxadm and dirxcp in command mode
from the UNIX or MS-DOS command prompt and specifying the script names. See the
section “Running dirxadm and dirxcp in Command Mode” in Chapter 3, “Using dirxcp and
dirxadm” for information on how to run dirxadm and dirxcp in command mode. Readme
files about these scripts are also provided.

These chapters describe the administrative tasks involved in setting up some basic DirX
directory service configurations. It is also possible to set up configurations that require an
understanding of more advanced X.500 concepts and the performance of more complex
administration tasks than those described in this book. For a description of complex
configurations and information about how to plan and set them up, see the DirX Advanced
Administration Notes.

1.3 Binding to DSAs
There are two kinds of user-to-DSA bind operations in DirX:

� DAP binds

� Administrator binds

A DAP bind is a binding between a DUA and a DSA over the X.500 DAP protocol on the
behalf of a directory user. The DAP bind is the mechanism by which directory users
communicate with the directory service. The dirxcp bind command is an example of a
DAP bind.

An administrator bind is a binding between the DirXmanage or the dirxadm administration
tool and a DSA over RPC protocol on the behalf of a DirX administrator. The administrator
bind is the mechanism that DirX administrators use to connect to DSAs in order to
manage the information within them that is not visible or available to general directory
users, for example, user policies and DSA policies. Both DirXmanage and dirxadm
provide administrator bind operations; these operations permit DirX administrators to bind
to local and remote DSAs to manage the information within them.

As with DAP binds, administrator binds support levels of authenticated access (and the
dirxadm bind command supports unauthenticated access, which should only be used
during DSA configuration). In addition, the DirX DSA provides a DSA operational attribute
called the DirX Administrators attribute (DADM) that restricts use of DirXmanage and
dirxadm bind operations to the users whose distinguished names are stored in the
attribute.

The DSA sample configuration chapters explain how and when to use administration
binds and dirxcp DAP binds in the context of setting up the sample DSA configurations.
Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA” also explains how to set up and modify the
DirX Administrators attribute. Chapter 10, “Binding to a DSA” describes how to bind to
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existing local and remote DSAs with DirXmanage, dirxadm and dirxcp.

1.4 Starting and Stopping the Directory Service
The DSA and the LDAP server start and stop together as a single Directory Service. On
Windows NT, the Directory Service starts automatically when you install DirX, but on UNIX
systems, you must start the Directory Service explicitly. Before you can set up a DSA
configuration, the DSA to be configured must be running. And, before you can set up an
LDAP configuration, the DSA to be established as the LDAP server's contact DSA must be
running. You might also want to stop a DSA during the configuration process, and then
restart it later on. Finally, you might want to stop, then restart a DSA to reset DirX
monitoring databases. Chapter 11, “Starting and Stopping the Directory Service” describes
how to start and stop the DSA and LDAP server on Windows NT and UNIX systems.

1.5 Monitoring DirX
DirX supports three types of monitoring facilities:

� Management Information Base (MIB) monitoring

� Audit logging

� Diagnostic logging

MIB monitoring is the process of examining the Network Services Monitoring MIB and the
Directory Monitoring MIB to observe the operation of the DSA and to obtain information
about the OSI applications that have connected to it. The Network Services MIB (also
called the Application MIB) records events generated by OSI applications, for example, a
DIR application operation or an OSI file transfer. This MIB records the OSI applications
that have started, their version numbers, and provides information about access to the
application, such as whether it is connected to another network node. The Directory MIB
(also called the DSA MIB) provides information about the size of the DIT managed by a
DSA, the DSA’s role, and the number and type of operations performed since the DSA
started to run. You can use the data in the Application and DSA MIBs to profile the DSA’s
usage and evaluate its configuration. You can use dirxadm nmi operations to display the
information in the Application and DSA MIBs. Alternatively, you can use DirXmanage and
the DirXmonitor graphical tool to display the information in the MIBs. Chapter 2, "Using
DirXmanage" provides a summary DirXmanage and DirXmonitor facilities. Chapter 12,
“Monitoring DirX” provices more information about how to use dirxadm nmi operations.

Audit logging is the process of recording operations on a DSA for accounting and billing
purposes. An audit log entry for a DSA operation details where the operation originated,
what type of operation it was, and how long it lasted. You can use dirxadm audit
operations to control audit logging and use the dirxauddecode program to convert the
binary audit log file into a human-readable or accounting/billing program-readable format.
Alternatively, you can use DirXmanage to control audit logging and view audit log files.
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Chapter 2, "Using DirXmanage" provides a summary of the DirXmanage auditing facilities.
Chapter 12, “Monitoring DirX” provides further information about the command-line DirX
audit logging tools.

Diagnostic logging is the process of logging trace and exception messages for DirX
applications such as dirxadm and dirxcp and the DSA to isolate and repair problems and
failures. You can use a combination of command-line DirX administration tools and
logging configuration files to control the type and level of diagnostic logging performed
and view the logged information. Alternatively, you can use DirXmanage to set up and
manage diagnostic logging and view diagnostic log files. Chapter 12, “Monitoring DirX”
describes the DirX command-line programs and files that control diagnostic logging.
Chapter 2, "Using DirXmanage" provides a summary of DirXmanage diagnostic logging
facilities.
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Chapter

2 Using DirXmanage

DirXmanage is a GUI-based administration tool that you can use to configure and
maintain DirX locally on Windows NT systems and remotely on both UNIX and Windows
NT systems. DirXmanage consists of a directory browser that is very similar to Microsoft
Explorer and an administrative interface that provides the same functions as the dirxcp
and dirxadm programs. The DirXmanage browser enables the administrator to view
administrative entries (DSEs) in the DIT that are not visible to directory users as well as
viewing user entries (objects). The administrative interface enables the administrator to
perform sensitive DSA management operations that directory users are not permitted to
perform as well as performing user-permissible operations.

The sections in this chapter provide a summary of the tasks you can perform with
DirXmanage. Please refer to the DirXmanage online help for detailed information on how
to use DirXmanage.

2.1 Starting DirXmanage
You can start DirXmanage from the Windows Start task bar as follows:

1. Click Start, and then point to Programs.

2. Point to DirX V5.0, and then click DirXmanage.

Alternatively, you can use the Start -> Run menu selection to start DirXmanage, giving the
pathname to the executable file.

DirXmanage has two working areas:

� The Initial window

� The Administration (main) window

The remainder of this chapter gives information about the tasks you can perform in each
of these windows.

2.2 Using the Initial DirXmanage Window
The Initial window is the window that appears when you start DirXmanage. Use the
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menus in the Initial window to:

� Run the Setup Wizards to bootstrap and initialize a DSA configuration

� Create and manage administrator bind profiles

� Create and manage server (DSA) and LDAP server profiles

� Create and manage local schema files

� Create and manage session profiles

� Import, export, and export and merge the DirX abbreviation (dirxabbr) file

� Start a DirX service (DirX DSA and LDAP server)

� Select and customize the Administration window view (that is, manage the options for
Administrator View and User View)

� Bind to a DSA to view the Directory Information Tree and use the Administration
window

� Exit DirXmanage

2.2.1 Running the Setup Wizard
DirXmanage provides Setup Wizards to help guide you through the process of setting up
a DSA. The Setup Wizards provide you with a series of dialog boxes that prompt you for
DSA configuration information. The Wizards use this information to bootstrap and initialize
the DSA automatically for you. To start a Setup Wizard, on the Server menu, click Setup
Wizard. You then select the kind of DSA configuration task you want to perform from the
first Setup Wizard dialog; for example, setting up a stand-alone DSA. Chapter 4, “Setting
Up a Stand-Alone DSA” describes how to use the Setup Wizard to initialize and bootstrap
a stand-alone DSA.

Note: When you run Setup Wizard, it overrides any existing DSA configuration
information. Consequently, use caution when using the Setup Wizard on systems that
already have a DSA configured on them.

2.2.2 Managing Administrator Bind Profiles
An administrator bind profile associates a DirX administrator with one or more DSAs to
which he is permitted to bind. A bind profile records the administrator’s distinguished
name, the type of authentication to be used when binding, and the distinguished name of
the DSA to which the administrator is to bind.

Use the Bind Profiles selection in the Profiles menu of the main window to create,
change, remove, and view the properties of administrator bind profiles. You can also
manage bind profiles from the Administration window using the Bind Profiles selection in
the Profiles menu of the Administration window.

A DirX administrator must have a bind profile in order to bind to a DSA with DirXmanage;
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DirX administrators should create separate bind profiles for each DSA to which they want
to bind. Chapter 10, “Binding to a DSA” describes how to create an administrator bind
profile if it does not already exist.

2.2.3 Managing Server Profiles
A server profile describes a DSA by its distinguished name, its presentation address, and
its corresponding local schema file. Server profiles allow you to record and manage
information about the DSAs that are available for binds by DirX administrators.
DirXmanage uses the information in a server profile during the administrator bind to
connect to the correct DSA and select the correct local schema file for the DSA.

Use the Server Profiles selection in the Profiles menu to create, modify, delete, and
display the properties of server profiles. You can also manage server profiles from the
Adminstration window with the Server Profiles selection in the Profiles menu of the
Administration window.

A server profile for a DSA must exist in order for a DirX administrator to bind to it with
DirXmanage. Chapter 10, “Binding to a DSA” describes how to create a server profile if it
does not already exist.

2.2.4 Managing LDAP Server Profiles
An LDAP server profile describes a DirX LDAP server by the name of the host on which it
resides and the name of the DSA to which it binds. An LDAP server profile allows you to
create an administrative record of an LDAP server, and then use that record to manage
the LDAP server with DirXmanage. DirX administrators can create LDAP server profiles
for the LDAP servers that can bind to their DSA, and then can manage these LDAP
servers with DirXmanage through their profiles when they have bound to the DSA.

Use the LDAP server profiles selection in the Profiles menu to create, modify, delete,
and display the properties of LDAP server profiles. You can also manage LDAP server
profiles from the Administration window with the LDAP server profiles selection in the
Profiles menu.

2.2.5 Managing Session Profiles
A session profile defines the set of default service controls to be applied to directory
operations on a bound-to DSA. DirXmanage creates a default session profile for a DSA
that contains a set of basic default service controls. You can change the properties of
these service controls but you cannot remove them from the session profile. You can also
add your own default service controls to a session profile.

Use the Session Profiles selection in the Profiles menu to add, change, remove, and
view the properties of the service controls in a session profile. You can also manage
session profiles from the Administration window with the Session Profiles selection in the
Profiles menu.
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2.2.6 Managing Schema Editing with Local Schema Files
DirXmanage caches the DSA-specific information contained in the DSA schema and
subschema into local schema files within the DirXmanage database. This feature allows
you to make changes to the DSA schema (attribute types, object classes, and name
forms) and subschema (structure rules and content rules) off-line, and then update the
DSA with the new schema once you have completed the design task and the schema is
stable enough to apply to the DSA.

Use the Schema Configuration Files selection in the Schema menu to maintain locally
within the DirXmanage database the collection of local schema files to be applied to the
available DSAs. The Schema Configuration Files selection lets you create, modify,
delete, and display the properties of local schema files. You can also manage local
schema files from the Administration window using the Schema Configuration Files
selection in the Schema menu.

A DSA must have a local schema file associated with it in order for a DirX administrator to
be able to bind to it with DirXmanage. Chapter 10, “Binding to a DSA” describes how to
create a local schema file if it does not already exist.

When you make changes to a local schema file for a DSA, the changes are saved in the
local schema file and are not immediately applied to the corresponding DSA schema and
subschema. Instead, when you next bind to the DSA, DirXmanage checks to see if the
local schema file matches the DSA’s schema. If they do not match, DirXmanage prompts
you to specify which schema should be updated. You can choose to update the DSA
schema and subschema with the contents of the local schema file, update the local
schema file with the contents of the DSA schema and subschema, or cancel the operation
to let the schema remain unsynchronized.

DirXmanage also provides a schema report generator called DirXmanage Report. You
can start DirXmanage Report from the Initial window or the Administration window and
then use it to create schema reports that you can view or print. To use DirXmanage
Report:

1. Click Schema menu, and then point to Schema Configuration Files.

2. Select the schema for which the report is to be created.

3. Click Report.

DirXmanage Report allows you to:

� Select the schema for which the report is to be created

� Create a general report, which is an overview of the schema

� Create a detailed report, which contains all of the information about the schema’s
elements

� Print the generated report
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� Select the report type (general or detailed) to be generated by default

� Export the report to a file

The following figure shows an example of a schema report displayed in the DirXmanage
Report window.

Figure 1: DirXmanage Report Window

2.2.7 Managing the DirX Abbreviation File
The DirX abbreviation file (dirxabbr) contains all of the definitions, abbreviations, and
object identifiers required for the standard schema of the Directory. DirXmanage
maintains a local copy of the information contained in the dirxabbr file within its database.
This feature allows you to edit the dirxabbr file off-line, for example, to add new
abbreviations and object identifiers for new object classes, attribute types, and name
forms, and then update the external dirxabbr file with the changes once you have
completed the design task and the file is stable enough to be applied. You can also use
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this feature to update the DirXmanage local copy with an external dirxabbr file.

Use the Dirxabbr selection in the Schema menu to manage the dirxabbr file. The
Dirxabbr selection lets you update the local DirXmanage file with the information in an
external dirxabbr file, copy the local DirXmanage dirxabbr file to an external file, and
update an external dirxabbr file with the information in the local DirXmanage file. You can
also manage the local dirxabbr file from the Administration window using the Dirxabbr
selection in the Schema menu.

You cannot use Dirxabbr selection in the Schema menu to manage dirxabbr-ext* files.
However, when you start DirXmanage the dirxabbr file and the dirxabbr-ext* files located
in the /opt/dirx/client/conf directory are imported. (See chapter titled DirX File Locations
in the DirX Administration Reference for details.) DirXmanage does not import the the
abbreviation files specified in the environment variable DIRX_ABBR_FILE.

The following figure illustrates the relationships between administrator bind profiles, server
profiles, local schema files and the DSA schema, subschema, and DirX abbreviation file.

Figure 2: DirXmanage Files and DSA Files
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2.2.8 Starting a DirX Service
You can use DirXmanage to start a specific DirX service (DSA and LDAP server). In order
to use this function, a server profile must exist for the DSA to be started. Chapter 10
"Binding to a DSA" describes how to create a server profile for a DSA. Use the Start DirX
service selection in the Server menu of the Initial window or the Administration window to
select and start a particular DirX service.

2.2.9 Selecting and Customizing the Administration Window View
DirXmanage provides two ways to view the information in the Directory Information Tree:

� An administrative view, which displays all entries in the DIT, including administration-
related entries such as glues, subentries, and knowledge references, and user
entries, such as organizational and organizational-person entries.

� A user view, which displays only those entries that can be viewed with the Directory
Access Protocol (DAP); no administration-related entries, like glues or knowledge
references, are displayed

You use the administrator bind profile to control which views are allowed for a particular
bind and to customize the selected views. You use the View Selection checkboxes in the
Name tab of a bind profile's properties to select which views are to be displayed, and you
use the View Settings tab of a bind profile's properties to customize the selected views.

You can also use the Options menu of the Initial window or the Administration window to
control the amount and type of information displayed for entries in the Administration
window list view. Use the Administrative View tab to customize the list view for an
administrative view, and the User View tab to customize the list view for a user view.

2.2.10 Binding to a DSA
To view the information in the Directory Information Tree and use the Administration
window, you must first bind to a DSA. However, before you can bind to a DSA,
DirXmanage must have two profiles:

� A bind profile for you that specifies your administration information and the name of
the DSA to which you want to bind

� A server profile of the DSA to which you want to bind that specifies its network address
and its local schema file

Chapter 10, “Binding to a DSA” describes how to create these files if they do not already
exist.
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To bind to a DSA:

1. In the Initial window, click Server, and then click Bind.

2. Click the down arrow in the Bind window to view a list of a bind profiles, and then click
on your bind profile to select it. Alternatively, you can use the default bind profile that
DirXmanage has selected for you, if this is your bind profile.

3. Enter the authentication information required for your bind profile, for example, a
password.

4. Click Bind or press ENTER.

DirXmanage binds to the DSA whose distinguished name is displayed in DSA name. The
DSA you bind to can be local or remote. To bind to a different DSA, you select the
administrator bind profile that specifies the distinguished name of the different DSA (one
bind profile should exist for each DSA to which you want to bind).

You can also bind to a DSA from the Administration window; this feature allows you to
view and manage the DITs of multiple DSAs within a single DirXmanage session.

2.3 Viewing the Directory Information Tree
When you bind to a DSA, the DirXmanage Administration window appears. You can use
this window to view the contents of the Directory Information Tree. The following figure
shows an example of the DirXmanage Administration window.
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Figure 3: DirXmanage Administration Window

The Administration window operates like the Microsoft Explorer window. The left side of
the window displays the tree structure of the Directory Information Tree for the DSA to
which you have bound. The different icons shown in the window represent the different
types of directory entries that are present in the DIT. To display a description of the
directory entry icons and their meanings, use the DirXmanage Help menu.

To select an entry, click on it. When an entry is selected, its name and icon become
highlighted.To show or hide DIT entries on the left side of the window, click the plus or
minus sign beside the icon or double-click the icon. The right side of the window displays
a list of the subordinate entries of the entry you click on the left.

To arrange the view of the entries being displayed, click the right mouse button in the right
window when no entry is selected. You can select an icon view, a list view, or a view that
displays detailed information about the entries. You can also sort the entries in the right
window by name, DSE-type, modification time and modifier’s name by clicking on the
appropriate field in the menu bar above the window.

Clicking the right mouse button in the window when an entry is selected displays the
Entry menu. This menu is context-sensitive to the selected entry. If the entry does not
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permit an action, the action is grayed out.

Use the left mouse button to grow or shrink the size of the left and right windows.

2.4 Using the Administration Window
In addition to all tasks that can also be performed using the menus in the Initial window
(except performing the setup wizards) use the menus in the Administration window to:

� Create and remove directory entries

� Search on entries in the DIT

� View and change the attributes of directory entries

�  Manage access control policies for entries and subentries

� Create and manage user policies

� Create and manage DSA policies

� Create and manage shadow operational bindings (shadow agreements and LDIF
agreements)

�  Manage subschema content rules and structure rules

� Manage DSA schema attribute types, object classes, and name forms

� Synchronize between local and DSA schema and subschema

� Compare and synchronize a DSA's schema with the schemas of other DSAs

� Manage the DirX database configuration

� Create and manage LDAP server configuration and logging

� Bind to another DSA (binding simultaneously to several DSAs is possible)

� Unbind from a DSA

� Stop the DirX service to which you are bound

� Monitor DirX (monitor the MIBs, manage diagnostic and audit logging of the DSA)
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2.4.1 Managing Directory Entries
You can use the DirXmanage Administration window to create and manage the following
types of directory entries:

� Glues

� Entries

� Subentries

� Cross-references

� Immediate superior references

� Subordinate references

� Aliases

Use the Add selection in the Entry menu to create directory entries. Use the Delete
selection in the Entry menu to remove directory entries.

You can also use DirXmanage to search on entries in the DIT. Use the Search selection in
the Entry menu to start a search. You can start a search at any point in the DIT except a
glue entry or the root DSE.

2.4.2 Managing the Attributes of an Entry
You can also use the Administration window to view the attributes of a directory entry and
add, change, and remove an entry’s attribute values.

Viewing the Attributes of an Entry

There are two ways to view the attributes of a directory entry:

� In the Entry menu, click Properties

� Double-click the entry’s icon in the right side of the window.

DirXmanage displays the Attributes of the Entry window. In the Attributes of the Entry
window, you can:

� View the general attributes of the entry by clicking the General tab.

� View and change the access control policies for the entry by clicking the Entry ACI,
Subentry ACI, or Prescriptive ACI tabs (the number and type of ACI tab displayed
depends upon the type of entry you’re viewing)

� View the entry’s attributes and values by clicking the All tab.

The following figure shows an example of the All tab of the Attributes of the Entry
window.
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Figure 4: Attributes of the Entry ->All Tab

Use the Filter field in the Attributes of the Entry ->All tab to view different categories of
attributes for the entry. You can use Filter to view all of the entry’s attributes, its empty
attributes, all of its attributes that have a value, its optional attributes, its collective
attributes, and its mandatory attributes. The different icons represent the different kinds of
attributes. To display a description of the attribute icons and their meanings, use the
DirXmanage Help menu.

To arrange the view of the attributes being displayed in the Attributes of the Entry->All
tab, click the right mouse button in the Attributes of the Entry->All tab.

Viewing the Properties of an Attribute

There are two ways to view the properties of an attribute:

� Double-click its icon

� Click its icon, and then click the Information icon

The resulting display gives syntax information about the attribute, the type of the attribute,
its name, and its current value, if any. If the attribute being displayed is a structured
attribute, the left-hand side of the Attribute Types/Values window shows the components
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and subcomponents in a tree structure with the current vaules, if any, appearing on the
right-hand side. The following figure shows an example of a structured attribute.

Figure 5: Attribute Information for a Structured Attribute

Adding, Changing, and Removing Attribute Values

An entry’s attribute can be single-valued, where only one value for the attribute is allowed,
or multi-valued, where more than one value for the attribute is allowed.

To add a value to a single-valued attribute or change its value:

1. Double-click its icon, and then double-click its value.

2. Replace (or overwrite)  the [empty] text or the current value by the new value

3. Click Close.

If the attribute was empty, its icon changes from gray to yellow to indicate that it now has a
value.

To remove the value of a single-valued attribute:

1. Double-click its icon, and then click on the attribute value to select it.

2. Click the right mouse button, and then click Delete Value.
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3. Click Close.

The icon for the attribute changes from yellow to gray to indicate that it is empty.

To add a value to a multi-valued attribute:

1. Double-click its icon, and then click on the attribute value to select it.

2. Click the right mouse button, and then click Add Value.

3. Double-click the value, and then overwrite (or replace) the [empty] text with the new
value.

4. Click Close.

To remove a value from a multi-valued attribute:

1. Double-click its icon, and then click on the attribute value to select it.

2. Click the right mouse button, and then click Delete Value.

3. Click Close.

To remove all of a multi-valued attribute’s values:

1. Click on the entry for the multi-valued attribute, which is the entry at the top of the list
in the Attribute Name/Values window.

2. Click the right mouse button, and then click Delete Value.

3. Click Close.

To change a multi-valued attribute value:

1. Double-click its icon, and then double-click the attribute value you want to change.

2. Overwrite the old value with the new value.

3. Click Close.

2.4.3 Managing Access Control Policies for Entries and Subentries
Access control policies for entries and subentries are stored as attributes of specific
entries and subentries. Consequently, to create and manage the access control policies of
entries and subentries, you use the ACI tabs in the Attributes of the Entry window for the
entry, as follows:

� Use the Subentry ACI tab of the entry that corresponds to the administrative point to
manage the access control policies for the subentries subordinate to this
administrative point

� Use the Prescriptive ACI tab of an access control subentry to manage the access
control policies for entries within the subentry’s scope
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� Use the Entry ACI tab of an entry or subentry to manage the access control policies
for the entry or subentry itself

The Attributes of the Entry ACI tabs permit you to add, change, and remove access
control policies. They also permit you to select from a set of predefined access control
policies supplied with DirX. One set of predefined access control policies is to be applied
to entry ACIs or prescriptive ACIs; the other set of predefined policies is to be applied to
subentry ACIs. Use Add Predefined in the ACI tab to view the list of predefined access
policies. Each predefined policy in the list has a short text-string name that explains the
nature of the policy. To select one or more policies from the list, click on its name, then
click OK. DirXmanage then displays an ACI property page dialog box, the dialog box
displayed depends upon the nature of the predefined access control policy you selected.
In the fields highlighted in yellow, you enter the access control information necessary to
complete the policy, then close the dialog to apply the policy.

Note: If you select a predefined access control policy that controls a set of attributes, a set
of attribute permissions, or a set of entry permissions, you should update the identification
tag of the predefined policy to describe the set of attributes, attribute permissions, or entry
permissions the policy is controlling. A predefined policy’s identification tag appears in the
Identification Tag field in the General tab (which is a tab in either the User First or Item
First dialog boxes). To update the tag, type the new description in the space provided.

2.4.4 Managing User Policies
A user policy specifies the service and authentication policies that a DSA is to apply to a
specific user or all users who bind to it. The User Policies selection in the Policies menu
displays a window that lists the policies currently in effect for users that want to bind to the
bound-to DSA. Use the User Policies window to create new user policies, change
existing user policies, and remove user policies.

2.4.5 Managing DSA Policies
A DSA policy defines the agreements between a DSA and remote DSAs with which you
want to communicate. The DSA Policies selection in the Policies menu displays a
window that lists the policies currently in effect for remote DSAs that want to access the
bound-to DSA. Use the DSA Policies window to create new DSA policies, change existing
DSA policies, and remove DSA policies.

2.4.6 Managing Shadowing Agreements and LDIF Agreements
The Shadow Operational Bindings selection in the Policies menu displays a window
that lists the shadowing agreements currently in effect between the DSA and other DSAs
and any LDIF agreements in effect for the DSA. Use the Shadow Operational Bindings
window to create new shadowing and LDIF agreements, change existing shadowing and
LDIF agreements, and remove shadowing and LDIF agreements. You also use this
window to activate and deactivate the actual shadowing process for a shadowing
agreement and the LDIF file generation process for an LDIF agreement.
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Note: When creating a shadowing agreement, you must first create a server profile for the
shadow DSA so that you can identify it in the agreement.

2.4.7 Managing Subschema Content Rules and Structure Rules
Subschema content rules and structure rules are stored as attributes of the subschema
subentry. Consequently, you use the DIT-Content Rules and DIT-Structure Rules tabs in
the Attributes of the Entry window for a subschema subentry to create and manage
content rules and structure rules. You can use the DIT-Content Rules and DIT-Structure
Rules tabs to add, change, and remove subschema content rules and structure rules. Any
changes you make to the content rules and structure rules of a subschema subentry are
immediately applied to the DSA and to the DSA’s local schema file.

You can also edit a DSA’s subschema content rules and structure rules “offline” by editing
the local schema file for a DSA. To work on the local schema file for a DSA from the
Administration window, you use the Schema Configuration Files selection in the
Schema menu and select the local schema file that corresponds to your DSA. Any
changes you make to content and structure rules are saved in the file and are not applied
to the DSA until you explicitly choose to do so.

Note: If you make changes to a subschema subentry with another DirX administration
tool, DirXmanage will detect the change next time you use it to bind to the DSA and will
ask you whether or not you want to synchronize the local and DSA schemas.

2.4.8 Managing the DSA Schema
DirXmanage permits you to make changes to the information in the DSA schema
(attribute types, object classes, and name forms) and apply those changes without
restarting or rebinding with DirXmanage. To make changes directly to the DSA schema
from the Administration window:

1. Click Schema menu.

2. Click Edit DSA.

The changes you make to the attribute types, object classes, or name forms are
immediately applied to the DSA and to the DSA’s local schema file.

You can also edit a DSA schema “offline” by editing the local schema file for a DSA. To
work on the local schema file for a DSA from the Administration window, you click
Schema Configuration Files of the Schema menu, and then select the local schema file
that corresponds to the DSA. Any changes you make to the attribute types, object classes,
and name forms in the local schema file are saved in the file and are not applied to the
DSA until you explicitly choose to do so.

2.4.9 Synchronizing Schemas
DirXmanage allows you to synchronize between a DSA’s schema and its local schema file
from the Administration window. You can also compare a DSA's schema with the schemas
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of other DSAs, and distribute a DSA's schema to other DSAs.

To update the DSA schema with the contents of the local schema file:

1. Click Schema menu.

2. Click Sync Schema to DSA.

To update the local schema file with the contents of the DSA schema:

1. Click Schema menu.

2. Click Sync Schema from DSA.

To distribute a DSA's schema to other DSAs:

1. Bind to the DSA whose schema is to be distributed. This is the master DSA.

2. Bind to the DSAs whose schemas are to be synchronized with the master DSA.

3. Activate the Administration window of the master DSA.

4. Click Schema menu.

5. Click Compare and adjust DSA schema.

6. In the Target DSA window, check the DSAs whose schemas are to be synchronized,
and then click Start Adjusting.

Note: both server profiles and bind profiles must exist for the target DSAs before you can
follow this procedure.

Use Show Differences in the Compare and adjust DSA schema dialog to compare the
schemas of other DSAs with the master DSA's schema and generate a list of differences
between the schemas.

2.4.10 Managing DirX Database Configuration
The DirX Directory Service supports two types of access optimization to attributes in the
DirX database:

� Indexing of attributes, to improve the performance of certain types of search queries

� Optimized read access for attributes, where the DSA stores the entry's attribute and
values in the same database record as the entry's distinguished name

DirXmanage allows you to create or delete indexes and to enable and disable the access
optimizations for each attribute type in the DSA schema using the DB configuration
selection in the Schema menu. See the db attrconfig operation of the dirxadm section in
the DirX Administration Reference for more information on how and when to create
different kinds of indexes and how and when to use attribute access optimization.
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2.4.11 Managing LDAP Servers
DirXmanage allows you to:

� Manage the LDAP servers that can bind to a DSA

� Manage the subentries of LDAP servers that are co-located on a DSA

Managing LDAP Servers that Bind to a DSA

DirXmanage allows you to manage the LDAP servers that can bind to a DSA using the
LDAP Configuration selection in the LDAP menu. Use the LDAP Server tab to:

� Start or stop diagnostic logging for an LDAP server

� View an LDAP server's diagnostic log files

� View and change an LDAP server's configuration

� Stop an LDAP server; this action stops the LDAP server itself without stopping the
DirX service, but you must stop, then restart the DirX service to restart the LDAP
server

Note:  If DirXmanage is to manage a remote LDAP server, the installation directory of the
remote LDAP server needs to be shared so that DirXmanage is able to read the
diagnostic logging and configuration information saved in the dirxldap.cfg file on the
remote machine.

Managing LDAP Server Subentries

An LDAP server's LDAP root subentry and LDAP configuration subentry define the
server's capabilities and configuration parameters. DirXmanage allows you to create and
manage the LDAP root and configuration server subentries of LDAP servers that are co-
located on a DSA using the LDAP Configuration selection of the LDAP menu. Use the
LDAP Profiles tab to create new LDAP server subentries, change existing LDAP server
subentries, and remove LDAP server subentries.

Note: Once you have created an LDAP root subentry for an LDAP server, you should not
change it. Chapter 5, "Setting Up an LDAP Server" provides more information about
LDAP server subentries and LDAP server management in general.

2.4.12 Stopping a DirX Service
You can use DirXmanage to stop the DirX service to which you are bound. Use the Stop
DirX service selection in the Server menu of the Administration window to stop the
bound-to DSA and LDAP server.

2.4.13 Monitoring DirX
You can use DirXmanage to carry out the three types of monitoring available in DirX:
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� Management Information Base (MIB) monitoring

� Audit logging

� Diagnostic logging

The next sections summarize how to use DirXmanage to monitor DirX. Chapter 12,
"Monitoring DirX" provides a general description of MIB monitoring, audit logging, and
diagnostic logging and the kind of information each type of monitoring provides. The
chapter also describes how to perform DirX monitoring with DirX command-line tools such
as dirxadm.

Monitoring the DirX MIBs

DirX provides a graphical tool called DirXmonitor that you can use to monitor the DirX
MIBs. You can start DirXmonitor from DirXmanage with the Monitoring selection in the
Maintenance menu to monitor the Application and DSA MIBs of a DSA to which you have
bound with DirXmanage. Alternatively, you can start DirXmonitor from the Windows Start
task bar and then bind to a DSA, as follows:

1. Click Start, and then point to Programs.

2. Point to DirX V5.0, and then click DirXmon.

3. In the DirXmonitor menu bar, click Server, and then select Bind.

You can also use the Start -> Run menu menu selection to start DirXmonitor, giving the
pathname to the executable file. Note that you must have an administrator bind profile and
a server profile for the DSA in order to bind to it with DirXmonitor.

DirXmonitor provides two ways to display the information in the DirX MIBs:

� A MIB monitor view, which shows the MIB information in graphical form

� A MIB table view, which shows the MIB information in tabular form
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Figure 6: DirXmonitor MIB Views

You can use the View Settings selection in the Options menu to configure the monitor
and table views. Chapter 12, "Monitoring DirX" provides more information about the
contents of the Application and DSA MIBs and the meaning of the information contained
within them.

By default, DirXmonitor updates its display every five seconds. Use the Update time
selection in the Options menu to change the update interval.

Managing Audit Logging

Use the Auditing selection in the Maintenance menu to manage DirX audit logging on a
DSA to which you have bound with DirXmanage. You can use this selection to:

� Enable and disable audit logging on the DSA

� View the audit logging parameters currently in force for the DSA

� Change the audit logging parameters: the level of auditing to be performed, the audit
log file size, the audit log file overflow strategy, and whether auditing is on or off
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� View a list of audit log files

� View the contents of an audit log file

� Move, delete, and create new audit log files

� View and change the filter for viewing audit log files; you can filter by protocol type and
operation type

Chapter 12, "Monitoring DirX" provides more information about audit log files and the audit
logging parameters that you can set for audit logging.

Managing Diagnostic Logging

Use the Logging selection in the Maintenance menu to manage trace and exception
logging on a DSA to which you have bound with DirXmanage. You can use this selection
to:

� Select a default diagnostic logging configuration (default exception logging only, or a
default trace and exception logging configuration)

� Configure trace logging by selecting the subcomponents for which the DSA is to
capture trace messages and the debug level of the traces to log

� Configure exception logging by selecting the severity of exceptions to log and
specifying how and where to log them

� Enable and disable the selected diagnostic logging configuration

� View, save, and delete DSA trace and exception log files

Chapter 12, "Monitoring DirX" provides more information about trace and exception
logging, as does the chapter "DirX Files" in the DirX Administration Reference.

Note that you use the LDAP server tab in the LDAP -> LDAP Configuration dialog to
enable and disable LDAP server trace and exception logging.
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Chapter

3 Using dirxcp and dirxadm

The dirxcp and dirxadm programs are the two main administration tools for DirX on
UNIX platforms, and they are also available  on NT. The dirxcp program is a command-
line directory user agent (DUA) that communicates with DSAs over the standard X.500
DAP protocol. The dirxadm program is a command-line DSA management tool that
communicates with a DSA using RPC protocol. The dirxadm program is not a DUA, and
is designed to manage DirX DSAs exclusively.

Both dirxcp and dirxadm are built on a portable command language called the tool
command language (Tcl). Tcl permits the use of variables, if statements, list processing
functions, loop functions, and many other features commonly found in command
languages. Because dirxcp and dirxadm are integrated with Tcl, you can use Tcl built-in
commands and variables in conjunction with dirxcp and dirxadm commands. More
important, you can write Tcl scripts that combine dirxcp, dirxadm and Tcl commands; this
feature allows you to simplify the process of issuing complex administrative commands.

This chapter describes how to use dirxadm and dirxcp. It also gives an example of a Tcl
script that contains dirxadm commands.

3.1 Using dirxcp
This section describes:

� How to specify dirxcp commands

� How to specify Tcl commands to dirxcp

� How to invoke and terminate dirxcp

� When to use dirxcp
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3.1.1 Specifying dirxcp Commands
Use the following format to give a dirxcp command:

[object] operation [argument] [-option [opt_arg]] ...

The Object Parameter

The object parameter specifies the name of a dirxcp administration object. Use one of
the following keywords; the keyword you specify corresponds to the object you want to
work on:

Keyword Usage

abbr Use this object to display the valid abbreviations for directory
service elements such as object classes, name forms,
matching rules, attributes, and structured attributes.

args Use this object to set the service controls associated with a
DAP directory operation.

ldapargs Use this object to set the service controls associated with an
LDAP directory operation

obj Use this object to create, delete, and change entries and
subentries and the attributes of entries and subentries in the
directory information tree (DIT)

The Operation Parameter

The operation parameter specifies the name of an action such as create, show, or
delete, that is to be performed on the object. Use the keyword that corresponds to the
action you want to perform on the object. For example:

� abbr show

� args modify

� obj create

Each object supports different operations, so the operation keywords you use will vary
depending on the object you’re working on. You can use the operations operation to find
out what operations are valid for the object. For example, giving the dirxcp command:

obj operations

returns a list of keywords that represent the operations you can perform on the obj object;
these are bind, compare, create, delete, list, modify, moddn, search, show, and
unbind. All objects support the operations operation, and they also provide a help
operation.

By default, the dirxcp program operates on the obj administration object. Consequently, if
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you do not specify an object, the operation you issue is performed on the obj
administration object. For example, if you issue the command:

abbr show

The dirxcp program will return directory service element abbreviations. However, if you
issue the command:

show

The dirxcp program will return the distinguished name of the current working object.

The Argument Parameter

The argument parameter gives the name of one or more specific objects to operate on.
For example, in the command:

obj list /O=pqr/OU=Sales

the argument is the distinguished name /O=pqr/OU=Sales, which directs the dirxcp
program to display the names of the entries immediately subordinate to the entry that
corresponds to the distinguished name. (Note that is not necessary to specify “obj” due to
the default behavior mentioned earlier.)

The Option Parameter

The option parameter specifies a qualifier that controls the precise behavior of a dirxcp
command. Most, but not all, dirxcp commands take options. Specify options by preceding
the option name with a dash (-). Here are some examples:

obj show /O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=herschel -allattr

args modify -default

Many dirxcp options take an argument, opt_arg, that can be a name or a value. For
example, in the command:

show /O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=Miller -attribute TN -pretty

the -attribute option has as an argument the name TN.

Complete descriptions of dirxcp administration objects, the operations that can be
performed on them, and the associated arguments and options are given in the DirX
Administration Reference; refer to the individual object reference pages, for example, the
obj reference page.

3.1.2 Specifying Tcl Commands and Variables
The dirxcp program permits you to use the Tcl built-in commands and Tcl variables.
Some examples of Tcl built-in commands are:

� The catch command, which traps errors in Tcl scripts
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� The cd command, which changes the working directory

� The if conditional command, which allow else and else if clauses

� The loop constructs for, foreach, and while

� The puts command, which outputs a string to an I/O stream

� The set command, which assigns a value to a Tcl variable

You can use the built-in Tcl commands interchangeably with dirxcp commands. For
example:

puts "Display the subentries subordinate to /O=PQR"
args modify -subentries TRUE
catch { search /O=PQR -subtree -allattr -p } status
if {$status == ""} \

then {puts "operation ok"} \
else {puts "$status"}

Tcl also provides a set of predefined variables, such as argc and argv. The dirxcp
program also defines a set of “custom” Tcl variables; see the dirxcp reference page in the
DirX Administration Reference for complete details on the dirxcp Tcl variables. One of the
more commonly used dirxcp Tcl variables is _cwo, which holds the current working
object. Use the Tcl set command to set the value of this variable, for example:

set _cwo /o=pqr

Use the Tcl puts command to display the current value of this variable, for example:

puts $_cwo
/o=pqr

This section provides only brief introductory information about Tcl. For complete
information about Tcl commands, Tcl variables, and how to use the language, refer to a
book about Tcl. Some examples are:

� Tcl and the Tk Toolkit, by John K. Ousterhout

� Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk, by Brent B. Welch

3.1.3 Invoking and Terminating dirxcp
You can invoke dirxcp commands in two different modes:

� Interactive mode

� Command mode

To activate interactive mode, enter the dirxcp command without any arguments. At the
dirxcp prompt, enter a dirxcp or Tcl command; dirxcp runs the command, displays the
result, and is ready to accept another command. Here is an example of running a dirxcp
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command in interactive mode:

% dirxcp
dirxcp> obj show /O=pqr/OU=Sales/CN=herschel \

-allattr -pretty
dirxcp>

Here is an example of running a Tcl command in interactive mode:

% dirxcp
dirxcp> set _cwo /o=pqr/ou=Sales/cn=Tinker
dirxcp>

There are two ways to activate command mode from the system prompt:

� Enter the dirxcp command with the filename of a script that contains dirxcp
commands, Tcl commands, or both, as follows:

% dirxcp myscript.tcl

The section “Using dirxcp and dirxadm Commands in Tcl Scripts” provides information
on how to build Tcl scripts.

� Enter the dirxcp command with the -c option followed by a list that contains one or
more dirxcp commands or Tcl commands, for example:

% dirxcp -c “obj show /c=us/o=sni/ou=eng/cn=moy -alla -p”
% dirxcp -c “puts [show /O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Kim -alla -p]”

Enclose the commands in quotation marks (“”) and use the semicolon (;) to separate
multiple commands. Remember to escape shell metacharacters (for example, by
enclosing them in quotation marks).

In command mode with the -c option, use the line continuation “\” character to continue
the dirxcp command on another line, for example:

% dirxcp -c “puts [obj show /O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Kim \
-attribute tn -pretty]; obj modify \
/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Kim -removeattr tn”

In scripts, if a command extends over several lines, for example, a Tcl if/then/else clause,
you must use the line continuation character:

if {$status == ""} \
then {puts "operation ok"} \
else {puts "$status"}

Here is another example where the line continuation character must be used in scripts:
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create {/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John} -attr \
{OCL=TOP;PER;ORP;MUS} \
{SN=Smith} \
{DSC=Sales Manager} \
{TN=+12 34 567 890;+12 34 567 891} \
{UP=jps123}

Terminate an interactive dirxcp session by using the exit and quit commands:

dirxcp> quit
%

dirxcp> exit
%

The DirX Administration Reference provides more information about dirxcp usage. See
the dirxcp reference page, which provides information about viewing output, line recall
and editing, and error code values. See the chapter entitled “DirX String Syntaxes” for
information about specifying strings in dirxcp commands.

3.1.4 When to Use dirxcp
The dirxcp program is the primary tool for performing directory service administration and
is intended for use by both system administrators and directory service end users. The
program is a DUA, which means that it uses the DAP protocol to access DSAs and
supports all of the DAP operations. The dirxcp program is able to generate DAP
requests, which can initiate distributed operations.

All dirxcp operations are subject to access control and schema rules: you can only
perform an operation if access rights are granted to the object or the action itself is
granted, and if the operation is consistent with the schema definition.

Use dirxcp to:

� Manage entries and subentries in the DIT, that is, manage DSEs whose DSE-type
(DSET) attribute value is ENTRY or SUBENTRY. This includes the following tasks:

− Creating subschema-specific, access-control-specific, and collective attribute-
specific subentries

− Populating the DIT

− Creating, modifying, and deleting entries and subentries

− Browsing on entries in the DIT
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� Manage administrative points in the DIT, that is, manage DSEs whose DSE-type
attribute value is ADM_POINT. This includes the following tasks:

− Modifying and browsing autonomous administrative points

− Creating, modifying, browsing and deleting non-autonomous administrative points

� Manage the service control settings for directory operations; these settings control
how directory operations are performed

� Return the values of the following operational attributes (operational attributes whose
usage attribute value is DIRECTORY-OPERATION):

− create-timestamp

− modify-timestamp

− creators-name

− modifiers-name

− administrative-role

− subtree-specification

− DIT-structure-rules

− DIT-content-rules

− matching-rules

− attribute-types

− object-classes

− name-forms

− matching-rule-use

− structural-object-class

− governing-structural-rule

− access-control-scheme

− prescriptive-ACI

− subentry-ACI

− entry-ACI
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You cannot use dirxcp to:

� Manage entries whose DSE-types are not ENTRY, SUBENTRY or ADM_POINT.
These entries are:

− The root DSE

− Glues

− Knowledge references (subordinate, superior and cross references)

� Create autonomous administrative points

� Return the values of the following operational attributes:

− DSE-type

− my-access-point

− superior-knowledge

− specific-knowledge

− supplier-knowledge

− consumer-knowledge

− secondary-shadows

− supported-application-context

� Return information about or manage:

− Shadowing operational bindings (stored in the cooperating-DSA attribute)

− user-policies

− DSA-policies

− Other global policies

� Activate and deactivate logging

� Activate, deactivate and configure auditing

� Start and stop the DSA

� Save and restore the DSA database

� Optimize the database configuration file

� Add “custom” attribute types, object classes, and name forms to the standard DSA
schema
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3.2 Using dirxadm
This section describes:

� How to specify dirxadm commands

� How to specify Tcl commands to dirxadm

� How to invoke and terminate dirxadm

� When to use dirxadm

3.2.1 Specifying dirxadm Commands
A dirxadm command has the following syntax:

[object] operation [argument] [-option [opt_arg]] ...

The Object Parameter

The object parameter specifies the name of a dirxadm administration object. Use one of
the following keywords; the keyword you specify corresponds to the object you want to
work on:

Keyword Usage

abbr Use this object to display the valid abbreviations for directory
service elements such as object classes, name forms, matching
rules, attributes, and structured attributes

audit Use this object to manage audit logging

db Use this object to manage database configuration

dse Use this object to manage DSE and policy administration

gs Use this object to add new schema elements to the DSA schema.

ldap Performs LDAP server administration.

nmi Use this object to display network management information from
the DSA management information base (MIB)

ob Use this object to manage shadowing agreements.

sys Use this object to start and stop DSAs and control logging.

The Operation Parameter

The operation parameter specifies the name of an action such as create, show, or
delete, that is to be performed on the object. Use the keyword that corresponds to the
action you want to perform on the object. For example:
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� ob create

� dse show

� sys start

Each object supports different operations, so the operation keywords you use will vary
depending on the object you’re working on. You can use the operations operation to find
out what operations are valid for the object. For example, giving the dirxadm command:

dse operations

returns a list of keywords that represent the operations you can perform on the dse
object; these are bind, create, delete, list, moddn, modify, search, and show. All
objects support the operations operation, and they also provide a help operation.

By default, the dirxadm program operates on either the dse administration object or the
sys object. Consequently, if you do not specify an object, the operation you issue is
performed on the dse administration object. For example, if you issue the command:

ob show

The dirxadm program will return a table of operational bindings. However, if you issue the
command:

show

The dirxadm program will return the distinguished name the current working DSE. If you
specify the commands:

start

stop

status

the dirxadm program “knows” that the object you want to use is the sys object.

The Argument Parameter

The argument parameter specifies the name of one or more specific objects to operate
on. For example, in the command:

dse list /O=pqr

the argument is the distinguished name /O=pqr, which directs the dirxadm program to
display the contents of the entry that corresponds to the distinguished name. (Note that is
not necessary to specify “dse” due to the default behavior mentioned earlier.)

The Option Parameter

The option parameter specifies a qualifier that controls the precise behavior of a dirxadm
command. Most, but not all, dirxadm commands take options. Specify options by
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preceding the option name with a dash (-). For example:

dse show /O=pqr -pretty

Many dirxadm options take an argument, opt_arg, that can be a name or a value. For
example:

gs create AT -objid FDLC -info \
{EM=CIM,SM=CISM,AS=DS64,MV=FALSE,COL=FALSE,UM=TRUE}

dse modify -addattr DSC=Director -removeattr TN=369072

Note the presence of the line continuation character (\) in the first example; see the
section “Invoking and Terminating dirxadm” for an explanation of when to use this
character.

Complete descriptions of dirxadm administration objects and the operations that can be
performed on them are given in the DirX Administration Reference; refer to the individual
object reference pages, for example, the dse reference page.

3.2.2 Specifying Tcl Commands and Variables
Like dirxcp, the dirxadm program permits you to use the Tcl built-in commands and Tcl
variables, which you can use interchangeably with dirxadm commands. The dirxadm
program also provides its own Tcl variables. In particular, it provides the _cwo variable,
which for dirxadm specifies the current working DSE. You set it and display the dirxadm
_cwo variable with the Tcl set and puts commands, as you do with the dirxcp _cwo
variable. For complete information about Tcl commands, Tcl variables, and how to use the
language, refer to a book about Tcl. Some examples are:

� Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk, by Brent B. Welch

� Tcl and the Tk Toolkit, by John K. Ousterhout

3.2.3 Invoking and Terminating dirxadm
You can invoke dirxadm commands in two different modes:

� Interactive mode

� Command mode

To activate interactive mode, enter the dirxadm command without any arguments. At the
dirxadm prompt, enter a dirxadm or Tcl command; dirxadm runs the command, displays
the result, and is ready to accept another command. Here is an example of running a
dirxadm command in interactive mode:

% dirxadm
dirxadm> dse delete /o=pqr/ou=Sales/cn=Hughes
dirxadm>

Here is an example of running a Tcl command in interactive mode:
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% dirxadm
dirxadm> set _cwo /o=pqr/ou=Sales/cn=Smith
dirxadm>

There are two ways to activate command mode from the system prompt:

� Enter the dirxadm command with the filename of a script that contains dirxadm
commands, Tcl commands, or both, as follows:

% dirxadm myscript.tcl

� Enter the dirxadm command with the -c option followed by a list that contains one or
more dirxadm commands or Tcl commands, for example:

% dirxadm -c “dse list -p;dse modify -removeattr pa”

Enclose the commands in quotation marks (“”) and separate multiple commands with
a semicolon (;). Remember to escape shell metacharacters (for example, by
enclosing them in quotation marks).

In command mode with the -c option, use the line continuation “\” character to continue
the dirxadm command on another line, as with dirxcp. In Tcl scripts, if a command
sequence is to extend over several lines, for example, a Tcl if/then/else clause, you must
use the line continuation character, as with dirxcp.

Terminate an interactive dirxadm session by using the exit and quit commands:

dirxcp> quit
%

dirxcp> exit
%

The DirX Administration Reference provides more information about dirxadm usage. See
the dirxadm reference page, which provides information about viewing output, line recall
and editing, and error code values. See the chapter entitled “DirX String Syntaxes” for
information about specifying strings in dirxadm commands.

3.2.4 When to Use dirxadm
The dirxadm program is a powerful program intended only for directory service system
administrators. The dirxadm program is a DIB manipulation tool that communicates
directly with the DSA using RPC protocol. It is not a DUA, cannot send DAP requests, and
cannot initiate distributed operations.

Because the dirxadm program can bypass access control information and subschema
rules, it is intended for use by system administrators who have a thorough understanding
of the directory information database (DIB) and its maintenance, and is not intended for
end users. Use dirxadm only when dirxcp cannot perform the operation.
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Use dirxadm to:

� Manage the entries that dirxcp cannot manage; these tasks include:

− modifying the root DSE (the root DSE is created automatically during installation
and cannot be deleted)

− creating autonomous administrative points

− creating glues

− creating, modifying, browsing and deleting knowledge references (subordinate,
superior and cross references)

� Display the operational attributes that dirxcp cannot display:

− DSE-type

− my-access-point

− superior-knowledge

− specific-knowledge

− supplier-knowledge

− consumer-knowledge

− secondary-shadows

− supported-application-context

� Manage:

− Shadowing operational bindings (stored in the cooperating-DSA attribute)

− user-policies

− DSA-policies

− Other global policies

� Activate and deactivate logging

� Activate, deactivate and configure auditing

� Start and stop the DSA

� Save and restore the DSA database

� Optimize the database configuration file

� Add “custom” attribute types, object classes, and name forms to the standard DSA
schema

System administrators using dirxadm should take care that they do not:
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� create entries that are inconsistent with the subschema in force, because clients such
as dirxcp will not be able to access these entries

� create attributes that do not belong to the entry’s object class

� omit mandatory object class attributes

� create erroneous references

� omit operational attributes managed by the DSA

3.3 Using Tcl Scripts with dirxadm and dirxcp
We strongly recommend that you develop Tcl scripts that you can use to perform complex
administration tasks. Putting complex dirxadm and dirxcp commands into scripts saves
you time, since you only type the commands once and avoids the hazard of making
typographical errors each time you give the commands.

For example, the following script contains the dirxadm commands necessary to establish
the local DSA name, presentation address, and default password. In the following script:

� Each dirxadm command is identified by a text string that is displayed online with the
Tcl puts command.

� The Tcl catch command is used to place the results of each command into the status
variable.

� The Tcl if statement is used to test whether or not the command is successful. If the
command fails, the puts command is used to display the contents of the status
variable.

# This script is a dirxadm script that establishes
# - the DSA name
# - the DSA presentation address, including network
# address, transport, session and presentation selectors
# - the default password of the DSA
#
# This commands establishes DSA name and PSAP
puts "ob modownacp : modify own Access Point"
catch {ob modownacp {AE={/CN=SNI-DSA},

PSAP={TS=DSA,
NA='TCP/IP!internet=127.0.0.1+port=21100'

}
}

} status

if {$status == ""} \
then {puts "operation ok"} \
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else {puts "$status"}
#
# This dirxadm command modifies the default password of your
# local DSA

puts "modify own default password"
catch { modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/},

OPT=CHAINING,
AP={OPWD=MY_NEW_PASSWORD}

}
}

} status

if {$status == ""} \
then {puts "operation ok"} \
else {puts "$status"}

Note the presence of the line continuation character “\”. In scripts it is needed if Tcl
commands stretch over several lines and the line break is not enclosed in curly braces { }.
In interactive mode, you cannot use the line continuation character when you want to
continue a dirxcp command on a new line. You can issue a dirxcp command that is
longer than will fit on a line simply by continuing to type the command line without typing
an ENTER or RETURN. Although the resulting command line will appear to be “wrapped”
on the display, internally it is a single line.

You can find more examples of Tcl scripts in the directory /opt/dirx/scripts, which is
installed on your system when you install DirX. Refer to a book about Tcl for instructions
on developing Tcl scripts; for example, Practical Programming in Tcl and Tk, by Brent B.
Welch, or Tcl and the Tk Toolkit, by John K. Ousterhout.
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Chapter

4 Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA

This chapter describes how to configure a stand-alone DSA. A stand-alone DSA is a DSA
that has no superior or subordinate DSAs and manages the entirety of a DIT. The sample
stand-alone DSA discussed in this chapter has the following characteristics:

� Its administrative point is at the organization level.

� It uses name forms, object classes, attribute types and matching rules defined in the
default DSA schema supplied with DirX.

� It uses simple access control policies for a default administrator and anonymous
users.

This chapter uses a fictitious company called “PQR” to illustrate the planning decisions
and administrative tasks that are involved in setting up this sample DSA. PQR is a
German company that wants to set up a DSA that contains general information about its
employees. All of the information about all of its employees can be stored in a single DSA.
The company has no current plans to integrate this DSA into an existing DIT within
Germany, but wants to ensure that it can do so in the future if company plans change.
Consequently, PQR chooses to set up its DSA as a stand-alone DSA with the appropriate
mechanisms in place for future integration with other DSAs.

The first part of this chapter discusses the planning considerations and decisions that
PQR must make before it can build its stand-alone DSA. The second part of this chapter
describes how to build PQR’s DSA with

1. The DirXmanage Setup Wizard

2. The dirxadm and dirxcp programs

The final part of this chapter describes extensions that can be made to PQR’s DSA
configuration and how to make them with dirxadm and dirxcp.

Tcl scripts for building this sample stand-alone configuration and adding the extensions to
it can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/stand_alone (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\stand_alone (Windows NT)
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These scripts contain all of the commands and procedures discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Planning the DSA
PQR needs to make decisions in two areas before its administrators can begin to build
their DSA:

� It needs to define the DIT

� It needs to define a framework for DSA administration (DSA name, a default
administrator, access rights, DUA configuration)

4.1.1 Defining the DIT
In order to define the DIT, PQR must define:

� The structure of its part of the DIT

� The form for distinguished names

� The DIT names in the upper part of its DIT

� The attribute types that will be used to store employee information

DIT Structure

The first planning question that PQR must consider is this:

What is the right DIT structure for my organization?

The DIT held by the DSA must fulfill all of the organization’s requirements concerning the
structure and the type of the information to be stored; that is, the DIT should use object
classes that support the attribute types that are necessary for storing the information, use
suitable naming attributes, and define appropriate structure rules.

PQR determines that the DIT structure implemented in its DSA should reflect the
company’s organizational structure, which is as follows:

� PQR is located in only one country

� It consists of one organization that is divided into two organizational units: the Sales
and Development departments

� Each employee belongs to one of these organizational units.

The next question that PQR must consider is:

Can I use the default DSA schema supplied with DirX, or must I define my own
attribute types, object classes and name forms?

PQR determines that the default DSA schema is sufficient for its use, and that it need not
extend the DSA schema with custom attribute types, object classes, and name forms.
PQR selects the following object classes from default DSA schema to represent its DIT
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structure:

� The organization object class to represent the company

� The organizational-unit object class to represent its Sales and Development
departments

� The organizational-person object class to represent the employees.

Distinguished Names

PQR chooses to use the standard name forms supplied in the default DSA schema for the
distinguished names (DNs) of the entries in its DIT. The following figure shows PQR’s DIT
with the object classes (OC), name forms (NF) and the naming attribute types (NmgAtt)
used at each level.

Figure 7: PQR DIT Structure

DIT Names

The next question that PQR must consider is:

Where is our part of the DIT located?

The DIT structure proposed in the X.500 standard specifies the country object as the first
level. PQR is located in Germany, but its DIT begins at the organizational level. PQR
decides that it does not need to include a DIT name that refers to the country object. The
following figure shows the distinguished names used in the upper part of PQR’s DIT.

Structure Rule 1

Structure Rule 2

OC: organization
NF: orgNameForm
NmgAtt: organizationName

OC: organizationalUnit
NF: orgUnitNameForm
NmgAtt: organizationName

OC: organizationalPerson
NF: orgPersonNameForm
NmgAtt: commonName
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Figure 8: PQR Distinguished Name Structure

PQR is represented as an object of object class organization (O) and is named by the
organization-name PQR, which results in the distinguished name /O=PQR.

Sales and Development are represented as objects of object class organizational-unit
(OU). The two organizational units use the names Sales and Development as relative
distinguished names (RDNs).

The employees are represented as entries of object class organizational-person
(ORP).The entries for the employees are named by the common-name (CN) naming
attribute type. Since a large number of employees are located within each organizational
unit, PQR must ensure that each employee is assigned a unique common-name within
the organizational unit.

Attribute Types

The PQR company wants to store the following information in the DSA:

� For the company as a whole, its name, a short description, a telephone number and
the postal address

� For either organizational unit, its name

� For each employee, the name of the employee, a short description, the telephone
number, an X.400 address and a user password

The standard object classes used to define PQR’s DIT structure are associated with a set
of standard attribute types that are allowed for the object class. These attribute types are
sufficient to store all of the information required by the PQR company with one exception:
the allowed attribute types associated with the organizational-person object class are not
designed to store X.400 addresses. Consequently, the organizational-person object class
must be extended to include the mhs-or-address attribute in its set of allowed attributes.

/O=PQR/OU=Sales/
CN=employee's name

/O=PQR/OU=Development/
CN=employee's name

/O=PQR/OU=Sales /O=PQR/OU=Development

/O=PQR
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The following table shows the attribute types of each object class that are used to store
the required information in PQR’s DSA.

Table 1: PQR Object Classes and Attribute Types

Object Class Stored Information Attribute Types Stored Information

organization PQR company data organization-name company name

description company
description

telephone-number company telephone
no

postal-address company address

organizational-unit organizational unit
data

organizational-unit-
name

organizational unit
name

organizational-
person

employee data common-name employee name

description employee
description

telephone-number employee telephone
no

user-password employee password

mhs-or-address employee X.400
address

4.1.2 Defining the Administrative Framework
The next planning step for PQR is to establish the administrative framework in which DSA
administration will be performed. This planning process consists of the following tasks:

1. Defining a DSA name and presentation address

2. Defining the location of the first administrative point

3. Defining the default administrator

4. Defining access rights

5. Defining a DUA name and presentation address

The next sections describe how PQR performs these tasks.

Defining a DSA Name and Address

A DSA must be given a name and a presentation address in order for it to bootstrap
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successfully. The name should identify:

� That it represents a DSA

� The company to which the DSA belongs

� Where in the DIT it is located

� The level at which the DSA operates

PQR’s DSA is to operate at the organization level underneath the country level. PQR
chooses to include the organization name and directly under organization, the common
name CN=PQR-DSA1. Consequently, the name of PQR’s DSA is /O=PQR/CN=PQR-
DSA1.

Establishing a DSA’s presentation address is a requirement for network communication
between DUA clients and DSAs. It is also a requirement for DSA-to-DSA communication if
future integration with a superior DSA is planned. PQR’s presentation address is:

Transport selector: DSA1
Network address: internet address: 123.45.67.89

port number: 19999

Defining the Location of the First Administrative Point

An administrative point establishes the root of an administrative area, which corresponds
to the portion of the DIT owned by an organization. Consequently, for PQR, defining the
first administrative point defines the root of PQR’s administrative area, which corresponds
to the portion of the DIT that it owns and manages. In order for PQR to define the location
of its first administrative point, it must answer the following question:

Where does the part of the DIT held by my DSA start?

The topmost entry held by the DSA must be defined to be an autonomous administrative
point, which defines the administrative area as an autonomous administrative area.
Defining the area as autonomous means that administration policies of superior DSAs will
not affect this DSA.

The first administrative point must also be defined to be subschema-specific and access
control-specific, which means that the necessary information concerning the subschema
in force and the access control policies within the company PQR are defined at this level.
If no subschema is defined, then the tree cannot be built, and if no access control policy is
defined, then nothing is allowed.

A related question that PQR must also answer is:

What names are superior to my DSA?

The topmost entry held by the PQR DSA is /O=PQR. This is also its context prefix. PQR’s
DIT starts at the organization level directly underneath the root DSE (/). Since it does not
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plan to integrate with DSAs at the country level, it has no superior names.

Defining the Default Administrator

The process of setting up a DSA requires that a default administrator entry be created. To
define a default administrator, PQR must answer the following question:

What is the distinguished name for the default administrator, and what other attributes
are required for the default administrator?

Neither the name of the default administrator nor the object classes of its entry must fit
into the DIT structure defined for the user entries. The object class of the administrator
entry must permit all required attributes to be held, and the RDN must use only attributes
defined for the object class.

PQR determines that the distinguished name of its default administrator entry is
/O=PQR/CN=admin. Since PQR’s administrator is planned to have extensive access
rights (see the next section), he is expected to use simple authentication. As a result,
PQR also defines a password for its default administrator.

Defining Access Rights

The final planning step for PQR is to define the access control policy to be applied to
users of its DIT. The decisions made in this step determine the contents of the access
control-specific subentry that is created as part of DSA initialization. PQR defines two
categories of user:

� The administrator, who is responsible for the DSA administration and therefore needs
wide access rights

� All other users, who are allowed to use the DSA to read the information contained in
the entries, but are not allowed to modify anything in the DSA.

The PQR administrator will build the DSA and thus needs to be able to create all the
information necessary to prepare the DSA for population. Consequently, the administrator
must be allowed to

� Modify all user and operational attributes of all entries including the administrative
point entry

� Create subschema and access control subentries with all their attributes

� Modify all attributes of subschema and access control subentries

� Read all attributes of subschema and access control subentries

The administrator is also the only user who is allowed to change the DIT. Therefore, he
must be allowed to

� Create all entries with the necessary user and operational attributes

� Delete all entries
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� Modify all user and operational attributes of all entries

� Read all user and operational attributes of all entries

When the administrator binds to the DSA, he must identify himself with a name and a
password using simple authentication. He is not allowed to read passwords that belong to
the employees.

All other users can bind without a name and password. They are allowed to read all user
attributes except for user passwords.  They cannot modify anything in the tree.

Defining a DUA Presentation Address

In order for DUAs, especially dirxcp, to bind to a DSA, a DUA must be assigned a
presentation address. If the DUA runs on the same machine as the DSA, the DUA’s
transport selector and the port number must be different from the DSA’s values.

PQR uses a local client with the DSA with the following presentation address:

Transport selector: DUA1
Network address: internet address: 123.45.67.89

port number: 12345

4.2 Building the DSA with DirXmanage
This section describes how to build the stand-alone DSA that provides the information
required for the PQR company with the DirXmanage program, if the PQR DSA is being
set up on (or from) a Windows NT system. Building the DSA consists of the following
steps:

1. Bootstrapping the DSA

2. Initializing the DSA

3. Populating the tree

The PQR administrator can use the DirXmanage Setup Wizard to bootstrap and initialize
the DSA and the DirXmanage Administration window to populate the tree.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, “Using DirXmanage”, the Setup Wizard provides you with a
series of dialog boxes that prompt you for DSA configuration information. The Wizard
uses this information to bootstrap and initialize the DSA automatically. The following figure
illustrates the dialogs within the Setup Wizard.
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Figure 9: Setup Wizard Dialogs for the Stand-Alone DSA Configuration

To start the Setup Wizard and run the stand-alone DSA setup:

1. In the DirXmanage main window, click Server, and then click Setup Wizard.

2. In the Specify Task dialog box, click Next.

4.2.1 Bootstrapping the DSA
Bootstrapping the DSA means performing the steps that are necessary in order to make
the DSA able to come up and understand the first incoming requests using the DAP
protocol. These steps are:

1. Establishing the name and presentation address of the DSA

2. Creating the first administrative point

3. Creating the default administrator entry

The Setup Wizard automatically performs these steps when it bootstraps the DSA with
information you provide to it in the setup dialog boxes. The next sections describe how to
use the dialog boxes to:

Specify Task

Own Access Point

Administrative Point

Administrator

Subentry ACI

Schema

Prescriptive ACI

Final
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� Establish a DSA’s name and presentation address

� Define the location of the first administrative point

� Define the default administrator

� Establish the access rights for subentries

Establishing the DSA Name and Presentation Address in the DSA

The DSA will not bootstrap completely until it knows its own name and presentation
address. Use the Setup Wizard Own Access Point dialog box to specify the name and
presentation address for a DSA to the Setup Wizard so that it can bootstrap the DSA.

For PQR, the administrator enters:

1. The distinguished name /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 in DSAname.

2. The network address TCP/IP!Internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999 in NSAPS.

3. The T-Selector DSA1 in T-Selector.

4. The port number 5999 in Administration Port.

The following figure illustrates the Own Access Point dialog box with the PQR
administrator’s input.
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Figure 10: Setup Wizard Own Access Point Dialog Box

Defining the Location of the First Administrative Point

Recall that an administrative point establishes the root of an administrative area, which
corresponds to the portion of the DIT owned by an organization. In order to define the first
administrative point, the following questions must be answered:

� Where does the part of the DIT held by this DSA start?

For PQR, the DIT begins at the organizational level. The topmost entry held by the
PQR DSA is /O=PQR.

� Which superior names must be known?

For PQR, no superior names need to be made known to the DSA.

Use the Setup Wizard Administrative Point dialog box to define the first administrative
point. For PQR, the administrator enters the distinguished name /O=PQR in the field
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provided in the dialog box. The following figure illustrates the Setup Wizard
Administrative Point dialog box with the PQR administrator’s input.

Figure 11: Setup Wizard Administrative Point Dialog Box

Defining the Default Administrator Entry

In order for the Setup Wizard to create the default administrator entry, the following
questions must be answered:

� What is the default administrator’s distinguished name?

For PQR, default administrator is named /O=PQR/CN=admin

� What other attributes are required for the administrator?

For PQR, the default administrator uses a password.

Use the Setup Wizard Administrator dialog box to provide the information about the
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default administrator that the Setup Wizard will use to create the default administrator
entry.

For PQR, the administrator:

1. Uses the default common name admin supplied in Common Name.

2. Uses the default surname admin supplied in Surname.

3. Uses the default description Default administrator supplied in Description.

4. Enters the password dirx in Password.

5. Enters the password again in Retype password.

Defining the Access Rights To Subentries

The administrative point contains an attribute called the Subentry ACI (SACI) that
specifies the access control policies for subentries below the first administrative point.
When the Setup Wizard creates the first administrative point, it creates the subentry ACI
attribute with one or more access control policies for subentries supplied in the Setup
Wizard’s Subentry ACI dialog box. In order to define the access rights for subentries, the
following question should be answered:

� Who is allowed to create, read and modify subentries below the first administrative
point?

For PQR, the administrator is the only user who is permitted to create, read, modify,
and supply subentries to the administrative point.

PQR’s access policy is the default access control policy for subentries selected by the
Setup Wizard in the Subentry ACI dialog box. To use this policy, the PQR administrator
simply clicks Next.

Note: If the administrative point is an access-control-specific point, it contains an
operational attribute called the access control scheme, which defines the access control
policy for the access-control-specific area. Two access control schemes are available:
basic and simplified. When the Setup Wizard creates the first administrative point, it
automatically uses the simplified access control scheme.

4.2.2 Initializing the DSA
The next step in building the DSA is to create subentries of the first administrative point.
Subentries hold operational information that is valid for a specific subset of the entries in
an administrative area. For this stand-alone DSA, two types of subentry must be created:

� A subschema-specific subentry, which defines the DIT structure, DIT content, and the
matching capabilities for the administrative area with which it is associated. A
subschema-specific subentry of the first administrative point must define at a
minimum the DIT structure rules applicable in the DSA.
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� An access-control-specific subentry, which defines the access control policy for a
subset of the administrative area with which it is associated. An access control
specific subentry of the first administrative point must define the access control policy
applicable in the DSA. By default, no user is granted any access right to any entry of
the DIT.

The Setup Wizard automatically performs these steps when it initializes the DSA with
information you provide to it in the setup dialog boxes. The next sections describe how to
use the dialog boxes to:

� Set up the DSA schema and subschema

� Establish the access rights for the DIT

Setting Up the DSA Schema and Subschema

DirXmanage supplies several predefined schema files; each file contains a predefined
DSA schema (the attribute types, object classes, and name forms to be used in the DIT)
and a predefined subschema (the content rules and structure rules to be used in the DIT)
to be applied to the subschema subentry. Use the Schema dialog box to select a
predefined file to use “as is” or to use as a template, which you then edit to match the
requirements for your DSA. When the Setup Wizard initializes the DSA, it downloads the
DSA schema part of the file to the DSA and associates the subschema part of the file with
the subschema subentry.

Before selecting a schema file, the following questions need to be answered:

� Is the standard DSA schema sufficient or is it necessary to create customized attribute
types, object classes, and name forms?

For PQR, the standard DSA schema is sufficient.

� What is the structure of the DIT?

For PQR, it is the DIT structure they established when planning their DIT.

� What DIT structure rules are needed?

 PQR must establish DIT structure rules that correspond to its DIT structure.
Consequently, it must establish three rules: one for the organization object class, one
for the organizational-unit object class, and one for the organizational-person object
class.

� Are DIT content rules needed?

For PQR, the standard content rules that apply to the object classes it has selected
are sufficient with one exception: the DIT content rule for the organizational-person
object class needs to be modified to permit the storage of X.400 addresses.

The Setup Wizard supplies a schema file called Schema2.mdb that is preset with
structure rules and uses the standard DSA schema. The Schema dialog box displays this
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schema file in its list of predefined schema files. To use this schema file, the PQR
administrator clicks Schema2.mdb, and then clicks Select.

Defining the Access Rights for the DIT

The Prescriptive ACI (PACI) is an attribute of an access-control specific subentry that
specifies the access control information applicable to entries within the access-control
specific subentry’s scope. The Prescriptive ACI for the access-control specific subentry of
the first administrative point defines the access policies that are to apply to all of the
entries in the DIT. When the Setup Wizard creates the access-control specific subentry for
the first administrative point, it creates a PACI attribute with one or more access control
policies supplied in the Setup Wizard’s Prescriptive ACI dialog box. Use the Prescriptive
ACI dialog box to define the access rights that should be applied to the entries in your DIT.

For PQR, the access policy is simple: the administrator is allowed to execute operations
on all entries except for reading user passwords. All other users are allowed to read and
search the user attributes of ordinary entries. PQR’s access policies are the default
access control policies for DIT entries selected by the Setup Wizard in the Prescriptive
ACI dialog box. To use these policies, the PQR administrator simply clicks Next.

Starting The Bootstrap and Initialization Process

The Setup Wizard does not begin to bootstrap and initialize the DSA until you explicitly tell
it to do so. To start the process, the PQR administrator clicks Finish in the Final dialog
box. The Setup Wizard will configure the DSA using the information the administrator
supplied in the dialog boxes.

4.2.3 Populating the Tree
The final task in building the DSA is to populate the DIT with user entries. The user who
creates the entries must bind to the DSA first and must be authorized to add entries to the
DIT.

Binding to the DSA

The DirX Administrators (DADM) attribute in the root DSE specifies who can use
DirXmanage (or dirxadm) to bind to a DSA. When the Setup Wizard bootstraps and
initializes the DSA, it adds the default administrator specified in the Administration dialog
box to the DirX Administrators attribute. As a result, the default administrator can use
DirXmanage to bind to the DSA; no one else is permitted to bind with DirXmanage.

The Setup Wizard also automatically creates a server profile for the stand-alone DSA and
an administrator profile for the default administrator so that the default administrator can
bind to the DSA with DirXmanage. Chapter 8, “Binding to a DSA” describes these files in
more detail.

To bind to the DSA from the DirXmanage main window, the PQR administrator:

1. Clicks Server, and then clicks Bind. The Setup Wizard automatically selects the
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server profile that corresponds to the PQR DSA.

2. Uses the default bind profile admin-PQR, which DirXmanage automatically selects.

3. Enters the password dirx, and then clicks Bind or presses enter.

Adding Entries

For PQR, the administrator is the only user allowed to create entries. In order to create an
entry, the distinguished name supplied for the entry must be unique in the tree, its
superiors must exist, and it must conform to the defined name forms and structure rules.
The attribute list must specify the entry’s object class, all mandatory attributes of the
object class, and all optional attributes the entry is to hold. The attributes that are specified
must be attributes allowed by the entry’s object class either by the definition of the object
class or by the content rules in force. DirXmanage automatically manages these criteria
when creating an entry.

For example, the administrator can create the first organizational unit Sales using the
following DirXmanage procedure:

1. Click on the administration point entry O=PQR, and then click the right mouse button.

2. Click Add, and then click Entry. DirXmanage displays Organizational-Unit-Name-
Form, which is the name form of the allowed object classes under O=PQR.

3. Double-click on Organizational-Unit-Name in Naming Attributes, and then type
Sales in the space provided under Value. No auxiliary object classes are required, so
DirXmanage does not display any.

4. Click OK. The Attributes of the Entry property pages appear.

5. Click OK.

DirXmanage fills in the other mandatory attributes for the Sales entry with the appropriate
values and creates the entry.

The administrator can create an entry for an employee named John Smith with
DirXmanage as follows:

1. Click on the entry Sales, and then click the right mouse button.

2. Click Add, and then click Entry. DirXmanage displays Organizational-Person -
Name-Form, which is the name form of the allowed object classes under Sales.

3. Double-click on Common-Name in Naming Attributes, and then type Smith John in
the space provided under Value.

4. Click OK. The Attributes of the Entry property pages appear.

5. Click All. The icon for the mandatory attribute for which DirXmanage needs input,
Surname, is highlighted.

6. Double-click on Surname, and then double-click on [empty].
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7. Overwrite [empty] with the value Smith.

8. To view the optional attributes allowed for the entry, click Filter, then click Optional
Attributes.

9. Double-click on the optional attributes for which you want to add values, and add the
values as you did with the mandatory attributes.

10. Click Close, and then click OK.

4.3 Building the DSA with dirxadm and dirxcp
This section describes how to build the stand-alone DSA that provides the information
required for the PQR company with the DirX administration tools dirxadm and dirxcp.
Building the DSA consists of the following steps:

1. Bootstrapping the DSA

2. Initializing the DSA

3. Populating the tree

4.3.1 Bootstrapping the DSA
Bootstrapping the DSA means performing the steps that are necessary in order to make
the DSA able to come up and understand the first incoming requests using the DAP
protocol. These steps are:

1. Establishing the name and presentation address of the DSA

2. Creating the first administrative point

3. Creating the default administrator entry

You must use dirxadm commands to perform these tasks. Because the dirxadm
program requires that you perform an administrator bind to the DSA before you can use
any other dirxadm commands, the first step in the bootstrapping process is to bind to the
DSA with dirxadm.

Binding Anonymously to the DSA with dirxadm

Recall that the PQR default administrator is to use simple authentication when binding to
the DSA. However, since the DSA has not yet been bootstrapped and initialized, the DSA
database does not yet exist, and so there is no authentication information available in the
DSA. Consequently, the PQR administrator needs to perform an unauthenticated
(anonymous) bind to the DSA in order to use dirxadm to bootstrap it. To perform an
anonymous bind to the default (and in this case the local) DSA, use the dirxadm
command:

[dse] bind
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The dirxadm object that is used to bind to the DSA is dse. Since dse is the default object
for dirxcp, you can omit it in dirxadm commands that operate on dse. So, for PQR, the
command is:

bind

This command performs an anonymous bind to the DSA. An anonymous bind should only
be used during the bootstrap process. The final step in the bootstrapping process should
be to control who can use dirxadm. This procedure is described in the section
“Controlling Access to dirxadm”.

Establishing the DSA Name and Presentation Address in the DSA

The DSA will not bootstrap completely until it knows its own name and presentation
address. The following dirxadm command makes its name and presentation address
known to a DSA:

ob modownacp access_point

For PQR, the command is:

ob modownacp {AE={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1},\
PSAP={TS=DSA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999'}}

The command modifies the my-own-access-point (MAC) attribute of the root DSE. This
attribute does not hold a value until it is set for the first time during bootstrapping. The ae-
title (AE) attribute specifies the DSA name, the presentation-service-access-point (PSAP)
attribute the presentation-address of the DSA with a transport selector (TS) and a network
address (NA).

Creating the First Administrative Point

The following questions must be answered before creating the first administrative point:

� Is the standard DSA schema sufficient or is it necessary to create customized attribute
types, object classes, and name forms?

For PQR, the standard DSA schema is sufficient.

� Where does the part of the DIT held by this DSA start, and which superior names
must be known?

For PQR, the DIT begins at the organizational level below the root DSE (/). The
topmost entry held by the PQR DSA is /O=PQR.

� Which access control scheme should be used: basic or simplified? What is the access
control policy for the first administrative point? Who is allowed to create, read and
modify subentries below the first administrative point?

For PQR, the simplified access control scheme is sufficient and the administrator is
the only user who is permitted to create, read, modify, and supply subentries to the
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administrative point.

� What is the default administrator’s distinguished name and what other attributes are
required for the administrator?

For PQR, default administrator is named /O=PQR/CN=admin and uses a password.

The PQR administrator can now proceed to create the first administrative point and
corresponding administrative entry.

The PQR administrator must use the dirxadm program to create the glue and the first
administrative point. Once DSA bootstrapping is complete and the appropriate access
rights are set, he must create all other entries and subentries with the dirxcp program.
The dirxadm object that is used to create glues and entries is dse. Since dse is the
default object, it may be omitted in the command line.

Creating the First Administrative Point

To create the first administrative point, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the DN of the first administrative point in the distinguished_name argument. The
attribute list must contain the following attributes:

� The object-class (OCL) user attribute with the names of all object classes of the entry

� The DSET operational attribute with the following values:

− ADM_POINT, which indicates that the entry is an administrative point

− CP, which indicates that the administration point represents a context prefix of a
naming context

− ENTRY, which indicates that the administration point is an entry; this value permits
the entry to hold user attributes and makes it visible to the DAP protocol

� The access-control-scheme (ACS) operational attribute, which specifies whether
basic access control (BACS) or simplified access control (SACS) is to be used

� The administrative-role (AR) operational attribute with the following values:

− Autonomous-area (AA), to define the entry as an administrative point of an
autonomous administrative area

− Access-control-specific-area (ACSA), to allow the creation of associated access
control-specific subentries

− Subschema-administrative-specific-area (SASA), to allow the creation of
associated subschema-specific subentries

� The subentry-ACI (SACI) operational attribute, which specifies the access rights for
the subentries of the first administrative point
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If advanced access control policies will be used, additional attributes may be required.

The following dirxadm command creates a first administrative point for PQR:

create /O=PQR -attr \
{OCL=TOP;ORG} \
{DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT+CP} \
{AR=AA;ACSA;SASA} \
{ACS=SACS} \
{SACI={ID=admin: enable Handling of Subentries,

PR=254,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
UF={UC={N={DN={/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+\

grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};

{PI={AT=SS;OC;AT;DSR;NF;
DCR;MR;MRU;CRN;CRT;MN;MT;PACI;EACI,
AAV=SS;OC;AT;DSR;NF;
DCR;MR;MRU;CRN;CRT;MN;MT;PACI;EACI,
AUATV=TRUE},

GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch+\
grantAdd+grantRemove} } } } \

{CRN=/O=PQR/CN=admin} \
{PA={PA=PQR Company,PA=ABC Street 123,\

PA=D-01234 City,PA=Germany}} \
{TN=+49 12 345 67 890} \
{DSC=PQR Company}

This command adds an administrative entry to the DIT with the distinguished name
/O=PQR and with the structural object class (OCL) organization (ORG).The entry
specifies a set of operational attributes:

� The DSET attribute defines the object to be an ordinary entry (ENTRY), an
administrative point (ADM_POINT) and a context prefix (CP).

� The AR of the administrative point is Autonomous Area (AA), Access Control Specific
Area (ACSA) and Subschema Administrative Specific Area (SASA).

� The ACS attribute specifies that the simplified access control (SACS) shall be used

The SACI attribute is a multivalued structured attribute that defines the access rights to
create and modify subentries of the first administrative point.
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Each value of an SACI attribute must be assigned an Identification-Tag (ID) which is used
to distinguish between attribute values. The tag should give a short description of the
purpose of the value. For PQR, the ID indicates that the value applies to the default
administrator, who is permitted to handle subentries.

The Precedence (PR) of the value is relevant if more than one SACI attribute value
applies to an entry. The values with higher precedence overrule values with lower
precedence. The range of integer values used is 0 to 255. For PQR, the value of PR=254
indicates nearly the highest possible precedence.

The Authentication-Level (AL) defines the minimum required level of authentication that
the user must have undergone before this SACI attribute value is considered for granting
access rights. The value of the Subentry-ACI attribute applies only to users who use at a
minimum the specified authentication level. PQR expects at a minimum simple
authentication.

In the User-First (UF) component, access rights for individual users or groups of users are
granted or denied. The example specifies in the User-Class (UC) component that the
permissions are made for the default administrator.

The User-Permissions (UP) component defines two values as Protected-Item (PI). The
parameter (E=TRUE) itself defines Grants-And-Denials (GAD) to read, browse (list and
search), add, remove and modify the subentries of the first administrative point.
Furthermore, all operational attribute types (AT) and values (AAV) which can occur in a
subentry and all collective attribute types and values (AUATV) may be read and modified
and are allowed to be used in search filters. All grants are valid for the specified user, the
default administrator, and concern subentries of the first administrative point only. The
grantDiscloseOnError ensures that a specific error message (insufficient access rights) is
returned if the access rights are not sufficient for an operation. Otherwise, a general error
message is returned.

The creators-name (CRN) attribute specifies the name of the default administrator as
creator. This attribute is not required for correct directory operation but should be supplied
for the consistency and completeness of the data. For PQR, the default administrator is
the only user authorized to add entries after DSA setup is complete. The default
administrator must use dirxcp to add entries; dirxcp automatically names the
administrator as creator of the entry. Therefore, the default administrator should also
appear as the creator of the first entry that is created with dirxadm.

A set of user attributes is also specified for the first administrative point:

� The Postal-Address (PA) and Telephone-Number (TN) attributes specify the address
and telephone number of the PQR company.

� The description (DSC) attribute is used to give a more detailed description of the PQR
company.
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Creating the Default Administrator Entry

To create the entry for the default administrator, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the default administrator determined during the
administration framework planning process in the distinguished_name argument  (see
“Defining the Default Administrator”).

The attribute list must contain at a minimum the following attributes:

� The object-class (OCL) user attribute with the names of all object classes of the
administrator entry.

� All mandatory non-naming user attributes of the object class of the administrator entry.

� A user password should be supplied if the access control policy established during the
administrative framework planning process requires it  (see “Defining Access Rights”).

Additional attributes to the ones listed here can be provided; for example, an attribute can
be supplied to give a description of the administrator.

For PQR, an administrator with the distinguished name /O=PQR/CN=admin must be
created. The entry is of object class organizational-person, and a user password shall be
used during authentication. The following dirxadm command creates the default
administrator entry for PQR:

create /O=PQR/CN=admin \
-attr {OCL=TOP;PER;ORP} \

{DSET=ENTRY} \
{SN=admin} \
{DSC=Default Administrator} \
{UP=dirx} \
{CRN={/O=PQR/CN=admin}}

The command adds the default administrator entry to the DIT with the distinguished name
/O=PQR/CN=admin and with the object classes (OCL) Person and Organizational-
Person (ORP). (Since the organizational-person object class is derived from person, both
must be named.) The object class requires that a surname (SN) be specified, for which
the same value as for the common-name is used. As additional information, the
description (DSC) attribute is specified to indicate that the entry specifies the default
administrator. The user-password (UP) of the administrator is set to the value dirx. For
consistency and completeness, the creators-name (CRN) attribute is also specified.

Controlling Access to dirxadm

During the DSA bootstrapping process, unauthenticated (anonymous) binds are
permissible to permit the administrator to use dirxadm while there is not yet any
authentication information in the DSA database. However, once a DSA has been
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bootstrapped, the use of dirxadm should be restricted to those users who are
experienced DirX administrators.

Consequently, the final step in the bootstrapping process is to enable access control for
using dirxadm. The DirX Administrators (DADM) attribute in the root DSE specifies who
can use dirxadm (or DirXmanage) to bind to a DSA. The default administrator must add
the distinguished name of his entry to the DirX Administrators attribute. To add an
administrator entry to the DirX Administrators attribute, use the dirxadm command:

modify / -addattr DADM=administrator-entry-distinguished-name

For PQR, the default administrator issues the dirxadm command:

 modify / -addattr DADM={/O=PQR/CN=admin}

The PQR administrator can now use dirxadm to bind to the DSA with simple
authentication and the password dirx; no one else is permitted to bind with dirxadm.

4.3.2 Initializing the DSA
The next step in building the DSA is to create subentries of the first administrative point.
Subentries hold operational information that is valid for a specific subset of the entries in
an administrative area. For this stand-alone DSA, two types of subentry must be created:

� A subschema-specific subentry, which defines the DIT structure for the administrative
area

� An access-control-specific subentry, which defines the access control policy to be
applied to the DIT

You must use the dirxcp program to create these subentries. Because dirxcp is a DUA
and uses DAP protocol to perform its operations on a DSA, you must first:

� Define a DUA presentation address for dirxcp

� Make the DUA presentation address and the DSA name and presentation address
available to dirxcp

� Bind with dirxcp to the DSA with the appropriate authentication

The section “Defining a DUA Presentation Address” describes how to establish a
presentation address for a DUA. The next sections describe how to establish the DUA and
DSA addresses in the client, how to bind to the DSA, and how to create the subschema-
specific and access-control specific subentries.

Establishing the DUA and DSA Addresses in the Client

The name of the DSA and its presentation address must be made available as the default
DSA to the dirxcp program. The DUA presentation address must also be established.

The DUA presentation address and DSA name and presentation address are provided to
the client in the file dirxcl.cfg, which is located in the client/conf subdirectory of the DirX
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installation directory. The first non-commented line of the file specifies the DUA
presentation address. Next, a list of DSA names and addresses is specified. The first DSA
name in the list is the default DSA. To make the DSA available to  dirxcp, you must
modify this line to contain the DSA name and address.

In the case of PQR, their administrator modifies the client configuration file to contain the
name and presentation address of the DUA and the name and presentation address of
PQR-DSA1 as the default DSA:

# File: dirxcl.cfg
# first non-comment line is client address
self TS=DUA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=12345'
# first line is default DSA
# the next two lines must be on one line in the file
/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 TS=DSA1,
NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999'

Binding to the DSA with dirxcp

To bind to the default (and in this case the local) DSA, use the dirxcp command:

[obj] bind -authentication auth_method -user username
 -password password

The dirxcp object that is used to bind to the DSA is obj. Since obj is the default object for
dirxcp, you can omit it in dirxcp commands that operate on obj.

To bind to the bootstrapped DSA, the PQR administrator uses the command:

bind -authentication SIMPLE -user /O=PQR/CN=admin
-password dirx

Creating the Subschema-Specific Subentry

The subschema-specific subentry defines the DIT structure, the DIT content and the
matching capabilities for the administrative area with which it is associated. A subschema-
specific subentry of the first administrative point must define at a minimum the DIT
structure rules applicable in the DSA.

The following questions must be answered before creating the subschema-specific
subentry:

� What is the structure of the DIT?

For PQR, it is the DIT structure they established when planning their DIT.

� What DIT structure rules are needed?

 PQR must establish DIT structure rules that correspond to their DIT structure.
Consequently, they must establish three rules: one for the organization object class,
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one for the organizational-unit object class, and one for the organizational-person
object class.

� Are DIT content rules needed?

For PQR, the standard content rules that apply to the object classes they have
selected are sufficient with one exception: the DIT content rule for the organizational-
person object class needs to be modified to permit the storage of X.400 addresses.

To create a subschema-specific subentry below the first administrative point, use the
dirxcp command:

[obj] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the subschema-specific subentry in the
distinguished_name argument; it is /O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry in the case of
PQR. Note that you can create a subschema-specific subentry only if the administrative-
role defined in the administrative point is Subschema Administrative Specific Area (SASA).

The attribute list must contain at a minimum the following attributes:

� The object-class (OCL) user attribute specifying the Subentry (SUBE) and
Subschema (SUBS) object classes.

� The subtree-Specification (SS) operational attribute must specify its default value,
indicating that the subentry holds for the whole subtree.

� The DIT-structure-rule (DSR) operational attribute which lists the applicable structure
rules.

The following dirxcp command creates the subschema-specific subentry for PQR’s
administrative area below the first administrative point:

create /O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry -attr \
{OCL=SUBE;SUBS} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{DSR={ID=0,NF=ONF,DSC=Structure Rule for Organization}; \

{ID=1,NF=OUNF,SSR=0,DSC=Structure Rule for
OrganizationalUnit};\

{ID=2,NF=OPNF,SSR=1,DSC=Structure Rule for
OrganizationalPerson}}\

{DCR={SOC=ORP,AOC=MUS,MA=CN,
DSC=Content Rule allowing auxiliary OC MUS}}

The standard object class organizational-person must be enhanced to allow the mhs-or-
address attribute in the DIT-content-rule (DCR) attribute. The structural object class
(SOC) organizational-person (ORP) is defined to have the auxiliary object class (AOC)
MHS-User (MUS) which means that it may contain the attributes allowed for the auxiliary
object class. The mandatory attribute (MA) is a Common-Name. The Description (DSC) is
provided for information and indicates that the content rules allows the auxiliary object
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class MHS-User.

The DIT-structure-rule (DSR) attribute describes PQR’s DIT with three structure rules.
Each structure rule must be assigned a rule-identifier (ID), specifies the name-form (NF)
to which it applies, lists the superior-structure-rules (SSR) allowed and contains a short
mnemonic description (DSC).

The first structure rule applies to the organization object class. The organization object
class is named using the org-name-form (ONF), which names objects with an
organization-name (O) attribute. Since an organization is the topmost object of the tree,
no superior structure rule is required.

The second structure rule applies to the organizational-unit object class. The
organizational-unit object class is named by the org-unit-name-form (OUNF) which names
objects with an organizational-unit-name (OU) attribute and can appear below
organization objects.

The third structure rule applies to the organizational-person object class. The
Organizational-Person object class is named by the Org-Person-Name-Form (OPNF),
which names objects with a Common-Name (CN) attribute and can appear below
Organizational-Unit objects.

Creating the Access Control-Specific Subentry

The access control-specific subentry defines the access control policy for a subset of the
administrative area with which it is associated. An access control specific subentry of the
first administrative point must define the access control policy applicable in the DSA. By
default, no user is granted any access right to any entry of the DIT.

To create an access control-specific subentry below the first administrative point, use the
dirxcp command:

[obj] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the name of the access control-specific subentry in the distinguished_name
argument; in the case of PQR, it is /O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry. Note that you
can create an access control-specific subentry only if the administrative-role defined in the
administrative point is Access Control Specific Area (ACSA).

The attribute list must contain at a minimum the following attributes:

� The object-class (OCL) user attribute, which specifies the Subentry (SUBE) and
access-control-subentry (ACS) object classes.

� The subtreeSpecification (SS) operational attribute, which should specify its default
value, indicating that the subentry holds for the whole subtree.

� The prescriptive-ACI (PACI) operational attribute, which lists the applicable access
control items.

For PQR, the access policy is simple: the administrator is allowed to execute operations
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on all entries except for reading user passwords. All other users are allowed to read and
search the user attributes of ordinary entries. The following dirxcp command creates the
access control-specific subentry for PQR below the first administrative point:

     create /O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry -attr \
{OCL=SUBE;ACS} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{PACI={ID=admin: enable most of operations \

but no Rename,
PR=254,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
UF={UC={N={DN={/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+grantBrowse+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};

{PI={AT=AR;ACS;SACI;CRN;
CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI,
AAV=AR;ACS;SACI;CRN;

CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI,
AUATV=TRUE},

GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch+\
grantAdd+grantRemove};

} };
{ID=Public Access: enable Read and Search - \

disable read password,
PR=0,
AL={BL={L=NONE}},
UF={UC={AU=TRUE},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+\
grantBrowse+grantReturnDN};

{PI={AUATV=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch };

{PR=255,
PI={AT=UP},
GAD=denyRead} } } }
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The prescriptive-ACI (PACI) attribute of the access control subentry specifies the access
rights of the different users to the entries of the specified subtree. Two values of the
attribute specify the access rights of the administrator and of anonymous users.

Each value of a PACI attribute is assigned an Identification-Tag (ID) that gives a short
mnemonic reference to the value. The first ID indicates that the value is applicable to the
administrator, who is enabled to execute most operations except for reading a user-
password. The precedence (PR) and the authentication-level (AL) of the first PACI
attribute value are handled as for the subentry-ACI attribute of the first administrative
point.

In the user-first (UF) component, individual users or groups of users are granted access
rights. The first user-first (UF) element specifies in the user-class (UC) that the
permissions are made for the default administrator. The user-permissions (UP) define two
values as Protected-Item (PI). As the first item, the entries (E) get grants-and-denials
(GAD) to read, browse, add, delete and modify the entry. As the second item, all
operational attribute types (AT) and values (AAV) of an entry and all user attribute types
and values (AUATV) can be read, added or deleted. All these grants are valid for the
specified user, the administrator, and concern all subordinate entries of the first
administrative and the administrative point itself.

The second ID indicates that the value is applicable to anonymous users, who are
enabled to read and browse entries. The precedence (PR) is set to 0 so that this access
control is overruled by any other rule. the authentication-level (AL) of the second PACI
attribute value specifies anonymous bind as minimum level of authentication.

The second PACI user-first (UF) component specifies in the user-class (UC) that the
permissions are made for all users (AU). The user-permissions (UP) define three groups
of protected-items (PI). First, the entries may be read and browsed. Secondly, all user
attribute types and values (AUATV) may be read and used in search filters. The third item
protects the user-password from being read.

With the example setting, the reading of user passwords is denied to all users with the
highest precedence (255).

4.3.3 Populating the Tree
The final task in building the DSA is to populate the DIT with user entries. The user who
creates the entries must bind to the DSA first and must be authorized to add entries to the
DIT. To create the user entries, use the dirxcp command:

[obj] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

The distinguished name supplied for the entry must be unique in the tree, its superiors
must exist, and it must conform to the defined name forms and structure rules. The
attribute list must specify the entry’s object class, all mandatory attributes of the object
class, and all optional attributes the entry is to hold. The attributes that are specified must
be attributes allowed by the entry’s object class either by the definition of the object class
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or by the content rules in force.

For PQR, the administrator is the only user allowed to create entries. For example, the
administrator can create the first organizational unit Sales using the following dirxcp
command:

create /O=PQR/OU=Sales -attr {OCL=TOP;OU}

The only attribute of Sales entry is the object-class (OCL). No other user attributes will
hold any values.

The administrator can create an entry for an employee named John Smith using the
command:

create {/O=PQR/OU=Sales/CN=Smith John} -attr \
{OCL=TOP;PER;ORP;MUS} \
{SN=Smith} \
{DSC=Sales Manager} \
{TN=+12 34 567 890;+12 34 567 891} \
{UP=jps123} \

{MOA={C=DE,ADMD=DBP,PRMD=PQR,OU1=Sales,SN=Smith,GN=John,INI=JPS}}

Since there may be more than one employee with the surname Smith, the common-name
(CN) in the DN contains also the given name John. The object-class (OCL) attribute for
employee entries must specify both organizational-person (ORP) and person (PER) and
the auxiliary object class MHS-User (MUS) to allow for an MHS-OR-Address (MOA) to be
present in the entry. The organizational-person object class requires that a Surname (SN)
attribute is specified, which is Smith in this example. A description (DSC) attribute can
give details of the role of the employee, like Sales Manager in the example. The
telephone-number (TN) attribute specifies the telephone numbers at which the employee
can be reached. In the example, John Smith has two telephone numbers. He also has an
X.400 address, which is added to the entry through the mhs-or-name (MOA) attribute. A
user-password (UP) attribute is also specified.

4.4 Extending the PQR Stand-Alone DSA
This section of the chapter explains how you can modify the sample stand-alone DSA you
have established in the previous sections. It describes how to:

� Modify the schema

� Change access control policies

� Add collective attributes to the subtree

� Introduce global policies to the DSA

� Add administrators who can use dirxadm to manage the DSA

The next sections describe the procedures to be followed to make these modifications to
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the sample DSA using as an example the PQR company. The example procedures
assume that the administrator has first bound to the DSA with dirxcp or dirxadm.

4.4.1 Modifying the Schema
This section describes how to modify the schema in two areas:

� Adding new structure rules

� Adding new object classes, attributes, and name forms

Adding New Structure Rules

After a reorganization, the PQR company's hierarchical structure has changed. The Sales
organizational unit has now three departments called Germany, Europe and Overseas.
The PQR DSA administrator needs to modify the subschema to reflect the following new
structure:

� Two levels of organizational units

� Employee entries can appear below either level

The following figure illustrates the new DIT structure.
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Figure 12: PQR’s New DIT Structure

Structure rules are defined in the DIT-structure-rule (DSR) attribute of the subschema-
specific subentry. When the default administrator created the original subschema
subentry (see “Creating the Subschema-Specific Subentry”), he created three structure
rules in the DSR attribute. Now, the default administrator needs to add two additional
values to the DSR attribute that describe the new rules. The first must allow a second
organizational-unit to be subordinate of the first organizational-unit level. The second must
allow an organizational-person as subordinate of two levels of organizational-units.

To add attributes to an entry or subentry, use the dirxcp command:

[obj] modify distinguished_name -addattr attribute_list

The following dirxcp command makes the necessary schema modification for PQR’s DIT:

modify /O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry -addattr \

Structure Rule 1

Structure Rule 2

Structure Rule 3

Structure Rule 4

OC: organization
NF: orgNameForm
NmgAtt: organizationName

OC: organizationalUnit
NF: orgUnitNameForm
NmgAtt: organizationName

OC: organizationalUnit
NF: orgUnitNameForm
NmgAtt: organizationName

OC: organizationalPerson
NF: orgPersonNameForm
NmgAtt: commonName
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{DSR={ID=3,NF=OUNF,SSR=1,DSC=Structure Rule for
OrganizationalUnit};

{ID=4,NF=OPNF,SSR=3,DSC=Structure Rule for
OrganizationalPerson}}

This command assigns two additional values with Identifiers (ID) 3 and 4 to the DIT-
Structure-Rule (DSR) attribute in the subschema-specific subentry.

Adding New Object Classes, Attribute Types and Name Forms

If the standard attribute types, object classes and name forms are insufficient to describe
a DIT database, you can create new DSA schema elements. The procedure is as follows:

1. Identify each new element with a definition and assign it an object identifier and an
abbreviation; see the chapter entitled “Object Identifiers” in the DirX Advanced
Administration Notes for information about the registration of object identifiers.

2. Edit the dirxabbr file to include the abbreviations and object identifiers of the new
objects.

3. Define the new schema elements with dirxadm.

4. Add the DIT structure rules required to use the new schema elements to the
subschema-specific subentry.

The next sections describe how to accomplish each of these tasks; it uses the PQR
company as an example.

Identifying the New Elements

PQR owns a car park with a number of cars, each of which can be reached by a mobile
telephone. PQR wants to add the information about the cars into its DIT as a separate
organizational unit Cars with the cars reflected in subordinate entries. A Car Identifier will
be used to identify each car. A short description of the car will also be given as well as the
telephone number at which it can be called.

To support the addition of the car information into PQR’s DIT, PQR defines the following
new schema elements:

� Two new attribute types named car-identifier and car-telephone

The car-identifier attribute type has the abbreviation CARID, the object identifier
1.2.3.4.0 and is of directory-string syntax.

The car-telephone attribute type has the abbreviation CARTN, the object identifier
1.2.3.4.1, and has the same properties as the telephone-number standard attribute
type but can contain up to 64 characters.
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� One new object class named car, which has the abbreviation CAR and the object
identifier 1.2.3.6.0

� One new name form named car-name-form, which has the abbreviation CARNF and
the object identifier 1.2.3.15.0.

Note that the object identifiers used in this example were chosen arbitrarily. In reality, they
should be registered; see chapter titled Object Identifiers in the DirX Advanced
Administration Notes for more information on registering object identifiers.

Editing the dirxabbr File

The dirxabbr file contains all of the definitions, abbreviations, and object identifiers
required for the standard schema of the Directory (see client/conf/dirxabbr in the DirX
installation directory). PQR must edit this file and include the new attribute types, object
class, and name form, as follows:

# Object Classes
...

CAR Car 1.2.3.6.0 -
...

# Name Forms
...

CARNF Car-Name-Form 1.2.3.15.0 -
...

# ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION BLOCK
...
CARID Car-Identifier 1.2.3.4.0 DIR_STR DIR_STR DIR_STR -
CARTN Car-Telephone 1.2.3.4.1 PRINTABLE_STR
PRINTABLE_STR PRINTABLE_STR -
...

The next step is to save the modified dirxabbr file as a project-specific dirxabbr file to
prevent future DirX installations (which install the standard dirxabbr file) from overwriting
the PQR changes. To save the dirxabbr file as a project-specific file, rename the file
using the syntax dirxabbr-ext-project_identification. DirX clients such as dirxadm and
dirxcp will search for and read files named with this syntax when they are started, after
first reading the standard dirxabbr file. The PQR administrator renames the file to
dirxabbr-ext-pqr.

Defining the New Schema Elements

To define the new DSA schema elements, use the dirxadm command:

gs create schema_element -objid oid -info schema_element_info
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PQR uses the following set of dirxadm commands to define its new elements:

gs create AT -objid CARID -info \
{EM=CIM,OM=CIOM,SM=CISM,AS=DS64}

This command adds the attribute type (AT) car-identifier (CARID) to the DSA schema.
The attribute syntax (AS) is DirectoryString with a length of up to 64 characters (DS64).
The Equality-, Ordering- and Substrings-Matching-Rules (EM, OM, SM) are
CaseIgnoreMatch, CaseIgnoreOrderingMatch and CaseIgnoreSubstringsMatch.

gs create AT -objid CARTN -info {DER=TN,AS=PS64}

This command adds the attribute type (AT) car-telephone (CARTN) to the DSA schema.
The attribute is a subtype (DER) of the standard attribute Telephone-Number (TN). The
attribute syntax (AS) is Printable-String with a length of up to 64 characters (PS64). The
Equality-, and Substrings-Matching-Rules are the same as for the supertype.

gs create OC -objid CAR -info \
{SUB=TOP,MA=CARID,OA=DSC;CARTN}

This command adds an object class (OC) CAR with a car-identifier (CARID) as a
mandatory attribute and a Description (DSC) and telephone-Number (TN) as optional
attributes.

gs create NF -objid CARNF -info {SUB=CAR,NM=CARID}

This command adds a name form (NF) CARNF, which names the object class car, with
the mandatory naming attribute (NM) car-identifier (CARID).

Modifying the Subschema-Specific Subentry

The final step is to modify the subschema-specific subentry to allow an object of car
object class below an organizational-unit. The following dirxcp command makes the
necessary schema modification:

modify /O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry -addattr \
{DSR={ID=5,NF=CARNF,SSR=1,DSC=Structure Rule for Car}}

4.4.2 Modifying Access Control Policies
The initial access control policy that PQR established when it set up its stand-alone DSA
allows only the PQR DSA administrator to modify any data in the DIT. Suppose that PQR
now wants to modify this access control policy  to permit users binding with simple
authentication and a password to change their passwords and their telephone numbers.

Recall that the prescriptive-ACI (PACI) attribute of the access control subentry specifies
the access rights of different users. When the PQR administrator created the access
control subentry during stand-alone DSA setup, he specified two types of users in the
PACI attribute: the administrator and anonymous users. To establish the new access
control policy granting PQR users the rights to change their passwords and telephone
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numbers, the PQR DSA administrator must add a new prescriptive-ACI (PACI) operational
attribute value for the user type “PQR users” to the access control-specific subentry that
specifies the desired access rights.

To add attributes to an entry or subentry, use the dirxcp command:

[obj] modify distinguished_name -addattr attribute_list

The following dirxcp command adds the new PACI attribute value to the PQR DSA’s
access control-specific subentry:

modify /O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry -addattr \
{PACI={ID=PQR users: can modify their passwords and telephone
numbers,

PR=100,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
UF={UC={TH=TRUE},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantModify
};
{PI={AT=UP;TN,

AAV=UP;TN},
GAD=grantAdd+grantRemove

}
}

}
}

This command adds a new PACI attribute value to the existing access control-specific
subentry. The user-first (UF) component specifies in the user-class (UC) that the user
whose name matches that of the entry being accessed (this-entry (TH)) is given the rights
of modifying the entry (adding and deleting the attributes user-password (UP) and
telephone-number (TN)).

4.4.3 Creating Collective Attributes in a Subtree
Collective attributes are used to specify attributes that are common to all entries of a
subtree within the administrative area. The values of collective attributes are returned with
the results of read or search operations.

To create collective attributes in a subtree, carry out the following steps:

1. Define a collective attribute-specific administrative point

2. Create a collective attribute-specific subentry

3. Define a DIT content rule for the object classes that have collective attributes
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The next sections describe how to perform each of these tasks using the PQR company
as an example. The PQR company's telephone operator can be reached through a central
telephone number. PQR wants this telephone number to appear for all employees and so
plans to add it as a collective attribute.

Defining the Collective Attribute-Specific Administrative Point

To permit collective attributes to be used below a particular entry, the entry must be
defined as a collective attribute-specific administrative point. This is achieved by adding
the value collective-attribute-specific-area (CASA) to the administrative-role (AR) attribute
of the entry. If the DSE-Type of the entry has not been administrative-point (ADM_POINT)
before this modification, this value is added automatically.

To permit collective attributes for an entry, use the dirxcp command:

modify distinguished_name -addattr {AR=CASA}

For the PQR company, a collective telephone number is to be added to the entry for the
PQR organization. This entry is already an access-control and subschema-specific
administrative point, but it is currently not allowed to contain a collective attribute-specific
subentry. Consequently, the default administrator must modify the administrative role of
the PQR organization entry (which is the first administration point) using the dirxcp
command:

modify /O=PQR -addattr {AR=CASA}

Creating the Collective Attribute-Specific Subentry

The collective attributes are provided in a Collective-Attribute-Subentry. To create a
Collective-Attribute-Subentry, a subentry with Object-Class Collective-Attribute-Subentry
(CAS) must be added below the collective attribute-specific administrative point. The
dirxcp command used to perform this task is:

[obj] create distinguished_name -attr collective_attr_list

The attribute list must contain at a minimum the following elements:

� The object-class (OCL) user attribute specifying the Subentry (SUBE) and Collective-
Attribute-Subentry (CAS) object classes.

� The subtree-Specification (SS) operational attribute must specify the subset of entries
to which the collective attributes pertain.

� One or more collective attributes.

For PQR, the default administrator adds the collective attribute-specific subentry with the
following dirxcp command:

create /O=PQR/CN=CollectiveAttr-Subentry -attr \
{OCL=SUBE;CAS} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
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{TNC=+12 34 567 0}

The Subtree-Specification (SS) defines the collective attribute to be valid for all entries of
the whole subtree. The only collective attribute used is a collective-telephone-number
(TNC) attribute. The value of this attribute is returned as telephone number with the result
of any read or search operation requesting the Telephone-Number attribute.

Defining the DIT Content Rule

An appropriate DIT-content-rule (DCR) must be defined in the subschema-specific
subentry for all object classes for which the collective attributes are to be visible. If the
object class does not have a DIT-content-rule, one must be created with the dirxcp
command:

[obj] modify distinguished_name -addattr {DCR=DIT_Content_Rule}

If the object class already has a DIT-content-rule, it must be modified with the dirxcp
command:

[obj] modify distinguished_name -changeattr \
                 {DCR=Structural_Object_Class} \
                 {DCR=DIT_Content_Rule}

The existing value of a DIT-Content-Rule (DCR) is identified by the Structural-Object-
Class (SOC) to which it pertains. When replacing a DIT-Content-Rule with a new value, all
specifications of the old values that are to be retained plus the new settings must be
specified.

For PQR, the collective telephone number attribute is to appear as an attribute of the
organizational units and the employees. Therefore, the default administrator must create a
new DIT-content-rule for the organizational-unit object class and modify the DIT-content-
rule for the organizational-person object class:

modify /O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry -addattr \
{DCR={SOC=OU,OA=TNC,\

DSC=Content Rule allowing \
collective attributes for OrgUnit}}

The new content rule for the organizational-unit (OU) structural-object-class (SOC) allows
as additional optional-attribute (OA) the collective-telephone-number (TNC).

modify /O=PQR/CN=Subschema-Subentry -changeattr \
{DCR=ORP} \
{DCR={SOC=ORP,AOC=MUS,OA=TNC,\

DSC=Content Rule allowing \
auxiliary OC MUS and collective \
attributes for OrgPerson}}

The modified content rule for the organizational-person structural-object-class (SOC)
reflects the original definition - that it can have the auxiliary-object-class (AOC) MHS-user
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(MUS) - and allows the collective-telephone-number (TNC) as an additional optional-
attribute (OA).

4.4.4 Introducing Global Policies for the DSA
By default, DirX permits the base object of a search operation to be at any level. In some
cases, it is useful to reduce this service in order to avoid meaningless searches or
searches which would create a very big load, for example, a search for an organizational-
person with a base object at the country level. The search base global policy permits you
to define the allowed upper level for search operations by defining the minimum number
of RDNs that must be contained in the distinguished name of the base object. For
example, a value of 1 permits searches to begin at the country level. A value of 2 restricts
searches to begin on the organization level; with this setting, searches can no longer
access the country level.

To create a search base policy, use the dirxadm command:

modify / -addattr SBP=level

and supply the level that corresponds to the upper level boundary at which you want all
search operations to begin to the search-base-policy (SBP) attribute. Note that the modify
operation is performed on the root DSE because the search-base-policy attribute (SBP) is
an attribute of the root DSE.

For example, suppose the PQR administrator of DSA1 wants to restrict search operations
to the organizational-unit level. To set this search base policy, he issues the following
dirxadm command and supplies a value of 3 (3 RDNs):

modify / -addattr SBP=3

4.4.5 Adding DirX Administrators to a DSA
The PQR default administrator is currently the only user who can use dirxadm (or
DirXmanage) to bind to and access the entries in the PQR stand-alone DSA. The
administrator hires a second-shift administrator, to whom he wants to give the same
access rights  to manage the DSA in his absence. To set up the DSA to be managed by
this new administrator, the PQR administrator must follow these steps:

1. Create an entry in the DIT for the second-shift administrator

2. Add the second-shift administrator’s distinguished name to the DirX-Administrators
attribute

3. Modify the subentry ACI of the administration point to permit the second-shift
administrator to handle subentries

4. Modify the prescriptive ACI of the access-control-specific subentry to permit the same
access rights to entries for the second-shift administrator
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Adding the New Administrator Entry

To create the entry for the second-shift administrator in the DIT, the PQR administrator
issues the dirxcp command:

create /O=PQR/CN=admin2 \
-attr {OCL=TOP;PER;ORP} \

{SN=admin2} \
{DSC=Second-shift Administrator} \
{UP=dirx2}}

The command adds the default administrator entry to the DIT with the distinguished name
/O=PQR/CN=admin2.

Adding the New Administrator to the DADM Attribute

To add the administrator’s distinguished name to the DirX Administrators attribute, the
PQR administrator issues the dirxadm command:

modify / -addattr DADM={/O=PQR/CN=admin2}

The PQR second-shift administrator can now use dirxadm to bind to the DSA with simple
authentication and the password dirx2.

Granting the New Administrator Access Rights to Subentries

To give the second-shift administrator the same rights to subentries, the PQR
administrator issues the dirxcp command:

modify /O=PQR -addattr \
{SACI={ID=admin2: enable Handling of Subentries,

PR=254,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
UF={UC={N={DN={/O=PQR/CN=admin2}}},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+\

grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};

{PI={AT=SS;OC;AT;DSR;NF;
DCR;MR;MRU;CRN;CRT;MN;MT;PACI;EACI,
AAV=SS;OC;AT;DSR;NF;
DCR;MR;MRU;CRN;CRT;MN;MT;PACI;EACI,
AUATV=TRUE},

GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch+\
grantAdd+grantRemove} } } } \
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{PA={PA=PQR Company,PA=ABC Street 123,\
PA=D-01234 City,PA=Germany}} \

{TN=+49 12 345 67 890} \
{DSC=PQR Company}

Granting the New Administrator Access Rights to Entries

To give the second-shift administrator the same access rights to the entries in the DIT, the
PQR administrator issues the dirxcp command:

modify /O=PQR/CN=AccessControl-Subentry -addattr \
{PACI={ID=admin2: enable most of operations \

but no Rename,
PR=254,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},
UF={UC={N={DN={/O=PQR/CN=admin2}}},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+grantBrowse+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};

{PI={AT=AR;ACS;SACI;CRN;
CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI,
AAV=AR;ACS;SACI;CRN;

CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI,
AUATV=TRUE},

GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch+\
grantAdd+grantRemove};

} };
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Chapter

5 Setting Up an LDAP Server

This chapter describes how to configure a DirX LDAP server. It describes a sample LDAP
server configuration with the following characteristics:

� The contact DSA is the sample stand-alone DSA established in Chapter 4, "Setting Up
a Stand-Alone DSA"

� The LDAP server permits update operations on the DSA database by LDAP clients

� The LDAP server defines LDAP operation service controls that reflect a non-
distributed environment

This chapter continues to use the fictitious company “PQR” to illustrate the planning
decisions and administrative tasks necessary to set up the sample LDAP server. The first
part of the chapter discusses the planning considerations and decisions that PQR must
make before it can build its LDAP server. The second part of the chapter describes how
set up the initial LDAP server configuration with dirxadm. The final part of the chapter
describes extensions that can be made to PQR's LDAP server configuration and how to
make them with the DirX administration tools.

The Tcl script for building this sample LDAP server configuration can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/stand_alone/ldap_admin.adm (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\stand_alone\ldap_admin.adm (Windows
NT)

The Tcl script for building the sample LDAP server configuration for Secure Socket Layer
(SSL/TLS) connections can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/stand_alone/ldap_sslcfg.cp (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\stand_alone\ldap_sslcfg.cp (Windows NT)

These scripts contain all of the commands and procedures discussed in this chapter.
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5.1 Planning the LDAP Server Configuration
The PQR company has established a single stand-alone DSA that contains general
information about its employees. This DSA is located at the company's headquarters in
Munich. PQR decides to hire a travel agency in Frankfurt to handle its employee business
travel arrangements. The travel agency needs to have access to the PQR employee
information, and the employees at the travel agency have access to the Internet and use a
variety of browsers that contain built-in LDAP clients. PQR decides to set up an LDAP
server to make LDAP access to the PQR employee database available to the travel
agency in Frankfurt.

Figure 13: PQR LDAP Configuration

PQR needs to make decisions in the following areas before its administrators can begin to
build the LDAP server configuration:

� It must define the capabilities of its LDAP server

� It must define the framework for LDAP server administration (contact DSA, LDAP
server port number, LDAP server administrator)

� It must define the environment in which its LDAP server operates

DAP
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5.1.1 Defining the LDAP Server Capabilities
PQR must answer the following questions about its LDAP server capabilities:

� Will LDAP v2-only clients need to communicate with the LDAP server, and if so, how
is the LDAP server to handle LDAP v2 requests?

The LDAP v2 protocol has a number of limitations in comparison to LDAP v3 protocol:
it does not support X.509 (v3) certificates, and it supports only the printable-string
character set encoding for attribute values that are strings. However, many LDAP v2-
only clients exist, and it is possible that these clients will need access to the directory
information made available through an LDAP server that supports both the LDAP v2
and v3 protocol.

If an LDAP server is to support LDAP v2 operations, it needs to know:

− The character set encoding to use when converting printable-string attribute
values supplied in LDAP v2 operations. This decision affects the value supplied in
the LCCQ attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry; see the section "Creating
the LDAP Configuration Subentry" for further details.

− The character set encoding to use for search results generated by LDAP v2
operations This decision affects the value supplied in the LCCS attribute of the
LDAP configuration subentry; see the section "Creating the LDAP Configuration
Subentry" for further details.

− The representation to use when returning attribute values that are X.509
certificates to LDAP v2 clients This decision affects the value supplied in the LAHE
attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry; see the section "Creating the LDAP
Configuration Subentry" for further details.

PQR determines that the Frankfurt travel agency has a number of LDAP v2-only
clients that need to communicate with the PQR LDAP server. It decides to use the
universal-string UTF-8 character set encoding for v2 requests that contain directory-
string attribute values and for encoding the search results of v2 operations. It decides
to return X.509 certificates to LDAP v2 clients in binary ASN.1 format.

� Is the LDAP server to allow updates to the DSA by LDAP clients?

If users who are accessing a directory through an LDAP server are to be prohibited
from making updates to that directory, setting up the LDAP server as a read-only
server will improve the performance of the directory service. However, in the case of
PQR, it is possible that the Frankfurt travel agency will need to modify the PQR DSA
DIT; for example, to include airline seating preferences and other employee-specific
travel information. Consequently, PQR decides to allow the LDAP server to permit
updates to the PQR DSA by travel agent LDAP clients. This decision affects the value
supplied in the LROS attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry; see the section
"Creating the LDAP Configuration Subentry" for further details.
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Note, however, that regardless of an LDAP server's status (read-only or read-write),
the contact DSA performs access control verification using the selected access
control scheme on all modification requests from LDAP clients.

� What LDAP connection parameters should be established for the LDAP server?

LDAP connection parameters define the LDAP operating environment for the LDAP
server. LDAP connection parameters include:

− The maximum number of concurrent LDAP connections that the LDAP server can
support; this value is specified in the LMCO attribute of the LDAP configuration
subentry

− The maximum amount of time that an idle LDAP connection can remain open; this
value is specified in the LCIT attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry

− Whether or not the LDAP server closes authenticated DAP connections; this value
is specified in the LUDT attribute of the LDAP configuration subentry

The hardware and software features and limitations of the machine on which the
LDAP server is to run determine the LDAP connection parameters that need to be set
up for an LDAP server. The PQR administrators need to select LDAP connection
parameters that match the capabilities of the machine on which they choose to install
and run the LDAP server.

5.1.2 Defining the LDAP Server Administration Framework
PQR must answer the following questions about its LDAP server administration
environment:

� What port will the LDAP server listen on for LDAP requests?

An LDAP server needs to be assigned a port on which to listen for incoming requests
from LDAP clients. In general, LDAP servers are assigned the port number 389. In
some cases, however, this port may be in use by another service, and so a different
LDAP server port must be selected. Since the machine on which the LDAP server is
to run has nothing assigned to port 389, PQR decides to use this port number for its
LDAP server. This value will be specified in the LPNU attribute of the LDAP
configuration subentry.

� What will be the LDAP server's contact DSA?

An LDAP server's contact DSA is the DSA that can make available the portion of the
DIT that LDAP clients need to access. Through the LDAP server, LDAP clients will
have access to the attribute types and object classes in the contact DSA's system
schema and will have access to the naming contexts supported by the DSA. The
selection of the contact DSA also defines who is allowed to set up the LDAP server
configuration, because the LDAP server setup procedure involves administering the
contact DSA (for example, creating new LDAP-specific subentries and modifying the
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subentry ACI)

In the case of PQR, the travel agency needs access to the employee information
contained in the stand-alone DSA CN=PQR-DSA1. This DSA masters a single naming
context, which is /O=PQR. The administrator for this DSA is the default PQR
administrator /O=PQR/CN=admin.

� How many LDAP servers will the contact DSA support?

In some cases, it can be useful to set up more than one LDAP server process on the
same system. In this configuration, each LDAP server supports different capabilities—
for example, to handle a particular character set requirement of a group of LDAP
clients—and listens on its own separate port for requests from these clients. The set
of LDAP servers, however, all share the same contact DSA. PQR decides that its
initial LDAP configuration is to consist of one LDAP server, with the possibility of
adding multiple servers later on.

� Will the LDAP server support SSL/TLS connections?

The Secure Socket Layer (SSL) and Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocols allow
for mutual authentication between clients and servers based on public key/private key
cryptography and permit the transmission of encrypted messages between clients and
servers. The SSL and TLS protocols provide clients and servers with a protection
mechanism for the exchange of confidential data such as financial and medical
information over untrusted TCP/IP networks. The DirX LDAP server can support both
SSL and TLS protocols.

Because PQR does not expect its LDAP clients to be exchanging sensitive data with
its LDAP server, it decides that its initial LDAP configuration will not support SSL/TLS
connections, with the possibility that it may do so in the future.

5.2 Building the LDAP Server
Building the LDAP server consists of the following steps:

� Establishing the contact DSA for the LDAP server

� Creating the LDAP server subentries in the contact DSA

� Modifying the subentry ACI of the administration point on the contact DSA to permit
the LDAP server to read the LDAP server subentries

5.2.1 Establishing the Contact DSA
The LDAP server cannot initialize successfully unless it knows which DSA is available to
it. The name and presentation address of this contact DSA must be made available to the
LDAP server as the default DSA. When the LDAP server initializes, it automatically
performs an anonymous DAP bind to this contact DSA and reads its configuration
information, which is stored in LDAP-specific subentries within the DSA.
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The contact DSA name and presentation address are provided to the LDAP server in the
file dirxldap.cfg, which is located in the ldap/conf subdirectory of the DirX installation
directory. This file must also contain the LDAP server's DUA presentation address,
because the DUA presentation address contains the network type to be used for remote
connections.

In the case of PQR, their administrator modifies the LDAP server configuration file
dirxldap.cfg to contain the name and presentation address of the stand-alone DSA PQR-
DSA1 as the contact DSA and the DUA presentation address of the LDAP server.

#File: dirxldap.cfg
#the first line is the contact (default) DSA
/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1

TS=DSA1,NA=’TCP/IP!internet=127.0.0.1+port=21100’
#the line starting with the keyword self is the LDAP server
self TS=LDAP1,NA=’TCP/IP!internet=123.32.81.32+port=25555’

5.2.2 Creating the LDAP Server Subentries
Three basic subentries are associated with a DirX LDAP server:

� The LDAP global schema subentry

� The LDAP root subentry

� The LDAP configuration subentry

The LDAP global schema subentry is a read-only subentry that the DSA creates during its
initialization procedure. The LDAP global schema subentry defines the object classes and
attribute types available to LDAP clients in an LDAP server. When it creates the LDAP
global schema subentry, the DSA uses its system schema to build a list of available object
classes and attribute types and stores these lists as values of the LDAP OC (LOC) and
LDAP AT (LAT) attributes of the LDAP global schema subentry.

The LDAP root subentry provides information about the contact DSA's DIT and the
supported features of the LDAP server, for example LDAP v3 control extensions like
virtual list view. There can be only one LDAP root subentry per contact DSA. LDAP clients
are expected to read the LDAP root subentry to obtain the information contained within it.
Consequently, the information within the LDAP root subentry should not be changed once
it has been established and the LDAP server has been initialized.

The LDAP configuration subentry defines:

� The port numbers that the LDAP server is to use (attributes LPNU and LSPN)

� The LDAP connection parameters for the LDAP server (attributes LMCO, LCIT, and
LUDT)

� LDAP operation service controls
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� Whether the LDAP server is read-only or read-write (attribute LROS)

� How to handle requests from LDAP v2-only clients (attributes LCCQ, LCCS, and
LAHE)

� Whether the LDAP server shall enable result caching (LCA, LCAP)

� Whether to use a special thread pool size (LTPS)

There can be more than one LDAP configuration subentry per DSA; this is so if the
configuration supports multiple LDAP server processes.

The administrator of the contact DSA must create the LDAP root and the LDAP
configuration subentries below the first context prefix using DirXmanage, dirxadm, or
dirxcp.The LDAP root subentry must be given the common name ldapRoot and the
LDAP configuration subentry must be given the common name ldapConfiguration. The
contact DSA automatically creates the LDAP global schema subentry below the root DSE
when it is started; it creates the subentry with the distinguished name
/CN=LDAPGlobalSchemaSubentry.

The following figure illustrates the locations of the LDAP server subentries for PQR's
stand-alone DSA.

Figure 14: Location of the LDAP Server Subentries

Creating the LDAP server subentries on the contact DSA consists of the following steps:

1. Binding to the contact DSA

2. Creating the LDAP root subentry

3. Creating the LDAP configuration subentry

O=PQR
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CN=LDAPGlobalSchemaSubentry
LDAP Global Schema Subentry

/
Root DSE

CN=ldapRoot
LDAP Root Subentry

CN=ldapConfiguration
LDAP Configuration Subentry
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In order to carry out these tasks, the administrator of the contact DSA must have access
rights to create and modify subentries on the DSA and must be an authorized DirX
administrator.

In the case of PQR, the stand-alone DSA setup process has established the PQR default
administrator with access rights to create and modify subentries and has also established
him as an authorized DirX administrator for the stand-alone DSA (by virtue of adding his
distinguished name to the DADM attribute).

The next sections describe how to create the LDAP server subentries with DirXmanage,
dirxadm, and dirxcp. Both sections assume that the PQR administrator has already
bound over DAP to the DSA. Note that it is also possible to create, read, and modify the
LDAP server subentries over LDAP v3 protocol. See also the example Tcl script
ldap_admin.adm; it contains the steps described here and can be used as a template
that you can tailor to your requirements.

Creating the LDAP Root Subentry with DirXmanage

After the PQR administrator has bound to the DSA, he uses the following DirXmanage
procedure to create the LDAP root subentry:

1. On the LDAP menu, clicks LDAP configuration.

2. Clicks LDAP profiles.

3. Clicks Add LDAP root DSE.

DirXmanage supplies default values for an LDAP root subentry in the Attributes of the
LDAP root subentry dialog box. Since these values correspond to the selections of PQR,
the PQR administrator simply clicks OK, and then clicks Close. For more information
about the attributes of the LDAP root subentry, see the section "Creating the LDAP Root
Subentry with dirxadm" or the section “Attributes of the LDAP Root Subentry” in the DirX
Administration Reference.

Creating the LDAP Root Subentry with dirxadm

After having bound to the DSA, to create the LDAP root subentry below the first context
prefix (which in the case of PQR is also the first administrative point), use the dirxadm
command:

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the LDAP root subentry in the distinguished_name
argument; it is /O=PQR/CN=ldapRoot in the case of PQR. The attribute list must contain
at least the following LDAP-specific attributes:

� The LDAP Naming Contexts (LNCO) user attribute, which specifies the distinguished
names of the naming contexts that the contact DSA masters or shadows. LDAP
clients will read this attribute to determine the base object that they should use for this
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LDAP server. For PQR, the attribute value is /O=PQR, which is the context prefix for
the single naming context established in the PQR stand-alone DSA.

� The Supported LDAP Versions (SLVE) user attribute, which specifies the LDAP
protocol versions that the LDAP server supports. LDAP clients will read this attribute
to determine which version of LDAP operations they can send to this LDAP server. For
PQR (which uses a DirX LDAP server), the attribute values are 2 and 3, because
these are the protocol versions supported by the DirX LDAP server.

� The Og supported Profile (OSPR) user attribute, which specifies the object identifiers
of the Open Group profiles that this LDAP server supports. The Open Group currently
defines two profiles for LDAP servers:

− A read-only LDAP server profile, which has the object identifier
1.2.826.0.1050.11.1.1

− A read-write LDAP server profile, which has the object identifier
1.2.826.0.1050.11.2.1

For PQR (which uses a DirX LDAP server), the attribute value is
1.2.826.0.1050.11.2.1, because this is the Open Group profile supported by the DirX
LDAP server.

� The Supported Control (SCON) user attribute, which specifies the object identifiers of
the LDAP V3 service controls for search operations that this LDAP server supports.
For PQR (which uses a DirX LDAP server), the supported service controls are:

− Simple Paged Results for request and response, which has the object identifier
1.2.840.113556.1.4.319

− Server Side Sorting Request, which has the object identifier
1.2.840.113556.1.4.473

− Server Side Sorting Response, which has the object identifier
1.2.840.113556.1.4.474

− Virtual List View Request, which has the object identifier
2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.3.9

− Virtual List View Response, which has the object identifier
2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.3.10

See the description of the Supported Control attribute in the "Attributes of the LDAP
Root Subentry" section of the DirX Administration Reference for a description of these
service controls and how the DirX DSA handles them.

� The LDAP Subschema Subentry (LSSU) user attribute, which specifies the
distinguished name that the DSA is to use for the LDAP global schema subentry. In
the case of PQR (which uses a DirX DSA), it is /CN=LDAPGlobalSchemaSubentry,
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because this is the common name that a DirX DSA gives to the LDAP global schema
subentry.

The attribute list must also contain at least the following subentry-specific attributes:

� The DSE-type (DSET) operational attribute with the value SUBENTRY to indicate that
the entry is a subentry

� The object class (OCL) user attribute that specifies the Subentry (SUBE) and LDAP
root (LROO) object classes.

� The subtree-specification (SS) operational attribute, which must specify its default
value, indicating that the subentry holds for the entire subtree.

The following dirxadm command creates an LDAP root subentry for PQR:

create /O=PQR/CN=LdapRoot -attr \
{DSET=SUBENTRY} \
{OCL=SUBE;LROO} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{SLVE=2;3} \

{SCON=2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.9;1.2.840.113556.1.4.473;1.2.840.11355
6.1.4.474;1.2.840.113556.1.4.319;2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.10} \

{OSPR=1.2.826.0.1050.11.1.1} \
{LNCO={/O=PQR}} \
{LSSU={/CN=LDAPGlobalSchemaSubentry}}

Creating the LDAP Configuration Subentry with DirXmanage

The PQR administrator uses the following DirXmanage procedure to create the LDAP
configuration subentry:

1. On the LDAP menu, clicks LDAP configuration.

2. Clicks Add LDAP configuration.

DirXmanage supplies default values for an LDAP configuration subentry in the Attributes
of the LDAP configuration subentry dialog box. These values correspond to the PQR
selections with one exception:

• The connection parameter Max connection number in the General tab (which
specifies the maximum number of simultaneous LDAP connections that the LDAP
server supports) is set to 1024, and PQR wants it set to 512.

Consequently, the PQR administrator enters 512 in Max connection number, clicks OK,
and then clicks Close. For more information about the attributes of the LDAP
configuration subentry, see the section "Creating the LDAP Configuration Subentry with
dirxadm" or the section “Attributes for LDAP Server Configuration” in the DirX
Administration Reference.
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Creating the LDAP Configuration Subentry with dirxadm

Creating the LDAP configuration subentry with dirxadm is most easily performed in two
steps:

1. Creating the subentry with attributes for port numbers, connection parameters, LDAP
v2 client management, and server type (read-only or read-write)

2. Adding the LDAP operation service control attributes to the subentry

Creating the Subentry

To create the LDAP configuration subentry below the first context prefix (which in the case
of PQR is also the first administrative point), use the dirxadm command:

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the LDAP configuration subentry in the
distinguished_name argument; it is /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration in the case of PQR.
The attribute list parameter can contain one or more LDAP-specific attributes.These
attributes are optional; if an LDAP-specific attribute is not supplied, the DirX LDAP server
uses a default value.

For PQR, the attribute list contains the following LDAP-specific attributes:

� The LDAP port number (LPNU) user attribute, which specifies the RPC port on which
the LDAP server is to listen for LDAP client requests. For PQR, it is 389 (which is the
default value).

� The LDAP secure port number (LSPN) user attribute, which specifies the port number
on which the LDAP is to listen for Secure Socket Layer (SSL) LDAP protocol. For
PQR, this value is 0 because it has chosen not to enable SSL/TLS connections (the
default value).

� The LDAP Max Connections (LMCO) user attribute, which specifies the maximum
number of simultaneous LDAP connections that the LDAP server supports. PQR
selects 1024 (the default value is 1024).

� The LDAP Connection Idle Time (LCIT) user attribute, which specifies the number of
seconds of inactivity after which the LDAP server is to close an LDAP connection to
an LDAP client. PQR chooses 300 seconds (which is the default value).

� The LDAP Unbind Delay Time (LUDT) user attribute, which controls whether the
LDAP server closes authenticated DAP connections. A value of 0 in this attribute
directs the LDAP server to close the connections after the last LDAP client has
performed an unbind for this connection; a positive integer value directs the LDAP
server to close them that number of seconds after the last LDAP connection using this
connection is closed. PQR chooses to close authenticated DAP connections after the
last LDAP client has unbound from this connection (which is the default value).
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� The LDAP ASN1 Header (LAHE) user attribute, which specifies whether X.509
certificates in attributes are returned in binary ASN1 (a value of FALSE) or hexdump
ASN1 format (a value of TRUE) in the results of LDAP version 2 operations. PQR
selects to return X.509 attributes in binary ASN1 (which is the default value).

� The LDAP Character Set Conversion Request (LCCQ) user attribute, which specifies
the representation of string attributes in LDAP version 2 operations. The possible
representations are LATIN-1, UTF8, and T61. PQR chooses UTF8 (which is the
default value).

� The LDAP Character Set Conversion Result (LCCS) user attribute, which specifies
the conversion that the LDAP server is to perform for search results of LDAP version
2 operations. The possible representations are LATIN-1, UTF8, and T61. PQR
chooses UTF8 (which is the default value).

� The LDAP Read Only Server (LROS) user attribute, which controls whether the LDAP
server allows update operations. The possible values are FALSE (allow updates) and
TRUE (prohibit updates). Since PQR has decided that its LDAP server will permit
update operations on the stand-alone DSA, it selects FALSE (which is the default
value).

The attribute list must also contain at least the following subentry-specific attributes:

� The DSE-type (DSET) operational attribute with the value SUBENTRY to indicate that
the entry is a subentry

� The object class (OCL) user attribute that specifies the Subentry (SUBE) and LDAP
configuration (LCFG) object classes.

� The subtree-specification (SS) operational attribute, which must specify its default
value, indicating that the subentry holds for the entire subtree.

The following dirxadm command creates an LDAP configuration subentry for PQR:

create /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -attr \
{DSET=SUBENTRY} \
{OCL=SUBE;LCFG} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{LPNU=389} \
{LSPN=0} \
{LMCO=1024} \
{LCIT=300} \
{LUDT=0} \
{LAHE=FALSE} \
{LROS=FALSE} \
{LCCQ=UTF8} \
{LCCS=UTF8}
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Adding LDAP Operation Service Control Attributes

To add the attributes that define the service controls to be applied to each LDAP
operation, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the LDAP configuration subentry in the
distinguished_name argument; it is /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration in the case of PQR.
The attribute list consists of one attribute for each type of LDAP operation; the attribute
value consists of the service controls to be applied to that operation. The LDAP operation
service control attributes are:

� LDAP Search Service Controls (LSES)—specifies service controls for the search
operation

� LDAP Compare Service Controls (LCOS)—specifies service controls for the compare
operation

� LDAP Add (LADS)—specifies service controls for the add operation

� LDAP Remove (LRES)—specifies service controls for the remove operation

� LDAP Modify (LMOS)—specifies service controls for the modify operation

� LDAP ModifyDN (LMDS)—specifies service controls for the modify DN operation

PQR chooses the following service control strategy:

� For search and compare operations, shadowed information is permitted to be used.
For the other operations, shadowed information is not permitted to be used.

� The other service controls are the same for all operations

The following table specifies these service controls and the values selected by PQR; see
the section entitled "LDAP Search Service Controls" in the DirX Administration Reference
for more information about these controls.
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Table 2: PQR LDAP Operation Service Controls

Service Control Possible Values PQR Value

PreferChaining T—prefer chaining
F—prefer referrals

T

ChainingProhibited T—prohibit chaining
F—permit chaining

F

LocalScope T—limit to local scope
F—no limits

F

DontUseCopy T—do not use copies
F—use copies

T (LADS, LRES,
LMOS, LMDS)
F (LSES, LCOS)

DontDereferenceAlias T—do not dereference
F—dereference

F

Subentries T—return only subentries
F—return only normal entries

F

CopyShallDo T—permit partial results using
shadowed information
F—prohibit partial results using
shadowed information

F (LADS, LRES,
LMOS, LMDS)
T (LSES, LCOS)

Priority 0—low (service gets low priority)
1—medium (service gets medium
priority)
2—high (service gets high priority)

1

TimeLimit integer—sets a limit specified by
integer
0—no limit

0

SizeLimit integer—sets a limit specified by
integer
0—no limit

0

ScopeOfReferral 0—scope is DMD
1—scope is country
2—scope is unlimited

0

AttributeSizeLimit integer—sets a limit specified by
integer
0—no limit

0
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The following set of dirxadm commands defines the set of LDAP operation service
controls for PQR:

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -add
{LSES='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=F:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=F:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=T:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -add
{LCOS='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=F:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=F:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=T:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -add
{LADS='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=F:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=T:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=F:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -add
{LRES='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=F:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=T:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=F:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -add
{LMOS='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=F:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=T:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=F:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -add
{LMDS='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=F:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=T:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=F:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

Granting Read Access Rights to Subentries

When the LDAP server starts, it immediately performs an anonymous DAP bind to the
contact DSA and attempts to read its configuration information from the LDAP
configuration subentry. It can only perform this task successfully if it the administrative
point contains a subentry ACI (SACI) operational attribute that grants it read access rights
to subentries. In addition, LDAP v3 clients should be able to read the LDAP root subentry,
and so they must be granted read access rights to subentries as well.
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Recall from Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA" that the PQR administrator
created a SACI attribute that enabled him to read and modify subentries when he created
the first administrative point. The PQR administrator must now modify the first
administrative point to include a new SACI that grants read-only access to subentries by
unauthenticated (anonymous) users, since the LDAP server and LDAP clients will not use
authentication. The next sections describe how to perform this task with DirXmanage and
dirxcp. Both sections assume that the PQR administrator has already bound to the DSA.

Note: the DirXmanage Setup Wizard and the dirxadm and dirxcp stand-alone DSA setup
scripts allow you to establish the SACI that grants read access rights to subentries for
anonymous users when you set up the stand-alone DSA. The task is described here
because it is a necessary pre-requisite for LDAP server setup and should be performed if
it has not already been carried out during the stand-alone DSA setup process.

Granting Read Access to Subentries with DirXmanage

To give the LDAP server and LDAP clients read access rights to the LDAP subentries, the
PQR administrator uses DirXmanage as follows:

1. In the Administration window, clicks O=PQR and then clicks Properties.

2. Clicks the Subentry-ACI tab.

3. Clicks Predefined.

4. Selects allow anonymous to read from the list of predefined ACI items and then
clicks OK.

5. Clicks OK.

6. Clicks OK.

Granting Read Access to Subentries with dirxcp

To give the LDAP server and LDAP clients read access rights to subentries, the PQR
administrator issues the dirxcp command:

modify /O=PQR -addattr \
{SACI={ID=allow anonymous to read,

PR=10,
AL={BL={L=NONE}},
UF={UC={AU=TRUE},

UP={PR=0,PI={E=TRUE,AUATV=TRUE},
GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+\

grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantFilterMatch};
grantAdd+grantRemove} } } \
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{PA={PA=PQR Company,PA=ABC Street 123,\
PA=D-01234 City,PA=Germany}} \

{TN=+49 12 345 67 890} \
{DSC=PQR Company}

5.3 Extending the PQR LDAP Server Configuration
This section of the chapter explains how to modify the sample LDAP server configuration
established in the previous sections. It describes how to:

� Add LDAP names to the DSA system schema

� Change the values in the LDAP configuration subentry

� Set up the LDAP server to support SSL/TLS connections

� Set up multiple LDAP servers

The next sections describe the procedures to be followed to make these modifications to
the sample configuration using as an example the PQR company.

5.3.1 Adding LDAP Names to the DSA Schema
Recall from Chapter 4, "Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA", that the PQR company extended
its DSA system schema to be able to hold information about its company cars and the car
mobile phone numbers. The travel agency in Frankfurt wants to be able to read the
company car information in the DSA in order to contact PQR employees who are assigned
to company cars. The information about PQR company cars and telephones is contained
in the following schema elements:

� The car object class, with the abbreviation CAR and the object identifier 1.2.3.6.0

� The car-identifier attribute type, with the abbreviation CARID and the object identifier
1.2.3.4.0

� The car-telephone attribute type, with the abbreviation CARTN and the object identifier
1.2.3.4.1

� The car-name-form name form, with the abbreviation CARNF and the object identifier
1.2.3.15.0

Recall that the DSA derives object class and attribute type information (but not name form
information) from its system schema and stores it in the LDAP global schema subentry for
access by LDAP clients. Since no LDAP names have been assigned to the car object
class and car-identifier and car-telephone attributes, the LDAP server has only the object
identifier for these schema elements, and LDAP clients must use these OIDs to refer to
them. Consequently, PQR needs to assign LDAP names to these three schema elements.
Since name forms are not used by the LDAP server, no LDAP name can be assigned to
the car-name-form.
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Only the characters A to Z, a to z, and the hyphen (-) can be used in LDAP names. PQR
chooses the following LDAP names for the car object class and attribute types:

� The LDAP name car for the car object class

� The LDAP name car-id for the car-identifier attribute type

� The LDAP name car-tn for the car-telephone attribute type

The next step is for the PQR administrator to add these LDAP names to the contact DSA
schema, which is the stand-alone DSA PQR-DSA1. The following sections describe how
to perform this task with DirXmanage and with dirxadm.

Adding LDAP Names with DirXmanage

To add LDAP names to the DSA schema with DirXmanage, select Edit DSA schema
from the Schema menu. To add the LDAP names for the two car attribute types:

1. Click the Attribute tab, and then double-click the Attribute Identifier icon that
corresponds to the target attribute type.

2. In the Attribute Type tab, click the plus sign (+) and then type the LDAP name in the
field provided in LDAP names.

To add the LDAP name to the car object class:

1. Click the Object Classes tab, and then double-click the Object Class Identifier icon
that corresponds to the target object class.

2. In the Object Class tab, type the LDAP name in the field provided in LDAP name.

Adding LDAP Names with dirxadm

To add LDAP names to the DSA schema with dirxadm, use the command:

gs modify schema_element -objid oid -addldapname ldapname [ldapname…]

PQR uses the following set of dirxadm commands to define LDAP names for the
company car schema elements:

gs modify OC -objid CAR -addldapname car
gs modify AT -objid CARID -addldapname car-id
gs modify AT -objid CARTN -addldapname car-tn

5.3.2 Changing the LDAP Configuration
To change an LDAP server's configuration, you must modify the appropriate attributes of
its LDAP server configuration subentry.

For example, suppose the PQR administrator wants to prohibit chaining for the LDAP
modifyDN operation. To enable this configuration, he must modify the corresponding
attribute in the LDAP server’s configuration subentry to prohibit chaining. The next
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sections describe how to carry out this task with DirXmanage and with dirxadm.

Changing the LDAP Configuration Subentry with DirXmanage

To prohibit chaining for the LDAP modifyDN operation, the PQR administrator does the
following:

1. Clicks LDAP configuration on the LDAP menu.

2. Clicks LDAPconfiguration in LDAP Profiles, and then clicks Properties.

3. Clicks the Ldap-ModifyDN-Svc-Ctl tab in Attributes of the LDAP configuration
subentry, and then clicks the checkbox for Chaining prohibited.

4. Clicks OK, and then clicks Close.

Changing the LDAP Configuration Subentry with dirxadm

To change attribute values in an LDAP configuration subentry with dirxadm, use the
command:

[dse] modify distinguished_name -remove attribute_list -add attribute_list

where distinguished_name is the name of the subentry. In the case of PQR, the
distinguished name is /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration. To change the service control for
the LDAP modifyDN operation to prohibit chaining, the PQR administrator issues the
following dirxadm command:

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration -removeattr LMDS
-addattr
{LMDS='preferChaining=T:chainingProhibited=T:localScope=F:dontU
seCopy=T:dontDereferenceAlias=F:subentries=F:copyShalldo=F:prio
rity=1:timelimit=0:sizelimit=0:scopeofreferral=0:attributesizel
imit=0'}

5.3.3 Activating Configuration Changes in the LDAP Server
Changes to the DSA schema that are made with DirXmanage or dirxadm take effect in
the DSA and in the LDAP global schema subentry immediately upon successful
completion of the operation. However, in order for the changes to take effect in the LDAP
server, the administrator must explicitly activate them with dirxadm.

Changes made to an existing LDAP configuration subentry and the creation of new LDAP
server configuration subentries must also be activated explicitly for the LDAP server with
dirxadm.

To activate configuration changes in the LDAP server, use the dirxadm command:

ldap config [-id identification]

The -id option specifies the common name of the LDAP configuration subentry that
corresponds to the target LDAP server. If it is not specified, the command operates on the
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LDAP configuration subentry with the common name ldapConfiguration.

For example, to activate the car-related DSA schema changes described in "Adding LDAP
Names to the DSA Schema", the PQR administrator issues the command:

ldap config

This command activates the schema changes for the PQR LDAP server.

Note that changes to the LDAP cache configuration attributes LCA and LCAP and the
LDAP thread pool size (LTPS attribute) become effective only when the LDAP server is re-
started and not when performing the ldap config command.

5.3.4 Enabling SSL/TLS Support
Secure Socket Layer (SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) provides privacy and reliability
between two communication applications. The capabilities of SSL-enabled clients and
servers address fundamental concerns about communication over the Internet and other
TCP/IP networks:

� SSL server authentication allows a user to confirm a server's identity. SSL-enabled
client software can use standard techniques of public-key cryptography to check that a
server's certificate and public ID are valid and have been issued by a certificate
authority (CA) listed in the client's list of trusted CAs. This confirmation might be
important if the user, for example, is sending a credit card number over the network
and wants to check the receiving server's identity.

� SSL client authentication allows a server to confirm a user's identity. Using the same
techniques as those used for server authentication, SSL-enabled server software can
check that a client's certificate and public ID are valid and have been issued by a
certificate authority (CA) listed in the server's list of trusted CAs. Furthermore the
clients identity from the certificate can be used as a strong authentication in terms of
the directory protocols. This form of authentication might be desired if the server, for
example, is a bank sending confidential financial information to a customer and wants
to check the recipient's identity.

� An encrypted SSL connection requires all information sent between a client and a
server to be encrypted by the sending software and decrypted by the receiving
software, thus providing a high degree of confidentiality. Confidentiality is important for
both parties to any private transaction. In addition, all data sent over an encrypted SSL
connection is protected with a mechanism for detecting tampering.

The PQR company wants to make its employee credit card numbers available to the
Frankfurt travel agency for use in making travel arrangements on the employees' behalf.
To protect the exchange of this information, they decide to enable the LDAP server to
accept SSL connections from the Frankfurt travel agency. They do not intend to force that
client authentication is to be performed.

Setting up the LDAP server to support the SSL protocol consists of the following steps:
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1. Adding SSL-specific information to the LDAP configuration subentry

2. Creating the SSL configuration subentry

The next sections describe these steps and how to perform them with DirXmanage and
dirxcp.

Adding SSL Information to the LDAP Configuration Subentry

The LDAP configuration subentry contains the following SSL-specific attributes:

� The LDAP secure port number (LSPN) user attribute, which specifies the secure port
number on which the LDAP server is to listen for SSL/TLS requests from LDAP clients.

An LDAP server that supports SSL/TLS protocol needs to be assigned a port on which
to listen for incoming requests over SSL/TLS from LDAP clients. In general, LDAP
servers are assigned the secure port number 636. In some cases, however, this port
may be in use by another service, and so a different LDAP server port must be
selected. Since the machine on which the LDAP server is to run has nothing assigned
to port 636, PQR decides to use this port number for its LDAP server.

� The LDAP SSL configuration subentry common name (LSCCN) attribute, which
specifies the value of the common name assigned to the LDAP SSL configuration
subentry.

An LDAP SSL configuration subentry specifies the configuration parameters for
SSL/TLS support. There can be more than one LDAP SSL configuration subentry per
DSA; this is so if the configuration supports multiple LDAP server processes. The
administrator of the contact DSA must create the SSL configuration subentry below
the first context prefix using DirXmanage or dirxcp; the common name applied to this
subentry must be the same as the value of the LSCCN attribute. The default name for
the SSL configuration subentry is ldapSSLConfiguration; PQR chooses to use this
default.

Adding SSL-Specific Information with DirXmanage

To add the SSL-specific information to the LDAP configuration subentry with DirXmanage,
the PQR administrator does the following:

1. Clicks LDAP configuration on the LDAP menu.

2. Clicks LDAP Profiles, and then clicks Properties.

3. Types the value 636 in the Secure Port Number field in the General tab of Attributes
of the LDAP configuration subentry.

4. Clicks OK, and then clicks Close.

Adding SSL-Specific Information with dirxcp

To modify the LDAP configuration subentry with dirxcp, the PQR administrator uses the
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command:

[obj] modify distinguished_name -remove attribute_list -add attribute_list

where distinguished_name is the name of the PQR subentry
/O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration. To add the SSL-specific information to the subentry, the
PQR administrator issues the following dirxcp command:

modify /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfiguration \
-remove LSPN -remove LSCCN \
-add {LSPN=636} -add {LSCCN=ldapSSLconfiguration}

Creating the SSL Configuration Subentry

The LDAP SSL configuration subentry defines:

� The set of signature, encryption, and hashing algorithms that the LDAP server
supports for the SSL/TLS protocol (attribute LSSES). The LDAP server can support a
set of weak algorthms, a set of strong algorthms, or both. Note, that the strong
algorithms are distinct from the weak ones by the length of the cryptographic keys they
use. There is a separate product version needed in order to support the strong set of
algorithms. The normal product supports only the weak algorithms, even though the
administrator is able to set the attribute of the SSL Configuration Subentry to strong.
Refer to the output of the dirxldapv3 –V command in order to verify the type of the
installed product version.

� The security protocols that the LDAP server supports: SSL v3.0, TLS v1.0, or both)
(attribute LSSSP).

� The file that contains the public key/private key material that has been assigned to the
LDAP server: its user certificate and its private key (attribute LSOKM). This file must
contain the data in the password protected PKCS#12 format. The LDAP server uses
this key material to authenticate itself to a client.

� The file that contains the public key material of Root Certification Authorities that are
trusted by the LDAP server to issue correct client certificates (attribute LSVRF). The
LDAP server uses this key material to verify the client’s authentication. This file must
contain the data in the password protected PKCS#12 format. The key material and
hence this file is only needed, if client authentication is required.

� The file that contains the password that the LDAP server is to use to access both
PKCS#12 formatted files, its key material file and the valid Root CAs key material file
(attribute LSPPF). Note that there is only one password in this file, hence both
PKCS#12 files need to be protected with the same password.

� Whether or not client authentication is required during the SSL handshake (attribute
LSCAR).

� Configuration parameters for SSL event logging (attributes LSTFI and LSTLE).
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The following figure illustrates the relationship between the LDAP configuration and the
LDAP SSL configuration subentries and the relationship between the LDAP SSL
configuration subentry and the files for SSL support. The figure assumes that client
authentication is not required.

Note that the content of the key material files depends on the Public Key Infrastructure
(PKI) in use. Among others, the decision, which certificate issuers are to be trusted by
LDAP clients and the LDAP server is the result of the planning of the security policy. This
is a task separate from setting up an LDAP server.
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Figure 15: LDAP Server Configuration and LDAP Server SSL Configuration
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Creating the LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry with DirXmanage

The PQR administrator uses the following DirXmanage procedure to create the LDAP
SSL configuration subentry:

1. On the LDAP menu, clicks LDAP configuration.

2. Clicks Add LDAP SSL configuration.

DirXmanage supplies default values for an LDAP SSL configuration subentry in the
Attributes of the LDAP SSL configuration subentry dialog box. These values
correspond to the PQR selections with the following exceptions:

� The LDAP supported security protocols is set to All, and PQR wants it set to SSLv3.0.

� The LDAP supported encryption strength is set to All, and PQR wants to set it to
strong, as PQR bought the strong cryptography enabled version of the product.

� The LDAP SSL trace level is set to 0 (SSL internal trace is turned off), and PQR wants
to set it to 5 (the maximum level is 15).

Consequently, the PQR administrator:

1. Enters SSLv3.0 in Supported security protocols.

2. Enters strong in Supported encryption strength.

3. Enters 5 in SSL trace level.

4. Clicks OK, and then clicks Close.

For more information about the attributes of the LDAP SSL configuration subentry, see the
section "Creating the LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry with dirxcp" or the section
“Attributes for LDAP Server SSL Configuration” in the DirX Administration Reference.

Creating the LDAP SSL Configuration Subentry with dirxcp

To create the LDAP SSL configuration subentry below the first context prefix (which in the
case of PQR is also the first administrative point), use the dirxcp command:

[obj] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the LDAP SSL configuration subentry in the
distinguished_name argument; it is /O=PQR/CN=ldapSSLConfiguration in the case of
PQR. The attribute list parameter can contain one or more SSL configuration
attributes.These attributes are optional; if an SSL configuration attribute is not supplied,
the DirX LDAP server uses a default value.

For PQR, the attribute list contains the following SSL configuration attributes:

� The LDAP supported security protocols (LSSSP) user attribute. PQR selects SSLv3.0
(the default value is All (both TLSv1.0 and SSLv3.0 security protocols are supported)).
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� The LDAP supported encryption strength (LSSES) user attribute. PQR selects strong
(the default value is All (both weak and strong sets are supported)).

� The LDAP PKCS12 password file (LSPPF) user attribute, which specifies the full
pathname of the LDAP server's key material password file. PQR selects
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\ldap\conf\dirx_pkcs12.pwd (which is the default
value on Windows systems).

� The LDAP server key material file (LSOKM) user attribute, which specifies the full
pathname of the LDAP server's key material file. PQR selects the value
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\ldap\conf\cert_ldapserver.p12 (which is the default
value on Windows systems).

� The LDAP SSL trace file (LSTFI) user attribute, which specifies the full pathname of
the directory where the SSL-specific log files are located. PQR selects
C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\ldap\log (which is the default value on Windows
systems).

� The LDAP SSL client authentication required (LSCAR) user attribute, which specifies
whether the LDAP server will enforce SSL client authentication. PQR chooses FALSE,
which is the default.

� The LDAP SSL trace level (LSTLE) user attribute, which specifies the level of SSL
internal logging. PQR chooses level 5 (the default value is 0, which turns off trace
logging).

The attribute list must also contain at least the following subentry-specific attributes:

� The object class (OCL) user attribute that specifies the Subentry (SUBE) and LDAP
configuration (LCFG) object classes.

� The subtree-specification (SS) operational attribute, which must specify its default
value, indicating that the subentry holds for the entire subtree.

The following dirxcp command creates an LDAP SSL configuration subentry for PQR:

create /O=PQR/CN=ldapSSLConfiguration -attr \
{OCL=SUBE;LSCFG} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{LSSSP=SSLv3.0} \
{LSSES=strong} \
{LSPPF=

C:\\Program Files\\Siemens\\dirx\\ldap\\conf\\dirx_pkcs12.pwd} \
{LSOKM=

C:\\Program
Files\\Siemens\\dirx\\ldap\\conf\\cert_ldapserver.p12}\

{LSTFI=C:\\Program Files\\Siemens\\dirx\\ldap\\log} \
{LSCAR=FALSE}
{LSTLE=5}
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Note that the backslash (\) character must be escaped by a backslash (\) character.

5.3.5 Setting Up Multiple LDAP Servers
In some cases, DirX administrators may want to run several LDAP servers on a single
machine, particularly when the LDAP clients using the LDAP service handle character
sets in different ways (LDAP v2 Latin1, T61) or they want to have special LDAP servers
where no modifications to the database are allowed (Read-Only) or an extra LDAP server
that is only accesible via SSL.

All of the LDAP servers communicate with the same DSA—the contact DSA specified in
the dirxldap.cfg file—and are defined by the same LDAP root subentry, but they listen for
LDAP client requests on different ports, and are configured to handle a particular type of
LDAP client. If both LDAP servers are assigned to support LDAP over SSL/TLS, their
secure port numbers (that is, the values of their LSPN attributes) must be different.

In addition, each additional LDAP server must be assigned its own RPC port number on
which to listen for dirxadm administrative requests. The primary LDAP server, which is
the first server to be set up, is automatically assigned the same RPC port number as its
contact DSA, in the case of PQR, this is 5999. Any additional LDAP servers that are set
up must be assigned different RPC port numbers. DirX administrators use the RPC port
number as input to the dirxadm ldap binding operation, which redirects subsequent
dirxadm ldap operations to the LDAP server listening on the RPC port number specified
in the operation. In this way, they can switch between administration of the multiple LDAP
servers.

The PQR administrator decides that his LDAP server configuration requires a second
LDAP server that supports the T61 character set. He also decides that the additional
LDAP server does not need to support SSL/TLS. Before he can set up this second LDAP
server, he must select:

� A different free LDAP request port number for the second LDAP server, the LDAP
request port number he selects is 588.

� A different common name to assign to the new server’s LDAP configuration subentry.
He selects the common name ldapConfig2 for the second server’s LDAP
configuration subentry.

� A different RPC port on which the new server is to listen for DirXmanage and dirxadm
requests. The RPC port number he selects is 6999.

The following figure illustrates PQR’s multiple LDAP server configuration.
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Figure 16: PQR Multiple LDAP Server Configuration
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the following:

1. Clicks LDAP configuration on the LDAP menu.

2. Clicks Add LDAP configuration.

3. Enters ldapConfig2 in Profile name. (This is the common name that PQR has
chosen for this LDAP configuration subentry.)

4. Enters 588 in Port number. (This is the LDAP request port number that PQR has
selected for the new LDAP server.)

5. Clicks the V2 Settings tab.

6. Clicks T61 in Character Conversion Request. (This is the character set that the
LDAP server is to use to represent string attributes in LDAP version 2 operations.)

7. Clicks T61 in Character Conversion Result. (This is the character set that the LDAP
server is to use to represent search results of LDAP version 2 operations.)

8. Clicks OK, and then clicks Close.

Creating the LDAP Configuration Subentry with dirxadm

To create the LDAP configuration subentry with dirxadm, use the command:

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the new LDAP configuration subentry in the
distinguished_name argument; PQR chooses /CN=ldapConfig2. PQR supplies the
following in attribute_list:

� The LDAP port number (LPNU) user attribute with the value 588.

� The LDAP Character Set Conversion Request (LCCQ) user attribute with the value
T61.

� The LDAP Character Set Conversion Result (LCCS) user attribute with the value T61.

� For the other attributes, the same values as specified for the ldapConfiguration
subentry.

The following dirxadm command creates the second LDAP configuration subentry for
PQR:

create /O=PQR/CN=ldapConfig2 -attr \
{DSET=SUBENTRY} \
{OCL=SUBE;LCFG} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{LPNU=588} \
{LSPN=0} \
{LMCO=1024} \
{LCIT=300} \
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{LUDT=0} \
{LAHE=FALSE} \
{LROS=FALSE} \
{LCCQ=T61} \
{LCCS=T61}

Starting the Second LDAP Server

Starting the second LDAP server consists of two steps:

� Setting the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable

� Restarting the Directory Service

The DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable specifies the LDAP
configuration subentry name and the RPC port number of each additional LDAP server
that is to be started as part of the Directory Service. The procedure to set this environment
variable depends on the operating system in use.

After you have set the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable, you
must restart the Directory Service. This step starts all of the DirX servers, including the
additional LDAP servers specified in the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS
environment variable.

Starting the Second LDAP Server on Windows NT Systems

To set the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable on Windows NT
systems:

1. From the Start button, select Settings, and then click Control Panel.

2. In Control Panel, double-click the System icon.

3. Click the Environment tab.

4. In the System Variables window, enter DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS in the
Variable:.

5. In the Value: field, enter the common name of the LDAP configuration subentry that
corresponds to the new LDAP server and its RPC port number, in the format
subentry_name+RPC_port_number[:…]. (If you are starting more than one additional
LDAP server, use the colon as a separator between subentry+RPC port pairs.). For
example, the PQR administrator enters ldapConfig2+6999.

6. Click Set.

7. Click Apply, and then click OK.

After you have set this environment variable, restart the system. An LDAP server that
reads the configuration subentry with the common name ldapConfiguration and an
LDAP server that reads the LDAP configuration subentry with the common name
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ldapConfig2 are started.

Starting the Second LDAP Server on UNIX Systems

To set the DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS environment variable on UNIX
systems, you edit the file opt/dirx/.dirxrc, and include two lines that set the environment
variable, in the format:

DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS=subentry_name+RPC_port_number[:…]
export DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS

where subentry_name is the common name of the LDAP configuration subentry that
corresponds to the new LDAP server and RPC_port_number is the RPC port number
assigned to the new LDAP server. (If you are starting more than one additional LDAP
server, use the colon as a separator between subentry+RPC port pairs.). For example, the
PQR administrator adds the following lines to the dirxrc file is:

DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS=ldapConfig2+6999
export DIRX_ADDITIONAL_LDAP_SERVERS

After you have set the environment variable:

1. Bind to the contact DSA with dirxadm bind (if you have not done so already).

2. Issue the dirxadm command sys stop to stop the running DSA and LDAP server.

3. Issue the dirxadm command sys start to restart the contact DSA and LDAP server.
An LDAP server that reads the configuration subentry with the common name
ldapConfiguration (the default common name) and an LDAP server that reads the
LDAP configuration subentry with the common name ldapConfig2 are started.

5.3.6 Managing Multiple LDAP Servers
DirX administrators can use the dirxadm ldap binding operation with the -port option to
move between the management of multiple LDAP servers that are running on the local
system (they can use the -host and -port options to manage remote LDAP servers). For
example, suppose the administrator for the travel agency in Frankfurt reports that its
LDAP clients are having problems when they attempt to connect to the PQR database.
The PQR administrator decides to enable diagnostic logging for both LDAP servers so
that he can try to detect the problem. To enable diagnostic logging for both LDAP servers,
the PQR administrator performs the following sequence of dirxadm operations:

1. Binds to the contact DSA with the bind operation. This command directs dirxadm to
send administrative requests to port 5999, which is the contact DSA’s RPC port and is
also the first LDAP server’s RPC port.

2. Issues the ldap log operation, which enables diagnostic logging for the first LDAP
server.

3. Issues the ldap binding -port 6999 operation to redirect dirxadm administrative
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requests to the RPC port of the second LDAP server.

4. Issues the ldap log command, which starts diagnostic logging on the second LDAP
server.

5.3.7 Activating Configuration Changes in Additional LDAP Servers
Activating configuration changes in any additional LDAP servers consists of two steps:

1. Using the ldap binding operation with the -port option to redirect dirxadm ldap
operations to the target LDAP server

2. Using the dirxadm ldap config operation with the -id option to activate the
configuration change

For example, suppose the PQR wants to activate the changes described in “Adding LDAP
Names to the DSA Schema” in the second LDAP server. He issues the following
commands:

ldap binding -port 6999
ldap config -id ldapConfig2

so that the changes to the DSA schema are reflected in the LDAP configuration subentry
for the second LDAP server.

5.4 Supported LDAP Server Search Controls
This section of the chapter explains how the LDAP server supports the following service
controls in a search operation:

� Simple Paged Results (PR)

� Server Side Sorting (SSS)

� Virtual List View (VLV)

It also discribes how the DirX DSA must be administered that the LDAP server is able to
support these service controls.

5.4.1 Overview on Search Controls
Simple paged results (PR) enables an LDAP v3 client to request search results in a paged
format according to RFC 2696. Each page of the result consists of a specified number of
entries. The complete result is specified by a first search operation. The server returns the
size of the complete result together with one result page. Subsequent search operations
can specify a new number of entries that the client requests for the next page. In the first
result the server returns a server generated "cookie" to the client. The client must include
this cookie in its following page requests. The server then returns the next page of entries
together with the cookie that identifies the progress of the previous search operation in its
results. A cookie uniquely identifies the initial search request. To retrieve next pages the
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initial search request must be repeated in each subsequent search except that the page
size may change. Modifying the base object will result in an error. Modifying the filter will
be ignored. Modifying the requested attributes is possible. Simple paged results are
terminated when the client requests a page size of zero. Further request with the cookie
results in an error.

Server side sorting (SSS) enables the client to request the server to return the search
result ordered by a particular attribute, for example surname attribute in ascending or
descending order. This attribute must be of syntax Directory String and an index must
have been generated in the database otherwise an unwilling to perform error appears.

Virtual list view (VLV) enables the client to request search results in paged and sorted
format. This sounds similar to PR + SSS but it is more powerful as the client can specify
from which position – relative to the total result – it wants to retrieve the next page of
resulting entries, while in PR+SSS the first page will always contain the first entries from
the total results. Server side sorting is mandatory for virtual list view results (i.e. VLV
actually consists always of two controls (VLV+SSS). The target position in the result is
specified either by an offset to the total content count or by a greater than operator. Like
for simple paged results the first search operation specifies the complete result.
Subsequent search operations specify the result page requested until the client requests a
page size of zero to indicate termination.

The differences between simple paged result and virtual list view are:

• Virtual list view must be combined with a server side sorting control. Simple paged
result can be combined with a server side sorting control.

• The virtual list view result can be specified by an offset count or a greater than
operator, that is the client can scroll forward and backward relative to the last read
result page.

• Simple paged results can only be read page by page forward starting with the first entry
of the result.

• Simple paged results are not sorted – only paged. Virtual list view results are always
sorted according to the attribute specified in the server side sorting control.

Simple paged and virtual list view requests will never be chained but continuation
references will be returned to the client.

PR, SSS, and VLV are only available in the LDAP v3 protocol.

A client may query the Supported Control (SCON) attribute from the LDAP root subentry
to determine whether these search controls are available.

Each of the search controls provides a criticaly flag in which the client specifies whether
the functionality of the control is critical or not, for example when the client requires a
specific order of the entries in the result it must specify this ordering in the SSS control
and set the criticality flag.
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5.4.2 Administration of the DirX DSA
To enable DirX LDAP server to support the search service controls the following values
must have been specified for the Supported Control (SCON) attribute of the LDAP root
subentry in the contact DSA:

• 1.2.840.113556.1.4.319 Simple Paged Results for request and response

• 1.2.840.113556.1.4.473 Server Side Sorting Request

• 1.2.840.113556.1.4.474 Server Side Sorting Response

• 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.9 Virtual List View Request

• 2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.10 Virtual List View Response

The following example dirxadm create command creates an LDAP root subentry with
correct values for the Supported Control attribute:

create /O=PQR/CN=LdapRoot -attr \
{DSET=SUBENTRY} \
{OCL=SUBE;LROO} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{SLVE=2;3} \

{SCON=2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.9;1.2.840.113556.1.4.473;1.2.840.11355
6.1.4.474;1.2.840.113556.1.4.319;2.16.840.1.113730.3.4.10} \

{OSPR=1.2.826.0.1050.11.1.1} \
{LNCO={/O=PQR}} \
{LSSU={/CN=LDAPGlobalSchemaSubentry}}

See also section "Creating the LDAP Server Subentries" above in this chapter and section
"Attributes of the LDAP Root Subentry" in chapter "DirX Attributes" of the DirX
Administration Reference for details on the LDAP root subentry and its attributes.

Virtual list view can only be required for attributes with syntax Directory String and when a
CONTAINS index was generated. Server side sorting can only be required for attributes
with syntax Directory String and when an index was generated. Otherwise the server
returns the error Unwilling to perform.
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Chapter

6 Creating a Shadow DSA

This chapter describes how to set up a distributed directory service based only on
replication, also called shadowing. Shadowing is typically used to

� Reduce the costs of communication by bringing the data “closer” to the people who
make use of it frequently

� Improve the quality of the service by increasing the availability of the data through the
introduction of redundancy

The chapter describes a sample shadow configuration with the following characteristics:

� The first DSA plays the role of a shadow supplier and is the sample stand-alone DSA
established in Chapter 4

� The second DSA plays the role of a shadow consumer and does not master any
entries

This chapter continues to use the fictitious company “PQR” to illustrate the planning
decisions and administrative tasks necessary to set up the sample shadow configuration.

Tcl scripts for building this sample shadow configuration and adding the extensions to it
can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/Shadow (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\Shadow (Windows NT)

These scripts contain all of the commands and procedures discussed in this chapter.

6.1 Planning the Shadow Configuration
The PQR company has established a single stand-alone DSA that contains general
information about its employees. The information contained in this DSA is useful for all
employees of the company, who should all have access to it.

The first DSA, called DSA1, is located in Munich at the company’s headquarters.
However, PQR also has a location in Hamburg, and the employees located there also
need the same information to be available to them locally.
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PQR Munich
DSA1 Shadow Supplier

PQR Hamburg
DSA2 Shadow Consumer

Employee access to the data must meet the following criteria:

� Minimum communication costs while accessing the data

� Maximum availability; that is, if either DSA is not available, employees can access the
other DSA.

� The data must be up-to-date and accurate independent of where it is stored.

One solution that meets these criteria is to duplicate all of the information contained in the
DSA in Munich on a second DSA located in Hamburg at the PQR premises.

The following figure illustrates this solution.

Figure 17: PQR Shadow Configuration

6.2 Building the Shadow Configuration
Duplicating data between two DSAs requires that the administrators of both DSAs
bilaterally agree about several points. This understanding is called a shadowing
agreement and represents the details of what is to be shadowed, when it is to be
shadowed, and which roles are to be played by each DSA.

The DSA that holds the information to be shadowed is called the supplier DSA. The DSA
that receives the information is called the consumer DSA. Supplier and consumer are
known as DSA roles. The specification of what is to be shadowed is called the unit of
replication. In this configuration, shadowing is supplier-initiated, where the supplier DSA
determines when the shadowing actions take place.

PQR-DSA1

OU=Sales OU=Development

CN=Hohner CN=Tinker

O=PQR
PQR-DSA2

OU=Sales OU=Development

CN=Hohner CN=Tinker

O=PQR
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Once they have made an agreement, the administrators of DSA1 and DSA2 use dirxadm
locally on their DSAs to establish the shadowing agreement on both DSAs. This step
creates a Shadowing Operational Binding (SOB). When they complete this procedure,
the following process occurs:

1. The action of duplicating the data begins. DSA1 initiates a DISP connection to DSA2
and asks if the shadowing agreement is known and active. If the answer is yes, DSA1
sends a total update. For PQR, this total update consists of all of the information held
by DSA1.

2. After the total update is complete, the Shadowing Operational Binding remains active;
that is, the shadowing agreement remains active on both sides. During this period,
any changes made to data within the unit of replication on DSA1 are automatically
sent to DSA2 as incremental updates. Incremental updates can be sent immediately
(on Change) or at bilaterally agreed-upon times (scheduled). This process occurs as
long as the agreement remains active.

3. If the shadowing agreement is set to inactive on DSA1, incremental updates will no
longer be sent to DSA2.

To establish the shadowing agreement on both DSAs, the administrators of both DSAs
must perform the following tasks:

1. Negotiate the shadowing agreement.

2. Start DSA2 and bootstrap it as a consumer DSA.

3. Create a DSA policy on DSA2 that allows DSA1 to initiate a DISP communication with
DSA2.

4. Create the shadowing agreement on DSA2.

5. Change the default password on DSA1.

6. Create the shadowing agreement on DSA1. If the agreement is immediately set to
active, the total update takes place immediately.

The next sections describe how to perform these tasks.

6.2.1 Negotiating the Shadowing Agreement
First, the administrators of DSA1 and DSA2 must establish the details of the shadowing
agreement over the phone, through email, or by meeting in person. These details include:

� Determining the DSA roles and identifying the names, presentation addresses, and
passwords of each DSA

� Determining the unit of replication

� Determining the shadowing agreement ID
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Determining the DSA Roles

For PQR, DSA1 is to be the supplier DSA. Its distinguished name is /O=PQR/CN=PQR-
DSA1 and it has the following presentation address:

Transport selector: DSA1
Network address: Internet address: 123.45.67.89

port number: 19999

DSA2 is to be the consumer DSA. Its distinguished name is /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2,
and it has the following presentation address:

Transport selector: DSA2
Network address: Internet address: 198.76.54.32

port number: 21111

The password for DSA1 is M8921DSA1 and the password for DSA2 is H7843DSA2.

Determining the Unit of Replication

For PQR, the unit of replication is the entire naming context /O=PQR. All entries within this
naming context will be duplicated and all attributes will be duplicated.

Determining the Agreement ID

A shadowing agreement requires the presence of an agreement ID. An agreement ID is a
sequence of two integers (an identifier value and a version number) separated by a
comma. The agreement ID for a particular agreement must be known by both DSAs, the
supplier DSA and the consumer DSA. As mentioned above, it is up to the administrators
to negotiate the value of an agreement ID before a shadowing agreement can be
administered on the two DSAs taking part on the particular shadowing. Since at the same
time a pair of DSAs can have more than one shadowing agreement it is up to the
administrators to negotiate a unique agreement ID value for each of the shadowing
agreements. The administrators of DSA1 and DSA2 choose the agreement ID 42,0 to
represent this shadowing agreement.

6.2.2 Bootstrapping DSA2
The next step in establishing PQR’s shadow configuration is for the administrator in
Hamburg to install DirX and issue the dirxadm start command to start the second DSA,
as described in Chapter 10, “Starting and Stopping DirX Servers”.

Once DSA2 is running, the administrator must then bind anonymously to the DSA with the
dirxadm command:

bind
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and then “bootstrap” DSA2 to act as a shadow consumer DSA, which for shadowing
means establishing DSA2’s name and presentation address to DSA2. To bootstrap DSA2,
use the dirxadm command:

ob modownacp access_point

For the administrator of DSA2, the command is:

ob modownacp {AE={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2},\
PSAP={TS=DSA2,NA='TCP/IP!internet=198.76.54.32+port=21111'}}

Once the DSA has been bootstrapped, the administrator of DSA2 must add his
administrator entry to the DirX Administrators attribute on DSA2 and use authenticated
dirxadm binds to perform the remaining tasks. This process is described in Chapter 4,
“Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA”.

6.2.3 Creating the DSA Policy on DSA2
DSAs must be protected from unknown or untrusted DSAs trying to connect to them for
unknown purposes. Since DSA1 will try to contact DSA2 to start data duplication, DSA2
needs a mechanism to identify whether the connecting DSA is DSA1 or whether it should
reject the connection.

The mechanism used to screen connecting DSAs is the DSA policy, which contains the
names and passwords of all DSAs permitted to connect to a given DSA. To enable DSA2
to recognize DSA1, the administrator of DSA2 creates a DSA policy that contains DSA1’s
name and password.

To create a DSA policy, use the dirxadm command:

dirxadm> [dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

The modify operation is performed on the root DSE because the DSA-policy structured
attribute (DSAP) is an attribute of the root DSE.

The attribute list must contain the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute with the following
components:

� The DSA-name component (DSA), which in this example has the value
/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1, which is DSA1’s name.

� The peer-password (PPWD) subcomponent of the authentication-policy (AP)
component which in this example has the value M8921DSA1, which is DSA1’s
password.

The following dirxadm command creates PQR DSA2’s DSA policy:

modify / -addattr \
{DSAP={DSA={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1},

AP={PPWD=M8921DSA1}
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}
}

Note that when you establish a DSA policy that permits communications from a DSA, all
types of communication are allowed. For PQR, the DSA policy is established to allow
DISP communication, but in fact it allows all kinds of communication coming from DSA1;
for example, a DSP association coming from DSA1 will be also allowed by this policy.

Note that DSA1 will normally also need a DSA policy to be established, since DSA2 will
often need to connect to a DSA1 (for example to chain an update operation to the master,
or to request a shadow update).

6.2.4 Creating the Shadowing Agreement on DSA2
To create a shadowing agreement, use the dirxadm command:

ob create -dsa distinguished_name -psap psap_address
 -operationalbindingid binding_id -status coop_status -ownrole role
 -bindingtype binding_type -agreement agreement

For the agreement on DSA2, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The name of DSA1 to the -dsa option

� The presentation address of DSA1 to the -psap option

� The agreement identifier 42,0

� The keyword COOPERATIVE to the -status option, which activates shadowing upon
command completion and means that DSA2 will be ready to accept the total update
from DSA1

� The keyword CONSUMER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA2 is a shadow
consumer

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
should define at least the following:

− The name of the context prefix (CP) to be replicated in the AREA component. For
DSA2, this is DSA1’s context prefix, which is /O=PQR.

− The entries belonging to this naming context to be replicated in the replication-
area (RA) subcomponent. For DSA2, the value should be DEF=TRUE, which
means that the whole naming context must be replicated.

− The attributes to be replicated in the ATT subcomponent. For DSA2, the value
should be DEF=TRUE to indicate that all attributes are to be replicated.

The following dirxadm command creates the shadowing agreement on DSA2:
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ob create
-dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 } \
-psap "TS=DSA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999'" \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-status cooperative \
-ownrole consumer \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},

RA={DEF=TRUE}
},
ATT={DEF=TRUE}

}
}

The DSA name, presentation address and agreement ID must be correct. If they are not,
DSA2 will refuse DISP communication with DSA1 when it tries to connect to DSA2 for
doing any updates (either total or incremental).

Note that the default value for update mode is used; this means that incremental updates
will be sent “on change”.

6.2.5 Changing the Password on DSA1
Every DirX DSA is pre-installed with DSA as the default password, that is used to bind to
other DSAs and to accept binds from other DSAs. You cannot see this value by looking at
the DSA´s policies, because it is hard-coded. You may probably wish to establish your
own default password to replace the value DSA by adding a DSA policy for the DSA
named “/”.

Since the PQR administrators have decided to use different passwords for their DSAs and
the DSA policy for DSA2 has been set up to expect a password from DSA1 of
M8921DSA1, the administrator on DSA1 needs to modify the DSA policy to contain this
password.

To change a DSA password, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

For PQR, the DSA1 administrator must specify the following:

� The DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The DSA name (DSA) component is set to the DN of DSA2 /O=PQR/CN=PQR-
DSA2.

The DSAP attribute can contain several types of policies (it is a multi-valued
attribute). If—as in this example—the name of a DSA is explicitly specified, the
policy applies only to that DSA. If “/” is specified as the DSA name, this policy
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applies to all other DSAs; that is, those DSAs for which no specific policy exists.

In this example, the PQR administrators have chosen to explicitly introduce a
policy that applies only to DSA2, because otherwise (changing the own-password
to be used for “/”) connections between DSA1 and all DSAs that do not have a
specific policy will be affected.

− The own-password (OPWD) component contains the value M8921DSA1, which is
the password for DSA1 which is the password of DSA1 to be used in connections
to DSA2.

The following dirxadm command establishes DSA1’s password:

modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2},
AP={OPWD=M8921DSA1}
}

}

6.2.6 Creating the Shadowing Agreement on DSA1
To create the shadowing agreement on DSA1, the administrator uses the dirxadm
command:

ob create -dsa distinguished_name -psap psap_address
 -operationalbindingid binding_id -status coop_status -ownrole role
 -bindingtype binding_type -agreement agreement

For the agreement on DSA1, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The name of DSA2 to the -dsa option

� The presentation address of DSA2 to the -psap option

� The agreement identifier 42,0

� The keyword COOPERATIVE to the -status option, which activates shadowing upon
command completion and means that DSA1 begins the total update immediately

� The keyword SUPPLIER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA1 is a shadow
supplier

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
should have the same values as specified for DSA2

The following dirxadm command creates the shadowing agreement on DSA1 and
immediately sends the total update to DSA2:
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ob create -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2} \
-psap “TS=DSA2,NA=“TCP/IP!internet=198.76.43.32+port=21111”\
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-status cooperative \
-ownrole supplier \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},

RA={DEF=TRUE}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}
}

}

By default, the agreement is valid at the time it is created; you can change this default with
the -validity option to the ob create command. The ob create command shown here for
PQR does not use the -validity option; consequently, the agreement is by default valid
when it is created.

After the total update completes, the agreement remains active; every modify operation
within the unit of replication will result in an incremental update sent to DSA2 using DISP
communication.

Note that the DSA1 administrator has not defined a policy for the authentication method
for outgoing DISP associations (AMB). Consequently, the default will be used, which is
simple protected. For simple protected, the default validity time for the authentication
credentials is 30 seconds. Since DSA1 and DSA2 are on different systems that each have
their own clock, the administrators must ensure that both clocks are well synchronized. If
the clocks’ time difference is more than 30 seconds, the DISP association will be rejected
because the credentials have expired.

6.2.7 Postponing Shadowing Activation
To establish a shadowing agreement on a DSA but delay its activation, use the dirxadm
ob create command shown in the “Creating a Shadowing Agreement” sections but
specify the keyword NONCOOPERATIVE in the -status option. If this value is specified,
the shadowing agreement is stored in the DSAs, but the total update is not started.

If this method is used, the administrator must explicitly activate the shadowing agreement
with the dirxadm command:

ob establish -dsa distinguished_name -operationalbindingid
binding_id -bindingtype SOB

For example, PQR’s DSA1 administrator uses the following dirxadm command to start
the total update:
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ob establish -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2 } \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

In this case, the agreement becomes valid when the ob establish command is
performed, rather than when it is created with ob create.

6.2.8 Deactivating a Shadowing Agreement
To deactivate shadowing, use the dirxadm command:

ob terminate -dsa distinguished_name -operationalbindingid
binding_id -bindingtype SOB

This command sets the agreement to the status NONCOOPERATIVE; no further
incremental updates will be sent to the consumer.

Both of the DSA administrators can deactivate shadowing. For example, the administrator
of DSA1 can stop the incremental updates to DSA2 with the following dirxadm command:

ob terminate -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2 } \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

If the DSA1 administrator deactivates shadowing, changes made to data within the unit of
replication will not be reflected on DSA2. The administrator can use the dirxadm ob
establish command to send a new total update to the consumer DSA.

6.2.9 Displaying Shadowing Agreements
To display shadowing agreements, use the dirxadm command:

ob show [-dsa distinguished_name] [-operationalbindingid binding_id]
 [-bindingtype SOB]

The options you use affect the type of information displayed about the shadowing
agreements. For example, the command:

ob show -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR=DSA2} \
-bindingtype SOB

gives the DSA2 administrator a list of the operational binding ids for all of the shadowing
agreements that exist on DSA2. The command:

ob show -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR=DSA2} \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

gives the DSA2 administrator a description of the area of replication governed by the
agreement.
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6.2.10 Removing a Shadowing Agreement from a DSA
To remove the shadowing agreement from a DSA, use the dirxadm command:

ob delete -dsa distinguished_name -operationalbindingid
binding_id -bindingtype SOB

This command removes the shadowing agreement information from the DSA.

Both administrators can remove shadowing agreements from their DSAs. For example,
the PQR administrator of DSA1 can use the following dirxadm command to remove the
shadowing agreement:

ob delete -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA2 } \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

6.3 Setting DUA Service Controls for Binds to Consumer DSAs
DUAs that bind to a consumer DSA to get local shadowed information from it should set
two service controls:

� dontUseCopy to FALSE; if the value is TRUE, the consumer DSA understands that
the DUA wants master Information and chains to the supplier DSA.

� copyShallDo to TRUE, which means that the consumer DSA will perform a query even
if some information is missing in the shadow copy. If the consumer DSA is not able to
fully satisfy the query, it will set IncompleteEntry in the returned entry information.

When using dirxcp as a DUA, these service controls can be set with the following dirxcp
command:

args modify -dontusecopy FALSE -copyshalldo TRUE

Note that if you want to use dirxcp on the system where DSA2 is installed you need to
define a DUA presentation address and a default DSA name and presentation address
first. Please refer the sections “Defining a DUA Presentation Address” and “Establishing
the DUA and DSA Addresses in the Client” in Chapter 4 for the necessary steps.

6.4 Extending the PQR Shadow Configuration
This section of the chapter explains how to modify the sample shadow configuration
established in the previous sections. It describes how to:

� Change the incremental update strategy

� Change the unit of replication

The next sections describe the procedures to be followed to make these modifications to
the sample configuration using the PQR company as an example.
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6.4.1 Modifying a Shadowing Agreement
You can change the following parameters of existing shadowing agreements:

� The update strategy in force

� The shadowing operational binding (SOB) policies in force

You can change these parameters with the dirxadm ob modify operation; you must use
this operation on both DSAs. It is recommended to use this operation wheh no total
update should be sent and the shadowing agreement has already been established.

To change any other shadowing agreement parameters, you must:

� Deactivate the shadowing agreement with dirxadm ob terminate, if it is currently
active

� Remove the existing shadowing agreement with dirxadm ob delete

� Recreate the new shadowing agreement with dirxadm ob create

You must perform these steps on both DSAs.

6.4.2 Changing the Incremental Update Strategy
The sample shadow configuration established in the previous sections uses the “on
change” update strategy,  which is the default. This section explains how to set up a
shadowing agreement with a “scheduled” update strategy and a specific start time for the
first total update. With a scheduled strategy, incremental updates are not immediately
sent, but are gathered and sent together at a predefined time.

In November 1996, the PQR administrators decide that they want to set up a scheduled
incremental update strategy between DSA1 and DSA2. They agree that the first total
update will be sent on the first of January, 1997 and then daily at 2300 hours (11PM UTC
time) thereafter. They agree to allow one hour as the “window” during which time DSA2
will accept the update.

To change the existing shadowing agreements on DSA1 and DSA2, each administrator
uses the dirxadm command:

ob modify -dsa distinguished_name -operationalbindingid binding_id
-bindingtype SOB -updatemode update_mode

They supply the distinguished name of their DSA in distinguished_name, the agreement
ID 42,0 in binding_id, and the following components in update_mode:

� The supplier-initiated (SI) subcomponent to indicate that the supplier DSA is to initiate
the updates

� A periodic-strategy (PS) subcomponent of the scheduling-parameters (S)
subcomponent that:
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− Starts the first total update on January 1, 1997 at 2300 GMT hours (specified in
the begin-time (BT) subcomponent).

− Permits a one-hour window (specified as 3600 seconds in the window-size (WS)
subcomponent)

− Schedules subsequent incremental updates every 24 hours (specified as 82800
seconds in the update-interval (UI) subcomponent)

The following dirxadm command modifies the shadowing agreement on DSA2:

ob modify -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 } \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-bindingtype SOB \
-updatemode {SI={S={PS={WS=3600,

UI=82800,
BT=19970101230000Z

}
}

}
}

The same update_mode values are given when creating the shadowing agreement on
DSA1.

In this example, the agreement is valid when the shadowing agreement is created.
However, the first total update will be performed on the first of January 1997 only if the
agreement remains valid.

6.4.3 Changing the Unit of Replication
Suppose the administrators of DSA1 and DSA2 decide to stop duplicating all of the
information contained in DSA1 on DSA2 and instead duplicate only the subtree
/O=PQR/OU=Sales.

To implement this shadowing agreement, they need to change the replication-area (RA)
component of the shadowing-subject (SS) attribute to specify the relative distinguished
name of the subtree to replicate (with the initial /). The value for the context-prefix (CP)
component, which is the name of the context prefix, remains the same.

The administrator on DSA2 sets up the new shadowing agreement with the following
command:

ob create -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 } \
-psap "TS=DSA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999'" \
-operationalbindingid 42,0 \
-status cooperative \
-ownrole consumer \
-bindingtype SOB \
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-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},
RA={BAS={/OU=Sales }

}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}

}
}

The same unit of replication values are given when creating the shadowing agreement on
DSA1.

Note that in this example, the administrative point is not included within the unit of
replication. However, the administrative information set up on DSA1 must be available to
the consumer DSA2 or it will not be able to handle the administrative policies concerning
schema, access control or collective attributes. The supplier DSA automatically supplies
the necessary administrative information to the consumer DSA without any special action
from the administrators.
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Chapter

7 Distributing the DIT Across Multiple DSAs

This chapter describes how to set up a true distributed DIT, where different DSAs each
hold pieces of an organization’s DIT and communicate with each other to present a
“seamless” view of the DIT.

The chapter describes a sample distributed configuration with the following
characteristics:

� The superior DSA is the sample stand-alone DSA established in Chapter 4

� The subordinate DSA has the following characteristics:

− Its administrative point is at the organization-unit level and is an autonomous
administrative point

− The top level of its part of the DIT is at the organization-unit level

This chapter continues to use the fictitious company “PQR” to illustrate the planning
decisions and administrative tasks necessary to set up the sample distributed
configuration.

Tcl scripts for building this sample distributed configuration and adding the extensions to it
can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/distribution (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\distribution (Windows NT)

These scripts contain all of the commands and procedures discussed in this chapter.

7.1 Planning the Distributed Configuration
The PQR company has established a stand-alone DSA that contains general information
about the employees in its sales and development organizations and shadows this
information on a DSA in Hamburg. PQR now plans to extend its DIT with information
about employees in its manufacturing organization.

The first DSA, called DSA1, is located in Munich at the company’s headquarters. This
DSA stores the employee information about the company’s sales and development
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PQR Munich
DSA1 Superior DSA

PQR Durach
DSA3 Subordinate DSA

organizations. PQR plans to set up a third DSA, called DSA3, at the manufacturing plant
in Durach to store the information about the manufacturing employees. The following
figure illustrates this configuration.

Figure 18: PQR Distributed DIT

The Munich DSA1 is the superior DSA and the Durach DSA3 is the subordinate DSA.

7.2 Building the Distributed Configuration
Building PQR’s distributed configuration consists of two steps:

1. Planning and building the new subordinate DSA

2. Establishing communications between the two DSAs so that they each have
information about the other and the piece of the DIT each holds

The next sections describe these steps.

7.2.1 Planning the Subordinate DSA
Recall that when setting up their first DSA, PQR needed to make decisions in two areas
before building the DSA:

� Defining what the DIT will be

PQR-DSA1

OU=Development

PQR-DSA3

OU=Sales OU=Manufacturing
SUBR

O=PQR

Root

CN=Ketzer

O=PQR

Root DSE with SUPR

OU=Manufacturing
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� Defining the framework for DSA administration (DSA name, a default administrator,
access rights, DUA name and presentation address)

PQR must evaluate these same issues before it can build its new DSA.

Determining the Subordinate DSA’s DIT

In order to define the DIT, PQR must define:

� The structure of this part of the DIT

The DIT held by DSA3 is an extension of the DIT held by DSA1. It consists of one
organizational unit - Manufacturing - with employees underneath this level.
Manufacturing is represented as an object of object class organizational-unit, and the
employees are represented as entries of object class organizational-person.

� The form for distinguished names

The DIT held by DSA3 will use the same standard name forms as does DSA1 except
that it does not need the country and organization object classes, name forms, and
naming attributes.

� The DIT names in the upper part of this DIT

The DIT on DSA3 begins at the organizational-unit level. Consequently, the topmost
entry is /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing.

� The attribute types that will be used to store employee information

The DIT held by DSA3 needs to store information about the Manufacturing
organizational unit and the manufacturing employees. However, this DIT does not
need to store the general information about the PQR company. The information about
the Manufacturing organizational unit and its employees has the same storage
requirements as the information about the Sales and Development organizational-
units and their employees. Consequently, this DIT will use the same attribute types for
organizational-unit and organization-person object classes as does DSA1.

Determining the Administrative Framework

The next planning step for PQR is to establish the administrative framework in which
DSA3’s administration will be performed. This planning process consists of the following
tasks:

� Defining a DSA name and presentation address

The name for DSA3 is /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3. Its presentation
address is:

Transport selector: DSA3
Network address: Internet address: 111.22.33.44

port number: 23333
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� Defining the location of the first administrative point

The topmost entry held by DSA3 is /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing; this is the first
administrative point and is also DSA3’s context prefix. DSA3’s first administrative point
is an autonomous administrative point. Because autonomous administrative points are
exempt from the policies of superior administrative areas, the subschema and access
control policies defined at the /O=PQR level do not apply within the
OU=Manufacturing and must be redefined during DSA3’s initialization. (While it is
possible to duplicate the subschema and access control policies available on DSA1 to
the subordinate DSA3, the process is complicated and is thus considered to be an
advanced administration topic. See the DirX Advanced Administration Notes for more
information.)

All superior name parts of the context prefix of the first administrative point must be
introduced to the DSA so that it can build complete distinguished names for all of its
entries. In this case, /O=PQR is a superior of DSA3's context prefix, which is
OU=Manufacturing. However, DSA1 masters the entry /O=PQR, and so DSA3
cannot hold another master entry of /O=PQR, because there is always only one
master of one entry. Consequently, a "glue" must be established for /O=PQR. A glue
provides the name of a superior of the context prefix; it is not an entry, and is not
accessible through the protocol.

� Defining the default administrator

PQR determines that the name of the default administrator entry for DSA3 is
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin.

� Defining the access rights

PQR decides that the default administrator for DSA3 will have the same access rights
on DSA3 as the default administrator /O=PQR/CN=admin has on DSA1. In addition,
the DSA1 default administrator will have the same rights as the DSA3 default
administrator /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin on DSA3.

Users on DSA3 will have the same access rights as the users on DSA1.

� Defining a DUA Address

In order for DUAs, especially dirxcp, to bind to a DSA, a DUA must be assigned a
presentation address. If the DUA runs on the same machine as the DSA, the DUA’s
transport selector and the port number must be different from the DSA’s values.

PQR uses a local client with the DSA with the following presentation address:

Transport selector: DUA3
Network address: Internet address: 111.22.33.44

port number: 23456

With these planning decisions made, the administrator of DSA3 can now build the
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subordinate DSA.

7.2.2 Building the Subordinate DSA
The next step is to build DSA3 as a stand-alone DSA. To perform this task, the
administrator follows the procedures for setting up a stand-alone DSA, which are:

1. Bootstrapping the DSA

2. Initializing the DSA

3. Populating the tree

Bootstrapping the DSA

To perform this task, the administrator of DSA3 follows the same procedures as described
in the section “Bootstrapping the DSA” in Chapter 4. The only differences for DSA3 are
that:

� The glue established for DSA3 is /O=PQR

� The DSA name, administrative point and default administrator are one level lower than
for DSA1:

− The DSA name is /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3

− The first administration point is /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing

− The default administrator is /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin

� The default administrator of DSA1 /O=PQR/CN=admin receives the same access
rights within the subentry ACI as the DSA3 default administrator; that is, two
distinguished names are given in the SACI attribute

� The DirX Administrators attribute for DSA3 contains  the distinguished name of the
administrator of DSA3

Establishing the DSA Name and Presentation Address in DSA3

Recall from Chapter 4 that a DSA will not bootstrap completely until it knows its own name
and presentation address. The following dirxadm command makes its name and
presentation address known to DSA3:

ob modownacp \
{AE={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3},\
PSAP={TS=DSA3,NA='TCP/IP!internet=111.22.33.44+port=23333'}}
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Creating the Glues for DSA3

To create a glue, use the command

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute DSET=GLUE

Supply the distinguished name of the glue in the distinguished_name argument. The
presence of the DSE-type (DSET) operational attribute indicates that the entry is a glue;
do not specify any other attributes.

The following dirxadm commands create the glue /O=PQR for DSA3:

create -attribute DSET=GLUE
create /O=PQR -attribute DSET=GLUE

Creating the First Administrative Point for DSA3

The following dirxadm command creates the first administrative point for DSA3:

create /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing -attr \
{OCL=TOP;ORG;OU} \
{DSET=ENTRY+ADM_POINT+CP} \
{AR=AA;ACSA;SASA} \
{ACS=SACS} \
{SACI={ID=admin: enable Handling of Subentries,

PR=254,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},

UF={UC={N={DN={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin}};
{DN={/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantRead+grantBrowse+\

grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};

{PI={AT=SS;OC;AT;DSR;NF;
DCR;MR;MRU;CRN;CRT;MN;MT;PACI;EACI,
AAV=SS;OC;AT;DSR;NF;
DCR;MR;MRU;CRN;CRT;MN;MT;PACI;EACI,
AUATV=TRUE},

GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch+\
grantAdd+grantRemove} } } } \

{CRN=/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin} \
{PA={PA=PQR Company,PA=High Street 123,\

PA=D-23456 Durach,PA=Germany}} \
{TN=+49 68 345 67 890} \
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{DSC=PQR Company}

Creating the Default Administrator Entry

For DSA3, an administrator with the distinguished name
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin must be created. The entry is of object class
organizational-person, and a user password will be used during authentication. The
following dirxadm command creates the default administrator entry for DSA3:

create /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin \
-attr {OCL=TOP;PER;ORP} \

{DSET=ENTRY} \
{SN=admin} \
{DSC=Default Administrator} \
{UP=dirx} \
{CRN={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin}}

Controlling Access to dirxadm

To add the DSA3 administrator distinguished name to the DirX Administrators attribute
(DADM attribute) for DSA3, the DSA3 administrator issues the dirxadm command:

modify / -addattr \
DADM={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin}

The administrator must now use dirxadm to bind to DSA3 with simple authentication and
the password dirx.

Initializing the DSA

To perform this task, the administrator of DSA3 follows the same procedures as described
in the section “Initializing the DSA” in Chapter 4. The only differences for DSA3 are that:

� The default DSA specified in the client configuration file dirxcl.cfg is DSA3

� The subentries are one level lower:

− /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=Subschema-Subentry

− /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=AccessControl-Subentry

� In the dirxcp bind operation, the local administrator is
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin

� The PACI attribute in the access-control-subentry contains two distinguished names,
giving the same rights as DSA3’s default administrator to the DSA1 administrator
/O=PQR/CN=admin
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� Since the topmost entry is at the organization-unit level, no structure rule is needed for
organization, therefore the subschema subentry for DSA3 contains one fewer
structure rule than for DSA1

Establishing the DSA Name and Presentation Address in the Client

Recall from Chapter 4 that the name of the DSA and its presentation address must be
made available to the dirxcp program. The DUA name and presentation address must
also be established.

The DUA presentation address and DSA name and presentation address are provided to
the client in the file dirxcl.cfg. The DSA3 administrator modifies this file to contain the
presentation address of the DUA and the name and presentation address of PQR-DSA3
as the default DSA:

# File: dirxcl.cfg
# first non-comment line is client address
self TS=DUA3,NA='TCP/IP!internet=111.22.33.44+port=23456'
# first line is default DSA
# the next two lines must be on one line in the file
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3 TS=DSA3,
NA='TCP/IP!internet=111.22.33.44+port=12345'

Binding to the DSA with dirxcp

To bind to the bootstrapped DSA with dirxcp, the DSA3 administrator uses the command:

bind -authentication SIMPLE \
-user /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin \
-password dirx

Creating the Subschema-Specific Subentry

Recall from Chapter 4 that the subschema-specific subentry defines the DIT structure, the
DIT content and the matching capabilities for the administrative area with which it is
associated. A subschema-specific subentry of the first administrative point must define at
least the DIT structure rules applicable in the DSA. If schema modifications are
necessary, the subschema subentry can specify them.

The DSA3 administrator uses the following dirxcp command to creates the subschema-
specific subentry for PQR’s Manufacturing administrative area below the first
administrative point:

create /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=Subschema-Subentry \
-attr \
{OCL=SUBE;SUBS} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
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{DSR={ID=0,NF=OUNF,DSC=Structure Rule for
OrganizationalUnit};\

{ID=1,NF=OPNF,SSR=0,DSC=Structure Rule for
OrganizationalPerson}}\

{DCR={SOC=ORP,AOC=MUS,MA=CN,
DSC=Content Rule allowing auxiliary OC MUS}}

Creating the Access Control-Specific Subentry

Recall from Chapter 4 that the access control-specific subentry defines the access control
policy for a subset of the administrative area with which it is associated. An access control
specific subentry of the first administrative point must define the access control policy
applicable in the DSA. By default, no user is granted any access right to any entry of the
DIT.

The DSA3 administrator uses the following dirxcp command to creates the access
control-specific subentry for PQR’s Manufacturing organization below the first
administrative point:

create \
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=AccessControl-Subentry \
-attr \

{OCL=SUBE;ACS} \
{SS={DEF=TRUE}} \
{PACI={ID=admin: enable most of operations \

but no Rename,
PR=254,
AL={BL={L=SIMPLE}},

UF={UC={N={DN={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=admin}};\
{DN={/O=PQR/CN=admin}}},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+grantBrowse+\
grantReturnDN+\
grantAdd+grantRemove+grantModify};

{PI={AT=AR;ACS;SACI;CRN;
CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI,
AAV=AR;ACS;SACI;CRN;

CRT;MN;MT;SOC;GSR;CE;EACI,
AUATV=TRUE},

GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\
grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch+\
grantAdd+grantRemove}} };

{ID=Public Access: enable Read and Search - \
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disable read password,
PR=0,
AL={BL={L=NONE}},
UF={UC={AU=TRUE},

UP={PI={E=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+\
grantBrowse+grantReturnDN};

{PI={AUATV=TRUE},
GAD=grantDiscloseOnError+\

grantRead+grantCompare+\
grantFilterMatch };

{PR=255,
PI={AT=UP},
GAD=denyRead} } } }

Populating the DIT

To perform this task, the administrator of DSA3 follows the same procedures as described
in the section “Populating the DIT” in Chapter 4. The only difference for DSA3 is the
distinguished name of the administrator in the bind operation that occurs prior to creating
the entries in the DIT. For example:

create {/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=Klein Mike} \
-attr \
{OCL=TOP;PER;ORP;MUS} \
{SN=Klein} \
{DSC=Plant Manager} \
{TN=+49 68 567 890;+49 68 567 891} \
{UP=mdk123} \

{MOA={C=DE,ADMD=DBP,PRMD=PQR,OU1=Manufacturing,SN=Klein,GN=Mike,\
INI=MDK}}

7.2.3 Establishing DSA Communications
Now PQR has another stand-alone DSA running that holds the entries of the
manufacturing organizational unit. PQR employees can bind to the DSA with dirxcp and
read these entries.

However, at this point in the process, DSA1 and DSA3 are two stand-alone DSAs that
cannot communicate with each other and which have completely separate naming
contexts. To create the distributed DIT, the administrators of the two stand-alone DSAs
need to establish transition points between each DSA’s naming context. These transition
points are called knowledge references, and contain information about the DSAs that
hold the pieces of the distributed DIT.

In the case of PQR, the naming context /O=PQR on DSA1 has a lower border that
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includes the employee entries for the Sales and Development organizational units. The
administrator on DSA1 needs to create a knowledge reference that extends this border to
include the naming context /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing on DSA3. This knowledge
reference is called a subordinate reference and represents the transition from the
superior DSA’s naming context (in this case, DSA1) to the subordinate DSA’s naming
context (in this case, DSA3). The subordinate reference contains enough information for
the superior DSA to forward to the subordinate DSA any inquiries that relate to its naming
context. For example, if a DUA binds to DSA1 and initiates a search operation below the
Manufacturing organizational unit, DSA1 will forward, or chain, the request to DSA3 using
the subordinate reference and the DSP protocol.

The administrator of the subordinate DSA must also create a knowledge reference to the
superior DSA. This knowledge reference is called a superior reference, and enables the
subordinate DSA to communicate with the superior DSA if it does not have enough
information to answer a query.

Furthermore, as discussed in Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, DSAs must be
protected from unknown or untrusted DSAs trying to connect to them for unknown
purposes. Since the superior and subordinate DSAs will need to contact each other, each
needs a mechanism to determine whether it is the appropriate DSA who is contacting it or
whether it should reject the connection. As in shadowing, the mechanism used to screen
connecting DSAs is the DSA policy.

Consequently, establishing DSA communications consists of these steps:

� Creating a DSA policy for each DSA that permits communication with the other

� Creating the superior and subordinate references on each DSA

These steps are performed in two stages:

1. Establish communication from the superior to subordinate DSA

2. Establish communication from the subordinate to the superior DSA

The next sections describe how to perform these tasks in the context of the sample
distributed configuration.

Establishing Communications from Superior to Subordinate DSA

This procedure consists of the following tasks:

1. Creating the DSA policy on the subordinate DSA

2. Changing the DSA password on the superior DSA

3. Creating the subordinate reference on the superior DSA

4. Testing the chaining from superior to subordinate DSA

Creating the DSA Policy on the Subordinate DSA
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The first step is for the administrator on DSA3 to create a DSA policy that contains the
name and password of the DSA that is permitted to connect to DSA3, which in this case,
is DSA1. This policy will enable DSA1 to chain to DSA3 if necessary.

Since chained operations can result in the modification of the subordinate DSA’s local DIT
or in the display of sensitive information, the DSA policy established here must also define
the level of trust to be given to the chaining DSA. The policy that PQR establishes on
DSA3 defines DSA1 as a trusted DSA for read operations, but not for modify operations.

To create a DSA policy, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

The modify operation is performed on the root DSE because the DSA-policy structured
attribute (DSAP) is an attribute of the root DSE.

For the DSA policy established on DSA3, the attribute list must contain the DSA-policy
(DSAP) attribute with the following components and values:

� The DSA-name component (DSA) with the value /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1, which is
DSA1’s name.

� The peer-password (PPWD) subcomponent of the authentication-policy (AP)
component with the value M8921DSA1, which is DSA1’s password.

� The authentication-method-trusted (AMT) subcomponent with the value AM=SIMPLE-
WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED. This value means that if DSA1 uses a different
authentication method when it contacts DSA3, for instance NONE or SIMPLE, DSA3
will not trust it. The connection, however, will be accepted. Not trusting DSA1 will
result in operations being performed with the access rights of an anonymous user.

� The trusted-degree (TD) subcomponent with the value READ. This value means that
DSA1 will only be trusted for chained read operations and not for chained modify
operations.

The administrator on DSA3 creates this DSA policy with the following dirxadm command:

modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1},
AP={AMT={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD;SIMPLE-PROTECTED},

TD=READ,
PPWD=M8921DSA1
}

}
}

This command permits the DSA with the name /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 and the user
password M8921DSA1 to bind to DSA3. It also defines the authentication method for
incoming trusted DSP binds to DSA3 so that only incoming DSP binds from DSA1 with
simple credentials with password (protected or not) will be trusted, and defines the trust
degree so that DSA1 is trusted for read operations but not for modify operations.
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Note that this example uses the attribute component AMT (authentication-method-for-
trust) and does not use the AMB (authentication-method-for-bind) component. Not using
AMB means that DSA3 will accept any authentication level for incoming DSP associations
(see the description of the DSA policy syntax in the DirX Administration Reference).

Recall that the access control subentry on DSA3 gives the DSA1 administrator the same
access rights on DSA3 as its local administrator. However, the level of trust established in
DSA3’s DSA policy affects these access rights. For example, suppose the DSA1
administrator wants to view the operational attributes of an entry or a subentry held by
DSA3. To do this, the administrator binds to his DSA, which is DSA1, and issues a dirxcp
request, for example:

show /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing -alloperational -p

The DSA1 administrator will receive the information because DSA1 will chain to the DSA3
and the request is a read operation, which the DSA policy allows.

However, should the DSA1 administrator try to modify the part of the DIT on DSA3, he will
receive the message “insufficient access rights“ because DSA1 is not trusted for modify
operations, even though the access control subentry in DSA3 gives him these rights.

Changing the Default DSA Password on the Superior DSA

Every DirX DSA has after its installation the default password DSA; this value is
hardcoded and not visible. Since PQR has decided to use different passwords for its
DSAs and the DSA policy for DSA3 has been set up to expect a password from DSA1 of
M8921DSA1, the administrator on DSA1 needs to modify the DSA policy to contain this
password.

To change a DSA password, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

For PQR, the DSA1 administrator must specify the following:

� The DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The / character in the DSA-name (DSA) component. Recall from Chapter 4 that
the DSAP attribute can contain several types of policies (it is a multivalued
attribute). If the name of a DSA is explicitly specified, the policy applies only to the
named DSA. If “/” is specified as the DSA name, this policy applies to all other
DSAs; that is, those DSAs for which no specific policy exists.

− The own-password (OPWD) component contains the value M8921DSA1, which is
the password for DSA1

The following dirxadm command establishes DSA1’s password:

modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/},
AP={OPWD=M8921DSA1}
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}
}

Creating a Subordinate Reference on the Superior DSA

To create a subordinate reference, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] create distinguished_name -attribute attribute_list

Supply the distinguished name of the subordinate context prefix in the
distinguished_name argument. The attribute list must contain the following attributes:

� The DSET attribute with the value SUBR

� The specific-knowledge (SK) attribute, which specifies the access point of the
subordinate DSA and its category

For PQR, the administrator on DSA1 supplies the following values:

� The subordinate context prefix /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing in the
distinguished_name argument

� The DSA name for DSA3 in the AE subcomponent of the master-or-shadow-access-
point (MOS) component of the SK attribute

� The keyword MASTER in the category component of the SK attribute to indicate that
DSA3 is not a shadow DSA but is the master for the entries in the Manufacturing
portion of the DIT

The following dirxadm command creates the subordinate reference on DSA1:

create /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing -attr \
DSET=SUBR \

{SK={MOS={MSAP={AE={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3},
PSAP={TS=DSA3,

NA='TCP/IP!internet=111.22.33.44+port=23333'
}

},
CAT=MASTER
}

}
}

Testing Communications from the Superior to the Subordinate DSA

The procedures given in the previous sections establish communication from the superior
to the subordinate DSA in the sample distributed configuration. A possible next step is to
verify that the superior DSA can access the DIT held by the subordinate DSA by binding to
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the superior DSA and issuing dirxcp requests that cause chaining to the subordinate
DSA.

For PQR, the previous steps have established the conditions for communication from
DSA1 to DSA3. The administrator on DSA1 can now test this with the following procedure:

1. Bind to DSA1 as the default administrator or as anonymous user. For example:

bind -auth SIMPLE -user /O=PQR/CN=admin -password dirx

2. Issue a dirxcp read operation on DSA3’s DIT. For example:

list /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing -pretty

search /O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing \
-subtree -alluserattributes -p

Note that the DSA1 administrator has not defined a policy for the authentication method
for outgoing DSP associations (AMB). Consequently, the default will be used, which is
simple protected. For simple protected, the default validity time for the authentication
credentials is 30 seconds. Since DSA1 and DSA3 are on different systems that each have
their own clock, the administrators must ensure that both clocks are well synchronized. If
the clocks’ time difference is more than 30 seconds, the DSP association will be rejected
because the credentials have expired.

Establishing Communications from the Subordinate to the Superior DSA

This procedure consists of the following tasks:

1. Creating the DSA policy on the superior DSA

2. Changing the DSA password on the subordinate DSA

3. Creating the superior reference on the subordinate DSA

Creating the DSA Policy on the Superior DSA

The administrator on DSA1 also needs to create a DSA policy that contains the name and
password of the DSA that is permitted to connect to DSA1, which in this case, is DSA3.
This policy will enable DSA3 to use DSP communications to DSA1 if necessary.

To create a DSA policy, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

The DSA1 administrator supplies the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in the attribute_list
argument with the following components and values:

� The DSA-name component (DSA) with the value
/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3, which is DSA3’s name.
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� The peer-password (PPWD) subcomponent of the authentication-policy (AP)
component with the value YY4321DSA3, which is DSA3’s password.

The following dirxadm command creates the DSA policy on DSA1:

modify / -addattr
{DSAP={DSA={/O=PQR/OU=Manufacturing/CN=PQR-DSA3},

PPWD= YY4321DSA3
}

}
}

The DSA policy for DSA1 does not define a level of trust. All users who bind to DSA3 and
want information from DSA1 will receive the same rights as anonymous users,
independent of whether or not they are authenticated. As a result,  the local administrator
of DSA3 is permitted to read the user attributes of the entries held on DSA1 but not the
operational attributes, because this is the access control policy for anonymous users that
has been established on DSA1.

Changing the Default DSA Password on the Subordinate DSA

The administrator on DSA3 also needs to modify the DSA policy to contain the new DSA3
password. To change a DSA password, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

For PQR, the DSA3 administrator must specify the following:

� The DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The / character in the DSA-name (DSA) component; this value means that the
policy will be used for all partner DSAs for which no special DSA policy exists that
contains the exact DSA name

− The own-password (OPWD) component contains the value YY4321DSA3, which
is the password for DSA3

The following dirxadm command establishes DSA3’s password:

modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/},
AP={OPWD=YY4321DSA3}
}

}

Creating a Superior Reference on the Subordinate DSA

To create a superior reference, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list
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and supply:

� The superior-knowledge (SPK) structured attribute in the attribute_list argument; this
attribute specifies the access point and presentation address of the superior DSA. In
the case of PQR, this is the DSA name and presentation address of DSA1.

The modify operation is performed on the root DSE because the superior-knowledge
(SPK) structured attribute is an attribute of the root DSE.

The following dirxadm command creates the superior reference on DSA3:

modify / -addattr \
{SPK={AE={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1},

PSAP={TS=DSA1,
NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.56.89+port=19999'}
}

}

The DSA3 administrator can now bind to DSA3 and issue a dirxcp request for information
about the entries in DSA1’s part of the DIT, for example:

show /O=PQR/OU=Sales -alluserattributes -pretty

DSA3, using the superior reference, will chain to DSA1 to retrieve the information. The
previous note about time synchronization between the two DSA machines applies here as
well.

7.3 Extending the PQR Distributed DIT Configuration
This section of the chapter explains how to modify the sample distributed configuration
established in the previous sections. It describes how to:

� Establish a DSA keep line policy

� Increase the expiration time of credentials for simple protected binds

� Use simple with password as authentication mechanism for DSP associations

The next sections describe the procedures to be followed to make these modifications to
the sample configuration using as an example the PQR company.

7.3.1 Establishing a Keep-Line Policy
By default, every chained request from a DirX DSA creates a new DSP association which
is closed after the chained result is returned. If chained requests are sent frequently,
administrators may want to change this default so that associations remain open across
multiple chained requests.

The DSA keep-line policy permits administrators to specify a time limit during which a
DSP association will remain open. Chained requests that occur within this time frame will
use the same association. Administrators can set this policy for all DSAs (by specifying
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the DSA name /) or only for specific DSAs.

To create a keep line policy, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattr attribute_list

and supply the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The DSA-name (DSA) component, which is either / or a DSA name

− The keep-line (KP) component, which specifies the time limit for the association

For example, suppose the DSA1 administrator wants to extend the DSA policy on DSA1
to include a keep-line policy of 60 seconds on all outgoing DSP associations from DSA1
to DSA3. The policy is to apply for all partner DSAs of DSA1. The administrator must
modify the DSA policy for other DSAs in two steps:

1. Remove the old policy from the DSAP attribute (policies are one of the multiple values
of the DSAP attribute)

2. Add the new policy and additionally specify any old options which should be kept, for
example, the password

The following dirxadm commands create this keep-line policy:

modify / -removeattr DSAP={/}
modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/},

AP={OPWD=M8921DSA1},
KL=60
}

}

7.3.2 Increasing the Expiration Time of Credentials
By default, authentication credentials for simple protected DSP binds expire after 30
seconds. Since the two DSAs are on two different systems that each have their own
clock, the administrators must ensure that both clocks are well synchronized. If the clocks’
time difference is more than 30 seconds, the DSP bind will be rejected because the
credentials have expired.

There are two ways to increase the validity of credentials for simple protected binds to
avoid clock synchronization problems between responder and initiator:

1. Increase the credentials validity on the responder side

2. Increase the credentials expiration time on the initiator side

The PQR administrators choose to use the second approach.

The DSA authentication policy permits administrators to specify the expiration time of
credentials for outgoing DSP (and DISP) binds. To create a DSA authentication policy, use
the dirxadm command:
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[dse] modify / -addattr attribute_list

and supply the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The DSA-name (DSA) component, which is either / or a DSA name

− The authentication-policy (AP) component, which specifies (among others) the
credentials’ expiration time (CE)

For example, suppose the DSA1 administrator wants to extend the DSA policy on DSA1
to include a DSA authentication policy with a credentials expiration time of 3600 seconds
(one hour) on all outgoing DSP (and DISP) associations from DSA1 to DSA3. The policy
is to apply for all partner DSAs of DSA1. The administrator must modify the DSA policy for
other DSAs in two steps:

1. Remove the old policy from the DSAP attribute (policies are one of the multiple values
of the DSAP attribute)

2. Add the new policy and additionally specify any old options which should be kept, for
example, the password and the keep-line policy.

 The following dirxadm commands create this DSA authentication policy:

modify / -removeattr DSAP={/}
modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/},

AP={OPWD=M8921DSA1,
CE=3600},

KL=60
}

}

7.3.3 Using Simple-with-Password Authentication for Outgoing DSP
Associations

By default, simple protected authentication is used for all outgoing DSP (and DISP) binds.
However, the DSA authentication policy permits administrators to specify the
authentication method to be used for outgoing DSP binds.

To create and modify a DSA authentication policy, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattr attribute_list

and supply the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The DSA-name (DSA) component, which is either / or a DSA name

− The authentication-policy (AP) component, which specifies (among others) the
authentication method for binds (AMB)

Recall that the DSA1 administrator did not specify an authentication method for binds
when he set up DSA1; consequently,  the default of simple protected is used. Now
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suppose he wants to extend the DSA policy on DSA1 to include a DSA authentication
policy with simple-with-password authentication for all outgoing DSP (and DISP)
associations from DSA1 to DSA3. The policy is to apply for all partner DSAs of DSA1.

The administrator must modify the DSA policy for other DSAs in two steps:

1. Remove the old policy from the DSAP attribute (policies are one of the multiple values
of the DSAP attribute)

2. Add the new policy and additionally specify any old options which should be kept, for
example, the password and the keep-line policy. Note that there is no need to keep a
value for the expiration time of credentials, as this value is only relevant for simple
protected authentication.

The following dirxadm commands create this DSA authentication policy:

modify / -removeattr DSAP={/}
modify / -addattr {DSAP={DSA={/},

AP={AMB={AM=SIMPLE-WITH-PWD},
OPWD=M8921DSA1},

KL=60
}

}
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Chapter

8 Multireplication

This chapter describes how to set up a directory service based only on shadowing in
which pieces of a DIT held by two different DSAs are replicated to each DSA. The chapter
describes a sample shadow configuration with the following characteristics:

� The first DSA is the sample stand-alone DSA PQR-DSA1 established in Chapter 4. It
holds the master PQR entries that are replicated to a second DSA, and also holds
shadow entries from the second DSA.

� The second DSA is another stand-alone DSA that masters entries from another
company. These entries are replicated to the first stand-alone DSA.  The second DSA
also holds as shadow all entries from the first DSA.

This chapter continues to use the fictitious company “PQR” to illustrate the planning
decisions and administrative tasks necessary to set up this sample shadow configuration.

Tcl scripts for building this sample shadow configuration and adding the extensions to it
can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/multireplication (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\multireplication (Windows NT)

These scripts contain all of the commands and procedures discussed in this chapter.

8.1 Planning the Shadow Configuration
The PQR company has acquired a sales partner in the United States: the STU company
in Boston, Massachusetts. The PQR company has already established a single stand-
alone DSA at the company’s Munich headquarters that contains the employee directory of
its Sales and Development departments. The STU company has also established a stand-
alone DSA in Boston that contains its company employee directory.

In order to optimize the contacts and speed the work coordination between the two
companies, PQR and STU decide that PQR’s Sales and Development employee
directories and STU’s entire employee directory should be available locally at each site.
They also determine that PQR’s Manufacturing employee directory, located on a DSA in
Durach, need not be as highly available to the STU company as its Sales and
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PQR Munich, Germany
DSA1

STU Boston, Massachusetts
DSA4

Development directories. Consequently, the PQR and STU companies decide to replicate
PQR’s Sales and Development employee directory on the DSA in Boston, and to replicate
the STU company’s employee directory on the DSA in Munich. The following figure
illustrates this solution.

Figure 19: PQR-STU Shadow Configuration

8.2 Building the Shadow Configuration
Recall from Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA” that a DSA that holds the information to
be replicated is the supplier DSA, while the DSA that receives the information is the
consumer DSA. In this case, each DSA plays both supplier and consumer roles:

� DSA1 is a supplier of DSA4, since it holds the master PQR employee entries that will
be replicated to DSA4, and is also a consumer of DSA4, since it holds shadows of the
STU employee entries that DSA4 masters.

� DSA4 is a supplier of DSA1, since it holds the master STU employee entries that will
be replicated to DSA1, and a consumer of DSA1, since it holds shadows of the PQR
Sales and Development entries that DSA1 masters.

The administrators for DSA1 and DSA4 must therefore create two shadowing agreements
in each DSA:

� A shadowing agreement in which DSA1 is the supplier and DSA4 is the consumer and
in which the information to be replicated is the Sales and Development
organizational-units of the subtree /O=PQR. The Manufacturing employee subtree
OU=Manufacturing, which resides on DSA3 in Durach, will not be replicated to the
STU DSA.

PQR-DSA1

OU=Sales OU=Development

CN=Hohner CN=Tinker

O=PQR
STU-DSA4

OU=Sales

CN=Hobart

O=STU
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� A shadowing agreement in which DSA4 is the supplier and DSA1 is the consumer and
in which the information to be replicated is the subtree /O=STU.

The companies also decide that their administrators will control on the consumer site
when the shadowing actions for both DSAs take place. This method of shadowing is
called consumer-initiated shadowing, in contrast to the supplier-initiated shadowing
configuration described in Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA”.

The administrators of the two DSAs must create two shadowing agreements on their
respective DSAs: one that describes the case in which the local DSA is the supplier, and
one that describes the case in which it is the consumer. Establishing these agreements on
each consumer site creates two Shadowing Operational Bindings, one for DSA1 to DSA4,
and one for DSA4 to DSA1.

To establish the shadowing agreements on both DSAs, the administrators of both DSAs
must:

1. Negotiate the shadowing agreements

2. Prepare DSA4 for shadowing operations and create the shadowing agreements for
supplier and consumer roles

3. Prepare DSA1 for shadowing operations and create the shadowing agreements for
supplier and consumer roles.

The administrators can perform these steps locally on their DSAs by binding to the DSAs
with the dirxadm bind command and then issuing dirxadm commands. Alternatively, the
administrators can use DirXmanage from a Windows NT system to bind to DSA1 and
DSA4 to perform these tasks. The next sections describe how to perform these tasks with
dirxadm and DirXmanage.

8.3 Negotiating the Shadowing Agreements
The administrators of DSA1 and DSA4 must first establish the details of the two
shadowing agreements between their two DSAs. These details include:

� Determining the DSA roles and identifying the names, presentation addresses, and
passwords of each DSA

� Determining the units of replication

� Determining the shadowing agreement Ids

� Determining the update strategy

8.3.1 Determining the DSA Roles
For PQR in Munich, DSA1 is to be both a supplier DSA and a consumer DSA. Its
distinguished name is /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 and it has the following presentation
address:
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Transport selector: DSA1
Network address: Internet address: 123.45.67.89

port number: 19999

For STU in Boston, DSA4 is to be both a supplier DSA and a consumer DSA. Its
distinguished name is /O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4, and it has the following presentation
address:

Transport selector: DSA4
Network address: Internet address: 111.22.33.44

port number: 24444

The password for DSA1 is M8921DSA1 and the password for DSA4 is B4321DSA4.

8.3.2 Determining the Unit of Replication
For PQR in Munich, the unit of replication is the entire naming context /O=PQR. All entries
within this naming context will be duplicated and all attributes will be duplicated. (The
Organizational-Unit Manufacturing is a separate naming context that resides in another
DSA).

For STU in Boston, the unit of replication is the entire naming context /O=STU, which will
be replicated to the PQR DSA in Munich (DSA1).

8.3.3 Determining the Agreement Ids
In this shadow configuration, each DSA has two agreements with its partner DSA: one in
which the partner DSA is the consumer, and one in which the partner DSA is the supplier.
The administrators of DSA1 and DSA4 must choose unique identifiers for each of these
agreements. The administrators select:

� ID 14,0 to identify the shadowing agreements in which DSA1 is the supplier and DSA4
is the consumer

� ID 41,0 to identify the shadowing agreements in which DSA1 is the consumer and
DSA4 is the supplier

Each DSA must contain both of these shadowing agreements.

8.3.4 Determining The Update Strategy
The PQR and STU companies have selected consumer-initiated shadowing, which
means that the administrators of DSA1 and DSA4 will each activate the total update
process for their DSA when they are ready to receive the total update from the supplier
DSA. Consumer-initiated shadowing does not permit incremental updates to be
transmitted on change. As a result, the PQR and STU administrators need to determine a
scheduling strategy for transmitting changes to the data in each unit of replication.
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For DSA1, the first total update from DSA4 is to be sent to DSA1 when the PQR DSA1
administrator requests it by activating the shadowing agreement ID 41,0 on DSA1.
Subsequent incremental updates are to be requested by DSA1 every 24 hours.

For DSA4, the first total update from DSA1 is to be sent to DSA4 when the STU DSA4
administrator requests it by activating the shadowing agreement ID 14,0 on DSA4.
Subsequent incremental updates are to be requested by DSA4 every 24 hours.

8.4 Using DirXmanage to Set Up the DSAs for Shadowing
Both PQR and STU have DirXmanage running on a Windows NT system and have used
the DirXmanage Setup Wizard to set up DSA1 and DSA4 as stand-alone DSAs. Both
administrators are responsible for creating the necessary shadowing agreements on their
own DSA (a company administrator never gives his credentials to another administrator of
a different company).

Setting up a DSA for shadowing with DirXmanage consists of the following steps:

1. Using the Bind selection in the Server menu to bind to the DSA

2. Using the Shadow Operational Bindings selection in the Policies menu to create
the shadowing agreement on the DSA

3. Using the DSA policies selection in the Policies menu to establish authenticated
DSA-to-DSA communication between the cooperating DSAs

8.4.1 Binding to DSA4
Recall from Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA” that the Setup Wizard
automatically creates an administrator bind profile that associates the default
administrator with the DSA that is being configured. Because the STU administrator has
used the DirXmanage Setup Wizard to set up DSA4, he can perform a bind to DSA4
using the default administrator bind profile for DSA4.

To perform the bind to DSA4, The STU administrator does the following:

1. In the Initial window, clicks Server, and then clicks Bind.

2. Uses the default bind profile selected for him.

3. Enters his password in Password, and then clicks Bind.

8.4.2 Creating the Shadowing Agreements on DSA4
To create the shadowing agreement on DSA4 that describes DSA1 as a shadow supplier
and DSA4 as a shadow consumer (14,0), the STU administrator uses the following
DirXmanage procedure:

1. In the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the Shadow Operational Bindings window, clicks New, which displays the
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General tab.

3. Enters DSA1’s distinguished name /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 in DSAname.

4. Enters DSA1 in T-Selector.

5. Clicks the 3-dot button to the right of NSAPS.

6. Enters the IP address 123.45.67.89 in Host Name or IP Address.

7. Enters 19999 in Port, and then clicks Add.

8. Clicks OK to exit NSAPS.

9. Leaves Not activated selected in Shadowing Status.

10. Clicks Consumer in Own Role.

11. Enters 14 in Identifier of Operational Binding ID.

12. Enters 0 in Version of Operational Binding ID.

13. Leaves Now selected in Valid from:, and leaves Termination selected in Valid until:.

14. Clicks the Shadowing Agreement tab.

15. Enters /O=PQR in Context Prefix.

16. Leaves Master naming context only selected

17. Selects Consumer in Update initiated by:.

18. Enters 3600 in Window time for updates accepted by consumer.

19. Enters 82800 in Update interval between two update windows.

20. Leaves Start time of first update window blank.

21. Clicks OK to exit Shadowing Agreement.

To create the shadowing agreement on DSA4 that describes DSA4 as a shadow supplier
and DSA1 as a shadow consumer (41,0), the STU administrator uses the following
DirXmanage procedure:

1. In the Shadow Operational Bindings window, clicks New, which displays the
General tab.

2. Enters DSA1’s distinguished name /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 in DSAname.

3. Enters DSA1 in T-Selector.

4. Clicks the 3-dot button to the right of NSAPS.

5. Enters the IP address 123.45.67.89 in Host Name or IP Address.

6. Enters 19999 in Port, and then clicks Add.
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7. Clicks OK to exit NSAPS.

8. Selects Activated in Shadowing Status.

9. Leaves Supplier selected in Own Role.

10. Enters 41 in Identifier of Operational Binding ID.

11. Enters 0 in Version of Operational Binding ID.

12. Leaves Now selected in Valid from:, and leaves Termination selected in Valid until:.

13. Clicks the Shadowing Agreement tab.

14. Enters /O=STU in Context Prefix.

15. Leaves Master naming context only selected

16. Selects Consumer in Update initiated by:.

17. Enters 3600 in Window time for updates accepted by consumer.

18. Enters 82800 in Update interval between two update windows.

19. Leaves Start time of first update window blank.

20. Clicks OK to exit Shadowing Agreement.

21. Clicks OK to exit Shadowing Operational Bindings.

The two shadowing agreements have now been created on DSA4.

8.4.3 Binding to DSA1
The PQR administrator has also used the DirXmanage Setup Wizard to set up DSA1.
Consequently, he also has an administrator bind profile automatically created for him that
associates him with DSA1. He can thus bind to DSA1 using the same sequence of steps
as the STU administrator has used.

8.4.4 Creating the Shadowing Agreements on DSA1
To create the shadowing agreement on DSA1 that describes DSA1 as a consumer and
DSA4 as a supplier (41,0), the PQR administrator uses the following DirXmanage
procedure:

1. In the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the Shadow Operational Bindings window, clicks New, which displays the
General tab.

3. Enters DSA4’s distinguished name /O=STU/CN=PQR-DSA4 in DSAname.

4. Enters DSA4 in T-Selector.

5. Clicks the three-dot button to the right of NSAPS.
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6. Enters the IP address 111.22.33.44 in Host Name or IP Address.

7. Enters 24444 in Port, and then clicks Add.

8. Clicks OK to exit NSAPS.

9. Leaves Not activated selected in Shadowing Status.

10. Clicks Consumer in Own Role.

11. Enters 41 in Identifier of Operational Binding ID.

12. Enters 0 in Version of Operational Binding ID.

13. Leaves Now selected in Valid from:, and leaves Termination selected in Valid until:.

14. Clicks the Shadowing Agreement tab.

15. Enters /O=PQR in Context Prefix.

16. Leaves Master naming context only selected

17. Selects Consumer in Update initiated by:.

18. Enters 3600 in Window time for updates accepted by consumer.

19. Enters 82800 in Update interval between two update windows.

20. Leaves Start time of first update window blank.

21. Clicks OK to exit Shadowing Agreement.

To create the shadowing agreement on DSA1 that describes DSA1 as a shadow supplier
and DSA4 as a shadow consumer (14,0), the PQR administrator uses the following
DirXmanage procedure:

1. In the Shadow Operational Bindings window, clicks New, which displays the
General tab.

2. Enters DSA4’s distinguished name /O=STU/CN=PQR-DSA4 in DSAname.

3. Enters DSA4 in T-Selector.

4. Clicks the 3-dot button to the right of NSAPS.

5. Enters the IP address 111.22.33.44 in Host Name or IP Address.

6. Enters 24444 in Port, and then clicks Add.

7. Clicks OK to exit NSAPS.

8. Selects Activated in Shadowing Status.

9. Leaves Supplier selected in Own Role.

10. Enters 14 in Identifier of Operational Binding ID.
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11. Enters 0 in Version of Operational Binding ID.

12. Leaves Now selected in Valid from:, and leaves Termination selected in Valid until:.

13. Clicks the Shadowing Agreement tab.

14. Enters /O=STU in Context Prefix.

15. Leaves Master naming context only selected

16. Selects Consumer in Update initiated by:.

17. Enters 3600 in Window time for updates accepted by consumer.

18. Enters 82800 in Update interval between two update windows.

19. Leaves Start time of first update window blank.

20. Clicks OK to exit Shadowing Agreement.

21. Clicks OK to exit Shadowing Operational Bindings.

The two shadowing agreements have now been created on DSA1.

8.4.5 Enabling Authenticated DSA-to-DSA Communication for DSA1 and
DSA4

Recall from Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA” that the two administrators enable
authenticated DSA-to-DSA communication from the supplier DSA to the consumer DSA
by creating with dirxadm a DSA policy on each DSA that establishes passwords for each
DSA, and then creating a DSA policy on the consumer DSA that establishes the supplier
DSA (through its distinguished name and password) as the only DSA from which DISP
and other types of communication is permitted.

The PQR and STU administrators must now establish this same authenticated
communication between PQR-DSA1 and STU-DSA4. To do this, they use DirXmanage to
create a DSA policy that establishes the passwords of the local and the partner DSA on
each of their respective DSAs. The administrators decide to use the DSA-to-DSA
authentication method “simple with password” for DSA binds to avoid time synchronization
problems on both DSAs.

To set up the DSA policy on DSA1, the PQR administrator performs the following steps
after having bound to the DSA:

1. Clicks Policies.

2. Clicks DSA Policies, and then clicks New.

3. Enters /O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4 in Partner DSA Name in the General tab.

4. Clicks the Authentication tab.

5. Clicks simple authentication with password in Allowed authentication method
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for binds.

6. Enters M8921DSA1 in Own Password.

7. Enters B4321DSA4 in Partner DSA Password.

8. Clicks OK.

To set up the DSA policy on DSA4, the STU administrator performs the following steps
after having bound to the DSA:

1. Clicks Policies.

2. Clicks DSA Policies, and then clicks New.

3. Enters /O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 in Partner DSA Name in the General tab.

4. Clicks the Authentication tab.

5. Clicks simple authentication with password in Allowed authentication method
for binds.

6. Enters B4321DSA4 in Own Password.

7. Enters M8921DSA1 in Partner DSA Password.

8. Clicks OK.

8.5 Using DirXmanage to Activate the Shadowing Agreements
Now the administrators can activate the shadowing agreement for which their respective
DSA is the consumer. The PQR administrator performs the following steps:

1. Clicks Policies.

2. Clicks Shadow Operation Bindings.

3. Clicks Agreement 41,0 in the DSA column.

4. Clicks Local/Establish. The agreement is now activated (cooperative).

The STU-DSA4 subtree /O=STU should now be displayed in the Administration window of
DSA1.

The STU administrator performs the following steps:

1. Clicks Policies.

2. Clicks Shadow Operation Bindings.

3. Clicks Agreement 14,0 in the DSA column.

4. Clicks Local/Establish. The agreement is now activated (cooperative).

The PQR-DSA1 subtree /O=PQR should now be displayed in the Administration window
of DSA4.
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8.6 Creating and Managing Remote Shadowing Agreements with
DirXmanage

You can use the Apply to Partner DSA button within the Shadow Operational Bindings
dialog to create within a single session the same shadowing agreement on both
cooperating DSAs. You can only use this method if you have administrator rights on both
DSAs; that is:

� You have created administrator bind profiles for both DSAs in your DirXmanage
environment

� You have created server profiles for both DSAs in your DirXmanage environment

� You know the passwords for both DSAs

DirXmanage activates the Apply to Partner DSA button under the following conditions:

1. For a supplier-initiated shadowing agreement, it is activated on the supplier site when
the shadowing agreement status is NONCOOPERATIVE. Consequently, you must
create the shadowing agreement on the supplier DSA first. You can then automatically
copy the agreement to the consumer DSA by clicking Apply to Partner DSA.

2. For a consumer-initiated agreement, it is activated on the consumer site when the
shadowing agreement status is NONCOOPERATIVE. Consequently, you must create
the shadowing agreement  on the consumer DSA first. You can then automatically
copy the agreement to the supplier DSA by clicking Apply to Partner DSA.

These conditions are necessary in order to avoid starting DISP communication before the
agreements exist on both DSAs.

If you have the rights to manage a remote DSA, you can use the remote buttons within
the Shadow Operational Bindings dialog to to establish, terminate or delete the
shadowing agreements on the remote DSA.

8.7 Using dirxadm to Prepare DSA4 for Shadowing
Now that the two administrators have negotiated the details of the shadowing agreements,
the next step is for the administrator of STU’s DSA4 to use dirxadm to:

1. Perform an authenticated administrator bind to DSA4, which is the local DSA

2. Create a DSA policy on DSA4 that allows DSA1 to initiate a DISP communication with
DSA4.

3. Change the default password on DSA4.

4. Create two shadowing agreements on DSA4, one for the consumer role and one for
the supplier role.
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8.7.1 Binding with Authentication to DSA4
In the process of setting up the STU stand-alone DSA, the STU administrator has:

� Established himself as the default administrator with the distinguished name
/O=STU/CN=admin

� Selected to use simple authentication using the password dirx

� Added his distinguished name to the DirX administrators attribute on DSA4 to allow
him to bind with dirxadm

The STU administrator must now bind with authentication to DSA4 in order to use
dirxadm to set up the DSA for shadowing.

To bind to a local DSA, use the dirxadm command:

bind -user username -password password -authentication auth_method

To bind with simple authentication to the local DSA, which in this case is DSA4, the STU
administrator issues the dirxadm command:

bind -user /O=STU/CN=admin -password dirx -auth SIMPLE

8.7.2 Creating the DSA Policy on DSA4
Recall from Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA” that DSAs must be protected from
unknown or untrustworthy DSAs trying to connect to them for unknown purposes. When
the administrator for DSA1 establishes the shadowing agreement, DSA1 will try to contact
DSA4 to start the total update. Consequently, DSA4 needs a mechanism to identify
whether the connecting DSA is DSA1 or whether it should reject the connection.

The mechanism used to screen connecting DSAs is the DSA policy, which contains the
names and passwords of all DSAs permitted to connect to a given DSA. To enable DSA4
to recognize DSA1, the administrator of DSA4 creates a DSA policy that contains DSA1’s
name and password.

To create a DSA policy, use the dirxadm command:

dirxadm> [dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

The modify operation is performed on the root DSE because the DSA-policy structured
attribute (DSAP) is an attribute of the root DSE.

The attribute list must contain the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute with the following
components:

� The DSA-name component (DSA), which in this example has the value
/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1, which is DSA1’s name.
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� The peer-password (PPWD) subcomponent of the authentication-policy (AP)
component which in this example has the value M8921DSA1, which is DSA1’s
password.

The following dirxadm command creates STU-DSA4’s DSA policy:

modify / -addattr \
{DSAP={DSA={/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1}, \

AP={PPWD=M8921DSA1}
}

}

8.7.3 Changing the Default Password on DSA4
Recall from Chapter 6 "Creating a Shadow DSA" that every DirX DSA has after its
installation the default password DSA; this value is hard-coded and not visible. Since the
PQR and STU administrators have decided to use different passwords for their DSAs and
the DSA policy for DSA1 will be set up to expect a password from DSA4 of B431DSA4,
the administrator on DSA4 needs to modify the DSA policy to contain this password.

To change a DSA password, use the dirxadm command:

[dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

The STU DSA4 administrator must specify the following:

� The DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute in attribute_list with the following values:

− The / character in the DSA-name (DSA) component. The DSAP attribute can
contain several types of policies (it is a multivalued attribute). If the name of a DSA
is explicitly specified, the policy applies only to the named DSA. If “/” is specified
as the DSA name, this policy applies to all other DSAs; that is, those DSAs for
which no specific policy exists.

− The own-password (OPWD) component contains the value B4321DSA4, which is
the password for DSA4

The following dirxadm command establishes DSA4’s password:

modify / -addattr {DSAP{DSA={/},
AP={OPWD=B4321DSA4}

}
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8.7.4 Creating the Shadowing Agreements on DSA4
To create a shadowing agreement, use the dirxadm command:

ob create -dsa distinguished_name -psap psap_address
 -operationalbindingid binding_id -status coop_status
 -ownrole role -bindingtype binding_type -agreement agreement

To create the shadowing agreement on DSA4 that describes DSA1 as a shadow supplier
and DSA4 as a shadow consumer, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The name of DSA1 to the -dsa option

� The presentation address of DSA1 to the -psap option

� The agreement identifier 14,0

� The keyword NONCOOPERATIVE to the -status option, which postpones the first
total update from DSA1 to DSA4 until the DSA4 administrator explicitly activates it by
establishing the shadowing agreement on DSA4

� The keyword CONSUMER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA4 is a shadow
consumer

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
defines:

− The name of the context prefix (CP) to be replicated in the AREA component. For
this agreement, it is DSA1’s context prefix, which is /O=PQR.

− The entries belonging to this naming context to be replicated in the replication-
area (RA) subcomponent. For this agreement, the value is DEF=TRUE, which
means that the whole naming context must be replicated.

− The attributes to be replicated in the ATT subcomponent. For this agreement, the
value is DEF=TRUE to indicate that all attributes are to be replicated.

− The update mode in the update-mode (UM) component. For this agreement, the
value is CI (consumer-initiated).

− The update strategy in periodic-strategy (PS) of the update-mode (UM)
component. For this agreement, the strategy specifies a one-hour window in which
the DSA will accept updates (specified as 3600 seconds in the window-size (WS)
subcomponent and schedules subsequent incremental updates once every 24
hours (specified as 82800 seconds in the update-interval (UI) subcomponent)

The following dirxadm command creates this shadowing agreement on DSA4:

ob create
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-dsa {/O=PQR/cn=PQR-DSA1 } \
-psap "TS=DSA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999'" \
-operationalbindingid 14,0 \
-status NONCOOPERATIVE \
-ownrole CONSUMER \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},

RA={DEF=TRUE}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}
}

}, \
UM={CI={PS={WS=3600,

UI=82800
}

}
}

To create the agreement on DSA4 that describes DSA1 as a consumer and DSA4 as a
supplier, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The name of DSA1 to the -dsa option

� The presentation address of DSA1 to the -psap option

� The agreement identifier 41,0

� The keyword COOPERATIVE to the -status option, which means that DSA4 will be
ready to receive a request for a total update from DSA1 when the DSA1 administrator
decides to activate the shadowing agreement

� The keyword SUPPLIER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA4 is a shadow
supplier

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
defines:

− The name of the context prefix (CP) to be replicated in the AREA component. For
this agreement, it is DSA4’s context prefix, which is /O=STU.

− The entries belonging to this naming context to be replicated in the replication-
area (RA) subcomponent. For this agreement, the value is DEF=TRUE, which
means that the whole naming context must be replicated.

− The attributes to be replicated in the ATT subcomponent. For this agreement, the
value is DEF=TRUE to indicate that all attributes are to be replicated.
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− The update mode and periodic update strategy in the update-mode (UM)
component. For this agreement, the update mode is consumer-initiated, with
incremental updates occurring every 24 hours and a one-hour window during
which DSA1 will accept the updates.

The following dirxadm command creates this shadowing agreement on DSA4:

ob create
-dsa {/O=PQR/cn=PQR-DSA1 } \
-psap "TS=DSA1,NA='TCP/IP!internet=123.45.67.89+port=19999'" \
-operationalbindingid 41,0 \
-status COOPERATIVE \
-ownrole SUPPLIER \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=STU},

RA={DEF=TRUE}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}
}

}, \
UM={CI={PS={WS=3600,

UI=82800
}

}
}

8.8 Using dirxadm to Prepare DSA1 for Shadowing
The administrator of PQR’s DSA1 must perform the same procedures on DSA1 as the
STU DSA4 administrator has done on DSA4. Since the PQR DSA1 administrator has
already changed DSA1’s default password to M8921DSA1 when he created the
shadowing agreement with DSA2 described in Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, he
need only:

1. Perform an authenticated administrator bind to DSA1, which is the local DSA

2. Create a DSA policy on DSA1 that allows DSA4 to initiate a DISP connection with
DSA1.

3. Create two shadowing agreements on DSA1, one for the consumer role and one for
the supplier role.

8.8.1 Binding with Authentication to DSA1
In the process of setting up the PQR stand-alone DSA PQR-DSA1 described in Chapter
4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA”, the PQR administrator has:
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� Established himself as the default administrator with the distinguished name
/O=PQR/CN=admin

� Selected to use simple authentication using the password dirx

� Added his distinguished name to the DirX administrators attribute on DSA1 to allow
him to bind with dirxadm

The PQR administrator must now bind with authentication to DSA1 in order to use
dirxadm to set up the DSA for shadowing.

To bind with simple authentication to the local DSA, which in this case is DSA1, the PQR
administrator issues the dirxadm command:

bind -user /O=PQR/CN=admin -password dirx -auth SIMPLE

8.8.2 Creating the DSA Policy on DSA1
To create the DSA policy on DSA1, the PQR DSA1 administrator uses the same dirxadm
command as the STU DSA4 administrator used on DSA4:

dirxadm> [dse] modify / -addattribute attribute_list

For DSA1, the attribute list must contain the DSA-policy (DSAP) attribute with the
following components and values:

� The DSA-name component (DSA) with the value /O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4, which is
DSA4’s name.

� The peer-password (PPWD) subcomponent of the authentication-policy (AP)
component with DSA4’s password B4321DSA4.

The following dirxadm command creates PQR-DSA1’s DSA policy:

modify / -addattr \
{DSAP={DSA={/O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4}, \

AP={PPWD=B4321DSA1}
}

}

8.8.3 Creating the Shadowing Agreements on DSA1
To create the two shadowing agreements on DSA1, the PQR DSA1 administrator uses
the dirxadm ob create command.

To create the shadowing agreement on DSA1 that describes DSA1 as a supplier and
DSA4 as a consumer, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The name of DSA4 to the -dsa option

� The presentation address of DSA4 to the -psap option

� The agreement identifier 14,0
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� The keyword COOPERATIVE to the -status option, which means that DSA1 will be
ready to receive a request for a total update from DSA4 when the DSA4 administrator
decides to activate the shadowing agreement

� The keyword SUPPLIER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA1 is the shadow
supplier in this agreement

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
defines:

− The name of the context prefix (CP) to be replicated in the AREA component. In
this agreement, it is DSA1’s context prefix /O=PQR.

− The entries belonging to this naming context to be replicated in the replication-
area (RA) subcomponent. In this agreement, the value is DEF=TRUE, which
means that the whole naming context must be replicated.

− The attributes to be replicated in the ATT subcomponent. In this agreement, the
value is DEF=TRUE to indicate that all attributes are to be replicated.

− The update mode in the update-mode (UM) component. In this agreement, the
value is CI (consumer-initiated).

− The update strategy in periodic-strategy (PS) of the update-mode (UM)
component. In this agreement, the strategy specifies a one-hour window in which
DSA4 will accept updates (specified as 3600 seconds in the window-size (WS)
subcomponent and schedules subsequent incremental updates once every 24
hours (specified as 82800 seconds in the update-interval (UI) subcomponent)

The following dirxadm command creates this shadowing agreement on DSA1:

ob create
-dsa {/O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4 } \
-psap "TS=DSA4,NA='TCP/IP!internet=111.22.33.44+port=24444'" \
-operationalbindingid 14,0 \
-status COOPERATIVE \
-ownrole SUPPLIER \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},

RA={DEF=TRUE}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}
}

}, \
UM={CI={PS={WS=3600,

UI=82800
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}
}

}

To create the agreement on DSA1 that describes DSA1 as a consumer and DSA4 as a
supplier, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The name of DSA4 to the -dsa option

� The presentation address of DSA4 to the -psap option

� The agreement identifier 41,0

� The keyword NONCOOPERATIVE to the -status option, which postpones the first
total update from DSA4 to DSA1 until the DSA1 administrator explicitly activates it by
establishing the shadowing agreement on DSA1

� The keyword CONSUMER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA1 is a shadow
consumer in this agreement

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
defines:

− The name of the context prefix (CP) to be replicated in the AREA component. For
this agreement, it is DSA4’s context prefix, which is /O=STU.

− The entries belonging to this naming context to be replicated in the replication-
area (RA) subcomponent. For this agreement, the value is DEF=TRUE, which
means that the whole naming context must be replicated.

− The attributes to be replicated in the ATT subcomponent. For this agreement, the
value is DEF=TRUE to indicate that all attributes are to be replicated.

− The update mode and periodic update strategy in the update-mode (UM)
component. For this agreement, the update mode is consumer-initiated, with
incremental updates occurring every 24 hours and a one-hour window during
which DSA1 will accept the updates.

The following dirxadm command creates this shadowing agreement on DSA1:

ob create
-dsa {/O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4 } \
-psap "TS=DSA4,NA='TCP/IP!internet=111.22.33.44+port=24444'" \
-operationalbindingid 41,0 \
-status NONCOOPERATIVE \
-ownrole CONSUMER \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=STU},
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RA={DEF=TRUE}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}
}

}, \
UM={CI={PS={WS=3600,

UI=82800
}

}
}

8.9 Using dirxadm to Activate the Shadowing Agreements
When they created the shadowing agreements that described DSA1’s and DSA4’s
consumer roles, the administrators of DSA1 and DSA4 postponed shadowing activation
by specifying the keyword NONCOOPERATIVE in the -status option to the dirxadm ob
create command. Both administrators must now explicitly activate the shadowing
agreement with the dirxadm command:

ob establish -dsa distinguished_name -operationalbindingid
binding_id -bindingtype SOB

PQR’s DSA1 administrator uses the following dirxadm command to start the total update
from DSA4 to DSA1:

ob establish -dsa {/O=STU/CN=STU-DSA4 } \
-operationalbindingid 41,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

While STU’s DSA4 administrator issues the command sequence:

ob establish -dsa {/O=PQR/CN=PQR-DSA1 } \
-operationalbindingid 14,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

to start the total update from DSA1 to DSA4. Because the shadowing agreements that
describe DSA4 and DSA1 as shadow suppliers set the -status option to COOPERATIVE,
both supplier DSAs are ready to accept the consumer DSA requests for total updates.
Once the total updates have occurred, the consumer DSAs will request incremental
updates once every 24 hours.

8.10 Setting DUA Service Controls for Binds to Consumer DSAs
As described in Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, DUAs that bind to a consumer DSA
to get local shadowed information from it should set two service controls:

� dontUseCopy to FALSE; if the value is TRUE, the consumer DSA understands that
the DUA wants master Information and chains to the supplier DSA.
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� copyShallDo to TRUE, which means that the consumer DSA will perform a query even
if some information is missing in the shadow copy. If the consumer DSA is not able to
fully satisfy the query, it will set IncompleteEntry in the returned entry information.

When using dirxcp as a DUA, these service controls can be set with the following dirxcp
command:

args modify -dontusecopy FALSE -copyshalldo TRUE
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Chapter

9 Setting Up an LDIF Agreement

This chapter describes how to set up a DirX DSA to generate LDAP Interchange Format
(LDIF) content and change files. DirX administrators can use these LDIF files to:

� replicate changes to a DirX DSA's directory database with DirXmetahub to non-DirX
directories such as Windows NT, Active Directory, NDS, Netscape and Lotus Notes;
this process is called directory synchronization and is described in detail in the
DirXmetahub Documentation Set

� restore a DirX DSA's directory database with DirXmetahub to a previous state, should
it become inconsistent

The chapter describes a sample LDIF file configuration in which the sample stand-alone
DSA established in Chapter 4 is the LDIF file supplier. The chapter provides a brief
description of LDIF content and change files. For complete information about LDIF file
format, refer to the document entitled LDAP Interchange Format (LDIF) – Technical
Specification, RFC 2849.

This chapter continues to use the fictitious company “PQR” to illustrate the planning
decisions and administrative tasks necessary to set up the sample LDIF file configuration.

Tcl scripts for building this sample LDIF file configuration and adding the extensions to it
can be found in:

� /opt/dirx/scripts/ldif (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\scripts\ldif (Windows NT)

These scripts contain all of the commands and procedures discussed in this chapter.

9.1 Planning the LDIF Configuration
The PQR company has established a single stand-alone DSA that contains general
information about its employees. The PQR DSA is the central repository for this employee
data and is the site at which the latest changes are recorded. Each PQR employee has a
Windows NT account and a mailbox in the company's mail system. General information
about the employees is stored in Windows NT and the mail directory. The PQR site
administrators want to ensure that the employee data that is duplicated in the Windows
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PQR Munich
DSA1 LDIF Supplier

NT and mail directories is periodically updated with the latest changes to the user
information in the DSA employee database. It is not necessary that the information in the
non-DirX directories is always current with the DSA; the non-DirX directories can be out of
synchronization with the DSA for a day or so.

One solution that meets these criteria is to extract the information contained in the DSA
that is relevant for directory synchronization into local LDIF content and change files. The
administrators of the Windows NT and mail programs can then pick up and import these
files into the non-DirX directories at their convenience, using tools such as DirXmetahub
that can handle the import of LDIF-formatted files.

The following figure illustrates this solution.

Figure 20: PQR LDIF Configuration

9.2 Building the LDIF Configuration
To build the LDIF configuration, the PQR DSA administrator and the directory
synchronization administrator must first define a directory synchronization process and
determine what entries and entry attributes are to be written to the LDIF files. Next, the
PQR DSA administrator must create an LDIF agreement that meets the needs of the
synchronization process.

An LDIF agreement is a type of Shadow Operational Binding (SOB) that is analogous to a
shadowing agreement. Recall from Chapter 6 "Creating a Shadow DSA" that a shadowing
agreement establishes a shadow supplier and a shadow consumer. In an LDIF
agreement, the DSA is the LDIF file supplier and the directory synchronization tool is the
LDIF file consumer. An LDIF agreement has some restrictions:

PQR-DSA1

OU=Sales OU=Development

CN=Hohner CN=Tinker

O=PQR
LDIF content file

(entire naming context)

LDIF change file
(changes to naming context)
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� In an LDIF agreement, there is only a supplier DSA that writes the information to be
replicated into local LDIF-formatted files. There is no consumer DSA; instead, the
generated LDIF files are consumed by the directory synchronization tool.

� Recall from Chapter 6, "Creating a Shadow DSA" that the default update strategy is
"on change". An LDIF agreement must always use a scheduled update strategy
(because the "on change" update strategy is not available for LDIF agreements).

So, for an LDIF agreement:

� The supplier DSA is the DSA that is to write the information into local LDIF-formatted
files; this process is always supplier-initiated

� The unit of replication specifies what is to be written to the LDIF files

� The update strategy is always "scheduled" and specifies at least the agreed-upon
interval at which updates are to be written into LDIF files

Because there is only one DSA, and it is always a supplier, there is no need for the
administrators to negotiate DSA roles. They do need to negotiate the unit of replication,
the update strategy, and the agreement ID, and they can also decide to establish LDIF
agreement policies.

The administrator of DSA1 then uses DirXmanage or dirxadm locally to create and
establish the LDIF agreement; the interface and operations used to create the LDIF
agreement are the same as those for creating shadowing agreements. When he
completes this procedure, the following process occurs:

� DSA1 writes an LDIF content file that contains a list of directory entries in the unit of
replication and their attributes. Each entry consists of a distinguished name and a list
of attributes, where each attribute has a prefix and one or more values. The LDIF
content file is analogous to the "total update" created during the shadowing process.
For PQR, the LDIF content file consists of all of the user information held by DSA1,
but modified with an LDIF policy established in the LDIF agreement.

� After the LDIF content file is created, the LDIF agreement remains active. At the
agreed-upon scheduled update interval, the DSA writes any changes made to data
within the unit of replication on DSA1 to an LDIF change file. Each entry in the LDIF
change file contains a special "changetype" attribute that indicates the type of
directory modification to be replicated in the non-DirX directory:

− add a directory entry

− delete a directory entry

− modify one or more attributes of a directory entry

− modify the distinguished name of a directory entry

LDIF change files are analogous to the incremental updates created during the
shadowing process. The DSA continues to create new LDIF change files at the
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agreed-upon scheduled interval for as long as the agreement remains active. If no
changes to the unit of replication occur between update intervals, the DSA creates a
change file that does not contain any directory information.

� If the LDIF agreement is set to inactive on DSA1, the DSA stops creating LDIF change
files.

To establish the LDIF agreement on DSA1, the DSA1 administrator must perform the
following tasks:

1. Negotiate the LDIF agreement with the directory synchronization administrator.

2. Create the LDIF agreement on DSA1.

3. Activate the LDIF agreement on DSA1.

The next sections describe how to perform these tasks.

9.2.1 Negotiating the LDIF Agreement
First, the DSA1 administrator and the synchronization administrator must agree upon the
details of the LDIF agreement over the phone, through email, or by meeting in person.
These details include:

� Determining the unit of replication. This decision affects the values supplied in the
shadowing-subject (SS) attribute of the LDIF agreement; see the section "Creating the
LDIF Agreement on DSA1" for further details.

� Determining the scheduled update strategy. This decision affects the values supplied
in the shadowing-subject's update-mode (UM) component; see the section "Creating
the LDIF Agreement on DSA1" for further details.

� Determining the LDIF policies. This decision affects the values supplied in the sob-ldif-
supplier-policies (LDSUPP) attribute of the LDIF agreement; see the section "Creating
the LDIF Agreement on DSA1" for further details.

� Determining the LDIF agreement ID.

Determining the Unit of Replication

For PQR, the unit of replication is the entire naming context /O=PQR. The administrators
plan to establish an LDIF policy that restricts what the DSA extracts from the naming
context.

Determining the Scheduled Update Strategy

Recall from the section in Chapter 6, "Changing the Incremental Update Strategy" that a
scheduled incremental update strategy can include a start time for generating the first total
update, a window during which the consumer DSA will accept incremental updates, and
an update interval at which incremental updates are to be sent. The interval at which
updates are to be created is the sum of the window (WS) and update interval (UI).
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For their LDIF agreement, the PQR DSA1 administrator and the synchronization
administrator decide to define a scheduled update strategy in which the DSA creates the
LDIF content file immediately upon the agreement's activation (instead of selecting a
specific start time for its creation) and creates subsequent LDIF change files every 24
hours.

Determining the LDIF Policy

Shadowing and LDIF agreements can have shadow operational binding (SOB) policies
applied to them that control various aspects of the shadowing or LDIF file generation
procedure. An LDIF policy controls three main areas of the LDIF file generation
procedure:

� The information to be extracted from the naming context

� The format of the generated LDIF files

� The procedure used to export the generated LDIF files

Policies for entry extraction can include:

� whether entries are extracted with only their user attributes and the operational
attributes createTimestamp (CRT) and modifyTimestamp (MT), or whether all entry
information is extracted, including all operational attributes, references, and subentries
(controlled with the ENTRYO component of the LDSUPP attribute)

� whether deleted entries and attribute values are extracted (controlled with the DELAT
component of the LDSUPP attribute)

Policies for generated LDIF file format can include:

� how attribute values are to be encoded (controlled with the BINO, BASE64, and CS
components of the LDSUPP attribute). The choice of attribute value encoding
depends upon how LDIF files are to be processed. For example, the DirXmetahub
synchronization tools require attributes to be encoded in Latin-1, so the administrator
can use the codeset (CS) component to specify Latin-1 encoding. Encoding attribute
values in binary format is useful when writing all entries and attributes to LDIF files (for
later restoration, or for duplication to another DSA); the administrator can use the
binary-only (BINO) component to achieve this encoding.

� the characters used to separate entries in the file (the CRLF component of LDSUPP)
and the maximum number of characters per line (the MAXROW component of
LDSUPP). Administrators can use these components to control LDIF file readability on
different operating systems. For example, specify only a carriage return to make files
readable on UNIX systems, specify carriage return and linefeed to make LDIF files
readable on Windows NT systems.

Policies for controlling the export of LDIF files (controlled with the PROG component of
the LDSUPP attribute) can include:
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� The name of an executable program to be invoked after an LDIF file is generated and
to which the newly created LDIF file is to be redirected

� The name of an executable program to be invoked before the LDIF agreement is
activated that performs pre-processing functions such as LDIF file cleanup or
switching from LDIF change file format to content format, and then activates the LDIF
agreement

� Whether or not the DSA creates an LDIF content file when the LDIF agreeement is
activated, or creates only change files (controlled with the CHANGEO component of
the LDSUPP attribute)

The PQR DSA administrator and the synchronization administrator decide to define two
LDIF policies:

� The policy that extracts only entries, their user attributes and their operational
attributes createTimestamp (CRT) and modifyTimestamp (MT) into the LDIF content
and change files

� A policy that encodes attribute values that are printable strings into the LATIN-1
codeset

Determining the Agreement ID

Like a shadowing agreement, an LDIF agreement requires the presence of an agreement
ID that must be known by the LDIF file supplier DSA and the administrators who want to
use the generated LDIF files. In the case of LDIF agreements, administrators who want to
import the LDIF files can use the agreement ID to determine which LDIF files belong to
their LDIF agreement. It is up to the administrators to negotiate the value of an agreement
ID before an LDIF agreement can be administered on supplier DSA. The administrators
choose the agreement ID 88,0 to represent this LDIF agreement.

9.2.2 Creating the LDIF Agreement on DSA1
The next step in building the LDIF configuration is to create the LDIF agreement on DSA1.
The sections that follow describe how to perform this task with DirXmanage and with
dirxadm. Both sections assume that the PQR administrator has already bound to DSA1.

Creating an LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage

To create the LDIF agreement on DSA1, the administrator uses DirXmanage as follows:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. Clicks Local Operations.

3. Selects Add.

4. Selects Primary, and then clicks LDIF agreement.

DirXmanage displays a template LDIF agreement with default settings in the General,
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Shadowing agreement, Replication area, Attribute selection, and LDIF policy tabs. To
modify the template to conform to his requirements, the PQR administrator does the
following:

1. In the General tab:

� Enters 88 in Identifier

� Enters 0 in Version.

2. In the Shadowing Agreement tab:

� Enters 86400 in window time for updates accepted by consumer

� Enters 0 in update interval between two update windows.

3. In the LDIF policy tab:

� Clicks use default values to remove the checkmark.

� Clicks Save user attributes plus Creation-Time and Modification-Time.

� Clicks Save data in Latin1 format (ISO8859-1)

4. In the Replication area and Attribute selection tabs, leaves the default selections as
they are.

5. Clicks OK.

The following figure illustrates the PQR selections.
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Figure 21: DirXmanage LDIF Policy Tab

DirXmanage creates the LDIF agreement and displays it in the Shadow Operational
Bindings window. The icon that represents the agreement is a diskette to indicate that it
has not been activated.

Creating an LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To create the LDIF agreement on DSA1 with dirxadm, the administrator uses the
command:

ob create -ldif
                 -operationalbindingid binding_id -status coop_status -ownrole role
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                 -bindingtype binding_type -agreement agreement –pol sob_policies

For the agreement on DSA1, the administrator supplies the following values:

� The -ldif option to indicate that the agreement is an LDIF agreement

� The agreement identifier 88,0

� The keyword NONCOOPERATIVE to the -status option, which postpones creation of
the LDIF content file until the PQR administrator explicitly establishes the LDIF
agreement with the ob establish operation

� The keyword SUPPLIER to the -ownrole option to indicate that DSA1 is a shadow
supplier

� The keyword SOB to the -bindingtype option, which indicates that the operational
binding is a type of shadowing agreement

� The shadowing-subject (SS) operational attribute to the -agreement option, which
should define at least the following:

− The name of the context prefix (CP) to be replicated in the AREA component. For
this LDIF agreement, it is PQR DSA1’s context prefix, which is /O=PQR.

− The entries belonging to this naming context to be replicated in the replication-
area (RA) subcomponent. For this LDIF agreement, the value should be
DEF=TRUE, which means that the whole naming context must be replicated.

− The attributes to be replicated in the ATT subcomponent. For this LDIF
agreement, the value should be DEF=TRUE to indicate that all attributes are to be
replicated.

− A periodic-strategy (PS) in the update-mode (UM) that schedules the creation of
LDIF change files every 24 hours (specified as 86400 seconds in the window-size
(WS) subcomponent)

� The sob-ldif-supplier-policies (LDSUPP) operational attribute to the –pol option, which
specifies that:

− Entries, their user attributes, and their operational attributes createTimestamp
(CRT) and modifyTimestamp (MT) are to be written to the LDIF files
(ENTRYO=TRUE). Subentries, references, and other operational attributes are
not to be written.

− Attribute values that are printable are to be encoded in LATIN-1 format in the LDIF
files (CS=LATIN1)

The following dirxadm command creates the LDIF agreement on DSA1:

ob create -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-status noncooperative \
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-ownrole supplier \
-bindingtype SOB \
-agreement {SS={AREA={CP={/O=PQR},

RA={DEF=TRUE}
},

ATT={DEF=TRUE}}
UM={SI={S={PS={WS=86400,

UI=0}}}}
-pol {LDSUPP={ENTRYO=TRUE,CS=LATIN1}} \

9.2.3 Activating the LDIF Agreement on DSA1
The final step in building the LDIF configuration is to activate the LDIF agreement so that
DSA1 starts to generate the LDIF files. The next sections describe how to perform this
task with DirXmanage and dirxadm. The sections assume that the administrator has
already bound to the DSA.

Activating the LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage

To activate the LDIF agreement on DSA1 with DirXmanage, the DSA1 administrator does
the following:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the list in Shadow operational bindings, clicks <LDIF>  with the ID 88,0.

3. Clicks Local Operations.

4. Clicks Establish.The icon that represents the agreement changes from a diskette to a
traffic signal with a green light and COOPERATIVE appears in the Status column, as
shown in the following figure.

5. Clicks Close.
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Figure 22: DirXmanage Shadow Operational Bindings Window

DirXmanage activates the LDIF agreement (changes its status to COOPERATIVE).
Because the scheduled update strategy for the PQR LDIF agreement does not give a
specific time at which to create the LDIF content file, DSA1 creates an LDIF content file
immediately. It creates LDIF change files every 24 hours for as long as the LDIF
agreement remains enabled.

Activating the LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To activate an LDIF agreement with dirxadm, use the command:

ob establish -ldif –operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB

This command sets the LDIF agreement to the status COOPERATIVE. The following
dirxadm command activates the PQR LDIF agreement on DSA1:

ob establish -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

Because the scheduled update strategy for the PQR LDIF agreement does not specify a
start time at which the LDIF content file is to be generated, DSA1 creates an LDIF content
file immediately. It creates LDIF change files every 24 hours for as long as the LDIF
agreement remains enabled.
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9.3 Exporting LDIF Content and Change Files
When an LDIF agreement is activated and an LDIF policy for exporting LDIF files to an
executable program has not been specified, the DSA writes an LDIF content file and
subsequent LDIF change files to the /opt/dirx/server/ldif directory. It names LDIF files in
the format:

operational_binding_id.timestamp

where operational_binding_id is the LDIF agreement ID without the version number that
was specified in the -operational_binding_id option to the ob establish operation (or the
ob create operation, if the -status option was set to COOPERATIVE) and timestamp is
the time at which the LDIF file was created. Both operational_binding_id and timestamp
are supplied with leading zeros to establish a 14-digit string. For example, the PQR LDIF
agreement content and change files are named:

00000000000088.00000936197500

When a DSA is in the process of creating an LDIF file, but has not completed it, the
character p is appended to the filename. The filename then appears in the format:

operational_binding_id.timestampp

For example, while creating the PQR LDIF file above the file is named:

00000000000088.00000936197500p

Unless a policy for exporting LDIF files has been specified in the LDIF agreement,
administrators who want to obtain the LDIF files for import into their directories must
explicitly check for newly created LDIF files and copy them to the target system or
directory, or create an application that performs this task. In addition, the DSA does not
delete LDIF files unless an LDIF policy for controlling the export of LDIF files (PROG) has
been specified in the LDIF agreement. Consequently, it is the responsibility of the
administrators to delete LDIF files once they are no longer useful, or create an application
that deletes them.

In the case of PQR, no LDIF policy for exporting LDIF files has been defined in the LDIF
agreement. As a result, the PQR DSA1 administrator and the administrators of the non-
DirX directories must ensure that the LDIF files are copied to the appropriate locations
and that LDIF content and change files are removed from the DSA.

9.4 Managing LDIF Agreements
Both DirXmanage and dirxadm allow you to maintain LDIF agreements once they have
been created and to remove them entirely from a DSA. The next sections describe how to
display, modify, disable, enable, deactivate, and remove LDIF agreements with
DirXmanage and dirxadm. All sections assume that the administrator has already bound
to the DSA.
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9.4.1 Displaying LDIF Agreements
You can use DirXmanage and dirxadm to view the properties of existing LDIF
agreements. The next sections describe how to perform this task with DirXmanage and
dirxadm on the PQR DSA1 LDIF agreement.

Displaying an LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage

To display the PQR LDIF agreement with DirXmanage, the administrator does the
following:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the list in Shadow operational bindings, clicks <LDIF> with the ID 88,0, and then
clicks Properties.

DirXmanage displays the General, Shadowing agreement, Replication area, Attribute
selection, and LDIF policy properties of the PQR LDIF agreement.

Displaying an LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To display an LDIF agreement with dirxadm, use the command:

ob show -ldif -operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB

For example, the PQR administrator can issue the command:

ob show -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB
-pretty

to display the contents of the LDIF agreement ID 88,0 on PQR DSA1:

Validity-Agreement
Operational-Binding-State : COOPERATIVE
OprBindMngmnt-Validity

Validity-From : 990901152622Z
Agreement

Shadow-Subject
Area-Specification

Context-Prefix : /O=PQR
Replication-Area

Default-Value : TRUE
Attribute-Selection

Default-Value : TRUE
Knowledge

Knowledge-Type : MASTER
Extended-Knowledge : FALSE

Update-Mode
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Supplier-Initiated
Scheduled

Periodic-Strategy
Window-Size : 86400
Update-Interval : 0

Secondary-Shadows : FALSE
Update-Status

Disabled : FALSE
Update-Status

Supplier-Update-Status
Area-Change-State : 1
Old-Updates

Segment-ID : 0
Update-Time : 19990901152622Z
Area-Changes : TRUE

Own-Role : SUPPLIER
Related-Policies

LDIF-Supplier
CR-and-LineFeed-Separator : FALSE
Base-64 : FALSE
Binary-Only-For : NONE
Entry-Only : TRUE
Delete-Attribute-Info : FALSE
Code-Set : LATIN1
Changes-Only : FALSE

9.4.2 Modifying an LDIF Agreement
DirXmanage and dirxadm permit you to change the following properties of an existing
LDIF agreement:

� The scheduled update strategy

� The LDIF policies

For example, suppose the PQR administrator wants to change the scheduled update
strategy for his LDIF agreement with non-DirX administrators to generate LDIF change
files every hour instead of every 24 hours. To enable this strategy, he must change the
update strategy's window size from 86400 seconds to 3600 seconds. The next sections
describe how to carry out this task with DirXmanage and dirxadm.

Modifying an LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage

To change the window size in the LDIF agreement's scheduled update strategy with
DirXmanage, the administrator does the following:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.
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2. In the list in Shadow operational bindings, clicks <LDIF> with the ID 88,0, and then
clicks Properties.

3. In the Shadowing agreement tab, enters 3600 in Window time for updates accepted
by consumer.

4. Clicks OK, and then clicks Close.

Modifying an LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To modify the LDIF agreement with dirxadm, use the command:

ob modify -ldif -operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB
–updatemode update_mode –pol sob_policies

The PQR administrator supplies the new window size (3600) in the window size
subcomponent (WS) in update_mode. The following dirxadm command changes the
scheduled update strategy for the PQR LDIF agreement:

ob modify -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB \
-updatemode {SI={S={PS={WS=3600,UI=0}}}} \

9.4.3 Enabling and Disabling an LDIF Agreement
You can use DirXmanage and dirxadm to disable and enable LDIF agreements. Disabling
an LDIF agreement stops the DSA from creating any further LDIF change files, but does
not change the agreement's status (changes to the directory continue to be recorded).
When the LDIF agreement is enabled, the DSA begins to generate LDIF change files
again. You can only disable and enable activated LDIF agreements (agreements whose
status is set to COOPERATIVE).

Disabling and Enabling an LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage

To disable the PQR LDIF agreement with DirXmanage, the administrator does the
following:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the list in Shadow Operational Bindings, clicks <LDIF> with the ID 88,0.

3. Clicks Local Operations.

4. Clicks Disable. The traffic signal icon that represents the agreement changes from a
green light to a red light and Disabled appears in the Ustatus column.

5. Clicks Close.

To enable the LDIF agreement he has previously disabled, the administrator does the
following:
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1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the list in Shadow Operational Bindings, clicks <LDIF> with the ID 88,0.

3. Clicks Local Operations.

4. Clicks Enable. The traffic signal icon that represents the agreement changes from a
red light to a green light and Enabled appears in the Ustatus column.

5. Clicks Close.

Disabling and Enabling an LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To disable an LDIF agreement with dirxadm, use the command:

ob disable -ldif –operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB

For example, the PQR administrator can issue the following dirxadm command to disable
the LDIF agreement on DSA1:

ob disable -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

To enable a disabled LDIF agreement with dirxadm, use the command:

ob enable -ldif –operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB

For example, the PQR administrator can issue the following dirxadm command to enable
the LDIF agreement on DSA1 that he has previously disabled:

ob enable -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

9.4.4 Deactivating an LDIF Agreement
You can use DirXmanage and dirxadm to deactivate an LDIF agreement. Deactivating an
LDIF agreement changes the LDIF agreement's status from COOPERATIVE to
NONCOOPERATIVE and stops the DSA from creating any further LDIF change files. The
next sections describe how to deactivate an LDIF agreement with DirXmanage and
dirxadm. Note that you must reactivate (establish) the agreement to change its status
from NONCOOPERATIVE to COOPERATIVE. Each time a deactivated (terminated) LDIF
agreement is reactivated (established), the DSA generates a new LDIF content file.

Deactivating an LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage

To deactivate the PQR LDIF agreement with DirXmanage, the administrator does the
following:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the list in Shadow operational bindings, clicks <LDIF> with the ID 88,0.
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3. Clicks Local Operations.

4. Clicks Terminate. The icon that represents the agreement changes from a traffic
signal to a diskette and NONCOOPERATIVE appears in the Status column.

5. Clicks Close.

Deactivating an LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To deactivate an LDIF agreement with dirxadm, use the command:

ob terminate -ldif –operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB

The following dirxadm command deactivates the LDIF agreement on DSA1:

ob terminate -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB

9.4.5 Removing an LDIF Agreement from a DSA
You can use DirXmanage and dirxadm to completely remove the contents of an LDIF
agreement from the DSA. Before you can remove an LDIF agreement, you must first
deactivate it with DirXmanage or dirxadm.

Removing an LDIF Agreement with DirXmanage
To remove the PQR LDIF agreement with DirXmanage, the PQR DSA1 administrator
does the following:

1. On the Policies menu clicks Shadow Operational Bindings.

2. In the list in Shadow Operational Bindings, clicks <LDIF> with the ID 88,0.

3. Clicks Local Operations.

4. Clicks Delete. The <LDIF> entry with ID 88,0 is removed from the list in the Shadow
Operational Bindings dialog box.

5. Clicks Close.

Removing an LDIF Agreement with dirxadm

To remove an LDIF agreement from a DSA with dirxadm, use the command:

ob delete -ldif –operationalbindingid binding_id -bindingtype SOB

The following dirxadm command removes the PQR LDIF agreement from DSA1:

ob delete -ldif \
-operationalbindingid 88,0 \
-bindingtype SOB
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Chapter

10 Binding to a DSA

The DirXmanage, dirxadm and dirxcp tools all require that you first bind to a DSA before
you can use any of the other dialogs or commands to manage it. (The exception to this
rule is the dirxadm start command, which you can issue without binding to a DSA.) This
chapter describes how to use DirXmanage, dirxadm and dirxcp to bind to local and
remote DSAs that have been set up and populated.

10.1 Binding to a DSA with DirXmanage
Chapter 2, “Using DirXmanage” describes how to use the DirXmanage Bind menu
selection to bind to a local or remote DSA. However, before you can use DirXmanage
Bind to bind to a DSA, you must have two profiles:

� A server profile that stores network information about the target DSA and identifies its
local schema file

� An administrator bind profile that associates you with the target DSA and specifies the
authentication access you must use

If you have used the DirXmanage Setup Wizard to bootstrap and initialize the target DSA,
these profiles are automatically created for you during the setup process using the
information you supply to the Setup Wizard. For example, in Chapter 4, “Setting Up a
Stand-Alone DSA”, the Setup Wizard automatically creates, on behalf of the default PQR
administrator:

� The server profile /O=pqr/CN=pqr-DSA1, which identifies the distinguished name of
the stand-alone DSA and its presentation and network address, as supplied in the
OwnAccessPoint dialog, and associates the DSA with the pqr-DSA1.mdb local
schema file, which contains the DSA schema selected in the Schema dialog.

� The administrator bind profile admin-PQR, which identifies the distinguished name of
the PQR administrator, as supplied in the Administrator dialog, specifies that the
administrator is to use simple authentication (as supplied in the Administrator
dialog), and lists the distinguished name of the stand-alone DSA as the name of a
DSA to which the PQR administrator is allowed to bind.

However, if another DirX administrator has used Setup Wizard to configure the DSA, you
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may need to create your own administrator bind profile. If the DSA has been set up using
the dirxadm and dirxcp tools, or is a remote DSA that has not yet been accessed with
DirXmanage, you will need to create these profiles yourself with DirXmanage before you
can bind to the target DSA. This chapter describes how to use DirXmanage to create
these two profiles.

DirXmanage also requires that a local schema file exist for the DSA. If the DSA has been
set up using the dirxadm and dirxcp tools, or is a remote DSA that has not yet been
accessed with DirXmanage, you will need to create a local schema file for the DSA before
you can bind to it with DirXmanage. This chapter describes how to use DirXmanage to
create a local schema file.

Finally, in addition to DirXmanage requiring these profiles, the DirX Administrators
attribute of the target DSA must contain your distinguished name, or you will not be
permitted to bind to the DSA with DirXmanage. The Setup Wizard automatically adds the
distinguished name supplied in the Administrators dialog to the DirX Administrators
attribute of the DSA being configured. Consequently, if you have set up the target DSA
and have specified your distinguished name, you can bind to it, since the setup procedure
has established you as a DirX administrator. However, if your name is not present in the
DirX Administrator attribute, an administrator whose name does exist in the attribute must
add your name to the attribute and perform the other tasks necessary to establish you as
a DirX administrator for the target DSA. The section entitled “Adding DirX Administrators”
in Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA” describes how to add DirX administrators to
a DSA.

10.1.1 Creating a Local Schema File for a DSA
If the DSA to which you want to bind does not have a local schema file associated with it,
either because it has been set up with dirxadm and dirxcp, or because it is a remote
DSA that has not yet been accessed with the DirXmanage program that is running on your
system, you must create a local schema file for it. You can create a local schema file with
the Schema -> Schema Configuration Files menu, or you can create it when you create
the server profile for the DSA. To create a local schema file from the Schema -> Schema
Configuration Files menu :

1. In the Initial window, click Schema, and then click Schema Configuration Files.

2. Click New.

3. In the Create new Schema-DB file window, supply the name you have chosen for the
file in New file name.

4. Click OK, and then click Close.

DirXmanage creates a new local schema file that contains the default DSA schema
supplied with DirX. This schema contains the standard object classes, attribute types, and
name forms but does not define any content rules or structure rules.
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Alternatively, you can create a local schema file for the DSA when you create its server
profile. In the Profiles -> Server Profiles -> New dialog, enter the name you have chosen
for the DSA’s local schema file in Schema File. DirXmanage automatically creates a local
schema file with the name you supply that contains the default DSA schema.

10.1.2 Creating a Server Profile for a DSA
If the DSA to which you want to bind does not have a server profile associated with it,
either because it has been set up with dirxadm and dirxcp, or because it is a remote
DSA that has not yet been accessed with the DirXmanage program that is running on your
system, you must create a server profile for it. To create the server profile:

1. In the Initial window, click Profiles, and then click Server Profiles.

2. In the Server Profiles dialog, click New.

3. Supply a description of the DSA, for example, the organization that owns it, in
Description.

4. Click the down-arrow to the right of Schema File to display a list of local schema files.

5. In the list, click the file that corresponds to the local schema file for the target DSA. If
the file does not appear in the list, enter it in the space provided.

6. Click the Access Point tab.

7. Supply the T-selector for the DSA in T-Selector.

8. Supply the distinguished name of the target DSA in DSAname.

9. Click the 3-dot button to the right of NSAPS.

10. Supply the host name or IP address in Host Name or IP Address.

11. Supply the port number in Port, and then click Add.

12. Click OK to exit NSAPS.

13. Click OK to exit Access Point.

14. Click OK to exit Server Profiles.

This sequence of steps creates a server profile with the distinguished name of the target
DSA.

Note that Administration Port is preset with the value 5999. This is the default port
number on which DirX DSAs listen for DirXmanage (and dirxadm) bind requests and is
the default port that DirXmanage will use to bind to a DSA. However, some systems on
which a DirX DSA is to run may already be using port number 5999 for another service. In
this case, the administrator on that system will need to assign a different RPC port
number for the DirX DSA, and you will need to specify this number when binding to it. For
example, if the shadow DSA discussed in Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA” is
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listening for DirXmanage binds on port number 5995, the PQR administrator will need to
supply the value 5995 in Administration Port when he creates the server profile for the
shadow DSA.

10.1.3 Creating an Administrator Bind Profile
If you not have an administrator bind profile, because the DSA has been set up with
dirxadm and dirxcp, because the DSA is a remote DSA that has not yet been accessed
with the DirXmanage program that is running on your system, or because you are not the
administrator who set up the DSA with DirXmanage you must create one for yourself. To
create an administrator bind profile:

1. In the Initial window, click Profiles, and then click Bind Profiles.

2. In the Bind Profiles window, click New.

3. Supply the name you want to use for the bind profile in Administrator name.

4. Supply a description of your administrative duties regarding the DSA or some other
description that explains the purpose of your bind profile in Description.

5. Supply your distinguished name in Administrator DN. The distinguished name you
supply is the distinguished name of your administrator entry in the DIT.

6. Click the down-arrow to the right of DSAname to display a list of DSA names that
correspond to existing server profiles.

7. In the list, click the distinguished name that corresponds to the target DSA (if the
name of the DSA is not in the list, create a new server profile for it.)

8. Click the down-arrow to the right of Authentication to display a list of authentication
methods.

9. In the list, click the authentication method that you are to use when binding to the
DSA, and then click OK.

10. The administrator bind profile you created appears in the list of bind profiles. Click OK
to exit from the dialog.

10.2 Binding to a DSA with dirxadm
With the exception of the start command, the dirxadm program requires that you first
bind to a DSA before you can use any other dirxadm commands. You use the dirxadm
bind operation to bind to a DSA; the syntax is:

[dse] bind [-authentication auth_method] [-host hostname] [-port portnumber]
[-password password] [-user username]

You do not need to specify dse on the dirxadm bind command line because it is the
default object for the bind command. See the DirX Administration Reference for a
complete description of the dse object and its operations. The next sections describe how
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to use the dirxadm bind command.

10.2.1 Controlling Who Can Bind
By default, the dirxadm bind operation permits both unauthenticated and authenticated
binds to DSAs. During a DSA setup, unauthenticated (anonymous) binds are permissible
because the administrator must use dirxadm to perform bootstrap and initialization
procedures on the DSA and because at that point, there is not yet any authentication
information in the DSA database.

However, once a DSA has been set up, the use of dirxadm should be restricted to those
users who are experienced DirX DSA administrators. The DirX Administrators DSA
operational attribute is the mechanism you should use to control who can bind to DSAs
with dirxadm. All DSAs should be configured to prevent unauthorized dirxadm binds by
adding the distinguished names of all authorized DirX administrators to the DirX
Administrators (DADM) attribute. Users whose names are in the DirX Administrators
(DADM) attribute will be able to use the dirxadm bind operation; all other users will not
be able to bind with dirxadm. However, users who are prevented from using dirxadm will
still be able to bind with dirxcp, since the DirX Administrators (DADM) attribute only
applies to using dirxadm (and DirXmanage). Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA”
describes how to use dirxadm to add the default administrator to the DirX Administrators
(DADM) attribute during the bootstrap and initialization phase.,

10.2.2 Binding with Authentication
Authorized DirX administrators use the -authentication, -user, and -password options to
perform authenticated binds to a DSA; all of these options are required when performing
authenticated binds using the simple and simple protected authentication methods; with
the NT external authentication method, -user and -password are not required.. Specify
the type of authentication method you are to use in -authentication. Specify your
distinguished name in -user, and specify your password in -password. For example, the
PQR administrator described in Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA” uses the
authenticated dirxadm bind command:

bind -auth SIMPLE - user /O=pqr/CN=admin -password dirx

to bind to the local DSA, which in this case is PQR-DSA1.

10.2.3 Binding to Remote DSAs
By default, the dirxadm bind operation binds to the DSA that is running on the local
system. Use the -host option to bind to DSAs running on remote systems. Specify the
host name or the IP address of the target DSA. For example, to bind to the shadow DSA
PQR-DSA2 described in Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, the PQR administrator for
PQR-DSA1 can issue the command:

bind -auth SIMPLE -user /O=pqr/CN=admin -password dirx
-host 198.76.54.32
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Note that the PQR administrator will only be allowed to bind if the shadow DSA’s DirX
Administrator attribute contains his distinguished name,

10.2.4 When to Use the -Port Option during a Bind
By default, all DirX DSAs listen for dirxadm (and DirXmanage) bind requests on port
number 5999; consequently, the dirxadm bind command by default posts a bind request
to port number 5999. However, some systems on which a DirX DSA is to run may already
be using port number 5999 for another service. In this case, the administrator on that
system will need to assign a different RPC port number for the DirX DSA, and you will
need to specify this number when binding to it. For example, if the shadow DSA discussed
in Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA” is listening for dirxadm binds on port number
5995, the PQR administrator will need to issue the command:

bind -auth SIMPLE -user /O=pqr/CN=admin -password dirx
-host 198.76.54.32 -port 5995

You will also need to specify the port number when binding to a local DSA that does not
use the default RPC port number.

10.3 Binding to a DSA with dirxcp
The dirxcp program requires that you first bind to a DSA before you can use any other
dirxcp commands. You use the dirxcp bind operation to bind to a DSA; the syntax is:

[obj] bind [-authentication auth_method] [-dsa dsaname] [-psap psapaddress]
[-password password] [-user username]

You do not need to specify obj on the dirxcp bind command line because it is the default
object for the bind command. See the DirX Administration Reference for a complete
description of the obj object and its operations. The next sections describe how to use the
dirxcp bind command.

10.3.1 Performing Anonymous Binds
The dirxcp bind operation permits both unauthenticated and authenticated binds to
DSAs. Unlike dirxadm, it is permissible for anonymous users to bind to DSAs because
dirxcp access to the objects in the DIT is subject to the access controls and subschema
rules that have been established. For example, the access rights granted to anonymous
users of the PQR DIT in Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA” permit them to
change their passwords but do not permit them to change anything else in the tree.

To perform an anonymous bind to the local DSA, use the dirxcp command:

[obj] bind

For example, a PQR user can bind to the local DSA PQR-DSA1 with the dirxcp
command:
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bind

Unlike DirXmanage and dirxadm, use of dirxcp is not controlled by the DirX
Administrators (DADM) attribute. Again, this is because dirxcp is a true DUA that uses
DAP protocol and is therefore regulated by the authentication and access controls in force
for the DSA.

10.3.2 Performing Authenticated Binds
To perform an authenticated bind to the local DSA, use the dirxcp command:

[obj] bind -authentication auth_method -user username
 -password password

For example, in Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-Alone DSA", the PQR administrator binds
to the bootstrapped DSA with the dirxcp command:

bind -authentication SIMPLE -user /O=PQR/CN=admin
-password dirx

10.3.3 Binding to Remote DSAs
By default, the dirxcp bind operation binds to the DSA that is running on the local system.
Use the -dsa option to bind to DSAs running on remote systems. Specify the distinguished
name of the target DSA. For example, to bind to the shadow DSA PQR-DSA2 described
in Chapter 5, “Creating a Shadow DSA”, the PQR administrator for PQR-DSA1 can issue
the command:

bind -auth SIMPLE -user /O=pqr/CN=admin -password dirx
-dsa /O=pqr/CN=pqr-dsa2

You can also use the -psap option to bind to a remote DSA. If you use the -psap option,
specify the PSAP address of the remote DSA. The DirX Advanced Administration Notes
provides a description of PSAP address format.
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Chapter

11 Starting and Stopping the Directory Service

The DSA and the LDAP server start and stop together as a single Directory Service. This
chapter explains how to start and stop a local Directory Service in preparation for following
the sample configuration procedures described in this book. It also explains how to start
and stop remote Directory Services (remote DSA and LDAP server).

11.1 Starting and Stopping a Local Directory Service
Before you can use DirXmanage, dirxadm, or dirxcp to configure a DSA, the DSA must
first be running. The procedures described in the sample configuration descriptions
assume that the DSA to be configured has been started and that it is running as a local
DSA (that is, it is running on the same machine that you are using to administer it).

11.1.1 Starting and Stopping a Local Directory Service on Windows NT
Systems

When DirX is installed on a Windows NT system, the DSA and the LDAP server
automatically start as the Directory Service after you complete the DirX installation
procedure. However, you may want to start and stop the DSA and LDAP server manually
during the course of DirX configuration or during DSA maintenance operations after the
DSA has been set up, for example, to reinitialize the MIB databases. To start and stop a
local Directory Service on Windows NT, use the Control Panel.

To stop the DSA and LDAP server:

1. Click the Start button, and then point to Settings.

2. Click the Control Panel folder.

3. In the Control Panel window, double-click the Services icon. A list of services
appears, showing the status of each service.

4. Click the DirX service entry in the list of services.

5. Click the Stop button.

To start the DSA and the LDAP server:
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1. Click the Start button, and then point to Settings.

2. Click the Control Panel folder.

3. In the Control Panel window, double-click the Services icon. A list of services
appears, showing the status of each service.

4. Click the DirX service entry in the list of services.

5. Click the Start button.

You can also access the Control Panel folder using the Windows browser:

1. Double-click the My Computer icon.

2. Double-click the Control Panel folder.

11.1.2 Starting and Stopping the Directory Service on UNIX Systems
When DirX is installed on a UNIX system, there is no automatic startup of the Directory
Service; instead, you must start the service manually with the dirxadm program before
you can begin to configure the DSA. You may also want to stop and then restart the
Directory Service after certain DSA maintenance operations, for example, to reinitialize
the MIB databases. The next sections describe how to start, stop, and check the status of
a local DSA and LDAP server running on a UNIX system.

Starting a Local Directory Service (UNIX)

To start the Directory Service on a UNIX system, use the dirxadm start command without
any options:

% dirxadm start

The dirxadm program starts the local DSA and LDAP server. Note that the dirxadm start
command does not require you to bind to the DSA first; this is the only dirxadm command
without this requirement.

Stopping a Local Directory Service

You may also want to stop the Directory Service during the course of setting up a
configuration or during routine DSA maintenance once the DSA and LDAP server have
been set up. To stop the Directory Service:

1. Use the dirxadm bind command to bind to the DSA. If you are stopping the DSA
during its initial configuration, use the command

dirxadm> bind

This command performs an anonymous bind to the local DSA and enables you to
issue other dirxadm commands on the DSA. You should only use an anonymous bind
during initial DSA configuration. Once the DSA has been set up, you should ensure
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that only authenticated dirxadm binds are used. Chapter 4, “Setting Up a Stand-
Alone DSA” describes the procedure for establishing authenticated binds.

If you are stopping the DSA after it has been configured, use the dirxadm bind
command with the appropriate authentication. For example, if you are the
administrator for a DSA, and it has been configured so that the administrator is to use
simple authentication, you must supply the administrator user name and password
and the “simple” authentication keyword on the dirxadm bind command line:

dirxadm> bind -user /CN=admin -password fjsks -auth simple

Chapter 10, “Binding to a DSA” describes authenticated binding in more detail.

2. Use the dirxadm stop command:

dirxadm> stop

Checking the Status of a DSA

To check to see to which DSA you have performed the last bind operation:

1. Use the dirxadm bind command to bind to the DSA (unauthenticated if during
configuration, authenticated if after configuration).

2. Use the dirxadm status command:

dirxadm> status
Target Host : LOCALHOST
RPC-portnumber: 5999
Bind status : CONNECTED

The start, stop, and status commands operate on the sys object, while the bind
command operates on the dse object. You do not need to specify sys on the dirxadm
command line because it is the default object for the start, stop and status commands,
and you do not need to specify dse on the dirxadm command line because it is the
default object for the bind command. See the DirX Administration Reference for a
complete description of the sys and dse objects and their operations

11.2 Starting and Stopping Remote Directory Services
As mentioned earlier, the sample configurations described in this book assume that you
are configuring and managing local DSAs and LDAP servers, and thus will only need to
start a local DSA and LDAP server. However, you can also start and stop remote DSAs
and LDAP servers from Windows NT and UNIX systems.
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11.2.1 Starting Remote Directory Services from Windows NT Systems
To start a remote DSA and LDAP server from Windows NT:

1. Click Start, and then point to Programs.

2. Point to DirX 5.0, and then click DirX Administration.

3. In the DirX Administration window, type start -host followed by the host name or IP
address of the machine on which the DSA and LDAP server is to run. For example:

dirxadm> start -host 123.45.67.89

4. In the DirX Administration window, type exit.

Note that this command sequence starts a remote DSA and LDAP server only if it is
installed on a UNIX system.

11.2.2 Stopping Remote Directory Services from Windows NT Systems
To stop a remote DSA and LDAP server from a Windows NT system:

1. Click Start, and then point to Programs.

2. Point to DirX 5.0, and then click DirX Administration.

3. In the DirX Administration window, use the dirxadm bind command. Use the -user
option followed by your distinguished name, the -password option followed by your
password, the -authentication option followed by your method of authentication, and
the -host option followed by the host name of IP address of the machine on which the
remote DSA is running. For example:

dirxadm> bind -user /CN=admin -password fjsks -auth simple
-host 123.45.67.89

4. In the DirX Administration window, use the dirxadm stop command:

dirxadm> stop

5. In the DirX Administration window, type exit.

Note that this command sequence stops a remote DSA and LDAP server only if it is
running on a UNIX system.

11.2.3 Starting Remote DSAs and LDAP Servers from UNIX Systems
Use the dirxadm start command with -host option to start a remote DSA from a UNIX
system:

% dirxadm start -host 123.45.67.89

Note that his command starts a remote DSA and LDAP server only if it is installed on a
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UNIX system.

11.2.4 Stopping Remote DSAs and LDAP Servers from UNIX Systems
To stop a DSA and LDAP server from a UNIX system:

1. Perform an authenticated bind to the DSA and use the dirxadm -host option, for
example:

dirxadm> bind -user /CN=admin -password fjsks -auth simple
-host 123.45.67.89

2. Issue the dirxadm stop command

dirxadm> stop

This sequence of commands stops a remote DSA and LDAP server only if it is running on
a UNIX system.

11.2.5 When to Use the -Port Option during a Start Command
By default, the DirX Services process, which is the process that starts a DSA and LDAP
server, runs on port number 5800; consequently, the dirxadm start command by default
starts a DSA on port number 5800. However, some systems on which the Directory
Service is to run may already be using port number 5800 for another service. In this case,
the administrator on that system will need to assign a different port number for the DirX
Services process, and you will need to specify this number when starting the Directory
Service on the system. For example, if the DirX services process on the shadow DSA
discussed in Chapter 6, “Creating a Shadow DSA” uses port number 5850, the PQR
administrator will need to issue the command:

start -host 198.76.54.32 -port 5850

to start the shadow DSA. You will also need to specify the port number when starting a
local DSA that does not use the default DirX Services port number.
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Chapter

12 Monitoring DirX

This chapter describes how to use the DirX command-line administration tools to monitor
a DSA’s operation, set up auditing facilities and decode audit logs, and perform diagnostic
logging. You can also use DirXmanage to monitor DirX. Chapter 2, "Using DirXmanage"
provides a summary of its features for monitoring DirX.

12.1 Monitoring the DirX MIBs
When a DSA is started, the DirX service begins to write statistical information about the
DSA and other OSI applications into two MIBs:

� The Network Services, or Application MIB

� The Directory, or DSA MIB

DirX administrators can monitor the performance of DirX by periodically examining the
data in these MIBs. The tool for examining the DirX MIBs is the dirxadm nmi object and
its operations.

The next sections describe how to use dirxadm nmi commands to display the Application
and DSA MIBs. The sections also provide some hints on how to use the data within the
MIBs to evaluate DirX performance. For a description of all of the dirxadm nmi
operations, see the dirxadm section in the DirX Administration Reference.

12.1.1 Examining the Application MIB
The Application MIB is a common storage area to which statistics about all OSI
applications are written. The Application MIB consists of two tables:

� The association table, which stores statistics about the associations (connections)
made by OSI applications. Information in the association table includes a count of the
number of associations made and information about the current association, such as
the protocol in use, the name and type of the application that opened the association
and the duration of the association.

� The application table, which stores information about the OSI applications making the
associations, and stores statistics about their associations with other applications.
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Information in the application table includes the names and version numbers of the
OSI applications, their accumulated inbound and outbound associations, and the
current number of associations they have open. Although there are potentially many
OSI applications in the network for which this table should contain entries, the DirX
DSA holds information about only one OSI application - itself. Consequently, when you
view the application table with dirxadm, you see just one table entry, which is that of
the DirX DSA.

The Application MIB provides details about the DSA installation, such as the name and
version number of the DSA installation (for example, DirX and 5.0), the application entity
title, (which is the distinguished name of the DSA), and the time the DSA was last
restarted. It also provides information that you can use to determine how intensively the
DSA has been used and to make decisions about the installation based on this
information. For example, if the Application MIB shows a large number of inbound
associations, you may want to recommend to management that they charge usage fees
for DSA operations and request larger machines for improved support of the DSA
installation.

To display the entire Application MIB, use the dirxadm command:

nmi show -mib APP -pretty

To display just the application table portion of the Application MIB, use the dirxadm
command:

nmi show -mib APP -table APPLICATION -pretty

To display just the association table portion of the Application MIB, use the dirxadm
command:

nmi show  -mib APP -table ASSOCIATION -pretty

Using the -pretty option with these commands generates more easily readable output.
You do not need to use the -pretty option if you are planning to redirect the output to
another program, for example, a table-formatting program.

12.1.2 Examining the DSA MIB
The DSA MIB provides statistics about the DSA since it was last started. The DSA MIB
consists of three tables:

� The entries table, which provides information about the entries in the DSA’s DIT

� The interaction table, which provides information about the interactions between this
DSA and other DSAs

� The operations table, which provides information about the operations initiated by
users bound to the DSA, by other DSAs bound to the DSA, and by the DSA itself.

To display the entire DSA MIB, use the dirxadm command:
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nmi show -mib DSA -pretty

Using the -pretty option with these commands generates more easily readable output.
You do not need to use the -pretty option if you are planning to redirect the output to
another program, for example, a table-formatting program.

Examining the Entries Table

The entries table provides statistics about the entries in the portion of the DIT owned by
the DSA. This information includes:

� A count of the total number of entries mastered by the DSA

� A count of the total number of entries shadowed by the DSA

� Cacheing statistics; for example, a count of read operations on shadow entries (slave
hits)

To display just the entries table, use the dirxadm command:

nmi show -mib DSA -table ENTRIES -pretty

You can use the information in the entries table to keep track of the size of the DIT
managed by the DSA.

Examining the Interaction Table

The interaction table provides information about outgoing interactions with other DSAs
(one set of information per DSA). You can use this table to monitor the success of DSP
and DISP interactions. If the table indicates failures, you can consult the exception log file
(named USRprocessid) to determine the cause of the failure.

To display just the interaction table, use the dirxadm command

nmi show -mib DSA -table INTERACTION -pretty

Examining the Operations Table

The statistics in the operations table include:

� Counts of the anonymous and authenticated binds performed to the DSA and a count
of the bind securiy errors that have occurred

� Counts of the DAP operations, such as read, compare, search, and so on, performed
on the DSA

� Counts of the referrals and chainings returned

� Counts of security errors and DSA errors that have occurred

To display just the operations table, use the dirxadm command:

nmi show -mib DSA -table OPERATIONS -pretty
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The statistics about DAP operations in the operations table can provide you with a profile
of how users are using the DSA. For example, you can compare how many occurrences
of one type of operation there are compared to occurrences of other types, for example,
modifies to searches.

The statistics about chaining and referrals in the operations table can help you to evaluate
your DSA configuration. For example, a high number of chains or referrals returned
indicates that you may need to shadow some other DSA.

Finally, the error statistics in the operations table can help you to evaluate the DSA’s
security. For example, a high number of rejected inbound associations in the operations
table might indicate that unauthorized and potentially untrustworthy users are trying to
connect to your DSA. A high bind security error count in the operations table could mean
that users are trying to guess passwords.

12.1.3 Initializing the DirX MIBs
The DirX service continues to write information to the Application and DSA MIBs until the
DSA is stopped. Consequently, you initialize the DirX MIBs by stopping the DSA with the
dirxadm stop command, and then restarting the DSA with the dirxadm start command.
Chapter 11, “Starting and Stopping DirX Servers” provides further information about the
dirxadm start and stop commands, as does the DirX Administration Reference.

12.2 Using DirX Auditing
Auditing is another way to observe the DSA, but for billing and accounting management
rather than for processing management. When auditing is enabled, the DirX auditing
service writes information about the DSA operations that occur into an audit log file. Each
logged DSA operation is stored as one record in the audit log file. Information recorded
about the operation includes:

� The session ID, which is used to  distinguish between different connections

� The time the operation started, and the time it ended

� The duration of the operation

� The protocol used for the operation (DAP, DSP, DISP, or local)

� The type of operation performed; for example, a bind, a search, or a remove

� Operation-specific information, such as the IP address of the initiator and the
authentication method used, if the operation was a bind, or the target object if the
operation was a search or a remove

� The result of the operation (success, or failure with error code information, and for
search results the size of the result pdu)

Auditing is most often used when a company offers its DirX directory service to third party
customers. The DirX administrators for the company use the DirX auditing tools to track
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the DSA operations initiated by the third party customers; the company that owns the DirX
directory services can then bill these customers for the number of DSA operations they
make and the length of time the operations run.

The tools for managing DirX auditing are:

� The dirxadm audit object and its operations, which is used to enable, configure, and
manage the auditing of DSA operations

� The dirxauddecode program, which is used to convert the binary format audit log file
generated by DirX auditing into a human-readable or program-readable format.

The next sections describe the tasks associated with auditing and how you perform them
with the DirX auditing tools.

12.2.1 Enabling and Disabling Audit Logging
Auditing is disabled by default. To enable auditing, use the dirxadm command:

audit modify -status on

This command enables auditing immediately.

To disable auditing, use the dirxadm command:

audit modify -status off

12.2.2 Selecting the Level of Auditing
Once it is enabled, the DirX auditing service, by default, writes a record of every operation
the DSA performs to the audit log file. You can restrict audit logging to certain categories
of DSA operations by using the dirxadm command:

audit modify -level level

where level is one or more of the following keywords:

� ENTRY—Use the ENTRY keyword to audit only those DSA operations that affect
entries.

� ATTR—Use the ATTR keyword to audit only those DSA operations that affect
attributes.

� ATTRVAL—Use the ATTRVAL keyword to audit only those DSA operations that affect
attributes and values.

Using the -level option to log only certain types of transactions can help you to minimize
the size of the audit log file.
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12.2.3 Managing the Audit Log File
Managing the audit log file consists of three tasks:

� Establishing the audit log file’s size

� Choosing how to handle audit log file overflow

� Saving the data in the audit log file

Establishing the Size of the Audit Log File

By default, the audit log file will store a maximum of 256 Kilobytes of audit data. You can
change this maximum size with the dirxadm command

audit modify -size size

where size is an integer that specifies the maximum amount of data in bytes you want the
audit log file to store. Use 0 to specify an unlimited maximum size. If you select an
unlimited size for the audit log file, be sure to keep track of the audit log file’s size and
empty it periodically.

Handling Audit Log File Overflow

Administrators can choose one of three different strategies for handling a full audit log file.
To set the strategy, use the dirxadm command:

audit modify -overflow strategy

where strategy is one of the keywords:

STOP—Use the STOP keyword to direct DirX auditing to stop automatically when the
audit log file is full.

STOP-DSA—Use the STOP-DSA keyword to direct the DSA to shut down automatically
when the audit log file is full.

WRAP—Use the WRAP keyword to direct the DirX auditing service to write overflow data
to the top of the audit log file, overwriting any existing data there, when the audit log file is
full.

Saving the Data in the Audit Log File

The audit log file is located in:

� /opt/dirx/server/audit/audit.log (UNIX)

� C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\server\audit\audit.log (Windows NT)

You can’t change this audit log file name and location, nor is there any way to move the
data in the audit log file automatically to another location when it becomes full. Instead,
you must explicitly move the data out of the audit log file and into another file using the
dirxadm command:
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audit modify -move

If you use this command, dirxadm moves the data in the audit log file into a new file in the
same directory, which it names in the format:

auditlogdate

where date is in the form MMDDYYhhmmss. For example, auditlog010798142340 is the
filename for an audit log file created on 7 January 1998 at 14:23:40 hours.

To select your own pathname for a saved audit log file, use the dirxadm command:

audit modify -move -destination filename

where filename is the complete pathname you give to the saved audit log file.

When you empty the audit.log file by moving its contents to another file, the auditing
service recreates the audit.log file and starts writing data into it again.

12.2.4 Reading the Audit Log File
The audit log file is a binary file that must be converted to another format in order to use it.
Use the dirxauddecode program to convert the audit log file from binary format to one of
the following formats:

� ASCII format—select ASCII format if you want to be able to read the file

� “Exported” format—select exported format to generate an intermediate binary record
format that an accounting or billing application can process

To run dirxauddecode on a Windows NT system:

1. Click Start, and then point to Programs.

2. Click MS-DOS Command Prompt.

3. Change directory to C:\Program Files\Siemens\Dirx\server\audit.

4. Enter the dirxauddecode command , for example:

dirxauddecode -i auditlog110397144502 -a auditlog.txt

See the dirxauddecode section in the DirX Administration Reference for a complete
description of dirxauddecode command line syntax. The section in the DirX
Administration Reference that describes the dirxadm audit object shows a sample ASCII-
output audit log file.
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12.3 Using DirX Diagnostic Logging
DirX supports the logging of two types of diagnostic messages:

� Exception messages, which are ASCII-formatted messages that are human-readable

� Trace messages, which are binary formatted messages that must be decoded

DirX provides tools to log trace and exception messages for clients; that is, DirX
applications such as dirxadm, dirxcp, and the LDAP server, and servers; that is, the
DSA. The DirX tools for diagnostic logging are:

� The DirX client and server logging configuration files, which control the level and type
of trace and exception logging

� The dirxadm sys log and sys nolog commands, which you use to switch between
levels of diagnostic logging

� The dirxadm ldap log and ldap nolog commands, which you use to switch between
levels of diagnostic logging

� The dirxdumplog program, which decodes trace log files so that you can read them

� The DirX client log directory, which is the default repository for logged client exception
and trace messages

� The DirX server log directory , which is the default repository for logged server
exception and trace messages

� The DirX LDAP server log directory , which is the default repository for logged LDAP
server exception and trace messages

Although diagnostic logging is primarily carried out by programmers, DirX administrators
may want to set up diagnostic logging and then pass the log files on to programmers for
analysis in the event of a serious problem. The next sections provide a summary of the
diagnostic logging tools and how to use them. See the DirX Administration Reference for
complete details about these tools.

12.4 Using the Logging Configuration Files
DirX supplies a set of client logging configuration files for the DirX applications (clients) in
the client directory /opt/dirx/client/conf, a set of server logging configuration files for the
DSA (server) in the server directory /opt/dirx/server/conf, and a set of LDAP server
logging configuration files for the LDAP server in the LDAP server directory
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf. The purpose of two of these files is to specify:

� The DirX client and server subcomponents for which to capture trace messages and
the debug level of the traces to log
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� The severity of exceptions to log and how and where to log them

One of the files (dirxlog.on) specifies the level of trace and exception logging that should
occur in the “on” state. The other file (dirxlog.off) specifies the level of trace and
exception logging that should occur in the “off” state. A third file (dirxlog.cfg) is used as
the link to the “on” and “off” files. The first two files thus represent the “on/off” positions for
the type and level of diagnostic logging performed for client and server, while the link file is
used to switch between them.

The logging configuration files delivered with DirX specify default “on” and “off” levels for
client and server diagnostic logging. The DirX default “on” file for client and server
diagnostic logging enables a default level of trace and exception logging. The client and
server “off” files completely turn off trace logging, but keep the default exception logging
enabled. DirX is delivered so that the “off” levels are in force. You can tailor the client and
server logging configuration files to specify your own “on” and “off” levels of diagnostic
logging for client and server. See the “DirX Files” chapter in the DirX Administration
Reference for complete details about the format of these files.

12.5 Enabling and Disabling Diagnostic Logging
DirX clients perform diagnostic logging according to the settings stored in the client
configuration file /opt/dirx/client/conf/dirxlog.cfg. In order to switch between “on” and
“off” levels of diagnostic logging, you must explicitly copy the information in the dirxlog.on
and dirxlog.off files to the dirxlog.cfg file.

The DirX DSA peforms diagnostic logging according to the settings stored in the server
configuration file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg. To switch between “on” and “off”
diagnostic logging settings for the DirX DSA, you use the dirxadm sys log and sys nolog
commands. When you issue the dirxadm sys log command, the dirxadm program reads
the logging level settings stored in the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on and sends
them to the DSA, which then logs according to the settings. When you issue the dirxadm
sys nolog command, dirxadm reads the settings stored in the file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off and sends them to the DSA, which then logs according
to the settings. When a DSA is restarted, it logs according to the settings it finds in the
dirxlog.cfg file.

The DirX LDAP server peforms diagnostic logging according to the settings stored in the
server configuration file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.cfg. To switch between “on” and “off”
diagnostic logging settings for the DirX LDAP server, you use the dirxadm ldap log and
ldap nolog commands. When you issue the dirxadm ldap log command, the dirxadm
program reads the logging level settings stored in the file /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.on
and sends them to the LDAP server, which then logs according to the settings. When you
issue the dirxadm ldap nolog command, dirxadm reads the settings stored in the file
/opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off and sends them to the LDAP server, which then logs
according to the settings. When an LDAP server is restarted, it logs according to the
settings it finds in the dirxlog.cfg file.
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You can override this process by using the environment variable DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE to
establish your own server logging configuration file. When this environment variable is set,
all processes perform diagnostic logging using the settings contained in the file specified
by DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE. The dirxadm sys log command and the dirxadm ldap log
command send the settings in the logging configuration file specified in
DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE to the DSA or LDAP server, while dirxadm sys nolog sends the
settings in /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off to the DSA, and dirxadm ldap nolog sends
the settings in /opt/dirx/ldap/conf/dirxlog.off to the LDAP server.

The following figure illustrates how the logging configuration files are used depending on
how diagnostic logging is initiated.

Figure 23: Use of Logging Configuration Files

The figure illustrates the following procedures:

� When a DirX administrator starts the DirX service on computer 2, for example, when
he boots the computer or sends a dirxadm sys start command, DSA 2 reads the
values for logging configuration from the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg on
computer 2. This procedure is shown in step A.

� When a DirX administrator uses dirxadm or DirXmanage on computer 2 to turn on
logging (the local case) the values saved in the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on
on computer 2 are read and sent to DSA 2. DSA 2 then logs according the values sent
but does not save them in the file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg on computer 2. If
an administrator stops DSA 2 and starts it again for any reason (for example, a reboot
of computer 2), DSA 2 logs according the values of /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg
on computer 2 and not according the values sent the last time by one of the
administration tools. This procedure is shown in step B.

Computer 1 Computer 2

DSA 2

dirxlog.cfg

Administration Tool
(dirxadm or DirXmanage)

dirxlog.offdirxlog.on

Administration Tool

dirxlog.offdirxlog.on

A (DSA startup)

C (remote)

B (local)
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� When a DirX administrator uses dirxadm or DirXmanage on computer 1 to turn on
logging (the remote case), the values saved in the file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.on on computer 1 are read and sent to DSA 2. DSA 2
then logs according the values sent, but does not save them in the
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg file on computer 2. If the administrator stops DSA 2
and starts it again for any reason (for example, a reboot of computer 2) DSA 2 logs
according the values of /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg on computer 2 and not
according the values sent the last time by one of the administration tools. This
procedure is shown in step C.

The same procedures are performed when a DirX administrator uses the administration
tools to turn off logging, except that the values saved in the file
/opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.off are used.

If DSA 2 should always use a particular set of logging values, the administrator must edit
the logging configuration file /opt/dirx/server/conf/dirxlog.cfg on computer 2 to contain
these values.

The same procedures are performed for an LDAP server when a DirX administrator uses
the dirxadm commands ldap log on or ldap log off are used. In this case, the dirxlog.*
files for the LDAP server that are saved in the directory /opt/dirx/ldap/conf are used.

When a DirX administrator sets the environment variable DIRX_LOGCFG_FILE, there is
only one logging configuration file used for the DSA and LDAP server. The administrator
can set this environment variable on computer 1 and on computer 2.

Refer to the DirX Administration Reference chapters entitled "File Locations", "DirX
Environment Variables", and the section "Logging Configuration Files" in the chapter "DirX
Files" for complete details.

12.6 Locating and Reading the Diagnostic Log Files
The client and server logging configuration files supplied with DirX also specify default
locations to which client and server exception and trace logs are written.

On UNIX systems, exception messages from clients are written by default to the client log
directory /opt/dirx/client/log, while exception messages from the DSA are written by
default to the server log directory /opt/dirx/server/log, and exception messages from the
LDAP server are written by default to the LDAP server log directory /opt/dirx/ldap/log.
Exception messages are separated into log files of less serious events (named
USRprocessID by default) and log files of exceptions (named EXCprocessID by default).

On NT systems, exception messages from clients and servers are stored in the NT event
log, which you view with the NT Event Viewer.

Trace log messages are also written by default to the /opt/dirx/client/log,
/opt/dirx/server/log, and /opt/dirx/ldap/log directories but are written to a binary file
(named LOGprocessID by default). You can use the logging configuration files to specify
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your own log file pathnames to which trace and exception messages are written rather
than using the defaults.

The exception log files are human-readable ASCII files. Appendix C, “List of Messages in
Usr-Logfile and EXC-Logfile” in the DirX Administration Reference provides an
explanation of the exception messages you may find in these log files.

Trace log files are not human-readable. In order to read a trace log file, you must first
process it with the dirxdumplog program. The section on dirxdumplog in the DirX
Administration Reference describes the dirxdumplog program syntax and provides an
example of the program’s output.
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How to use the softbook

1 Structure

The softbook contains several chapters, plus possibly glossary, index, title sheet, table of contents,
copyright and notes on how to use the softbook. The order in which they are listed here is the order in
which they appear, i.e. the notes are at the end.

Changes and additions made after the copy deadline are documented as "current information" and can
be found after the keywords in the softbook.

2 Printing the softbook

For best results print to a PostScript printer.

You can print either the contents of the entire softbook (maximal 255 pages at a time) or particular
pages. You can find help for printing problems in the readme file located in the program folder of
Acrobat reader.

3 Navigating

You can navigate through the softbook e.g. by paging up and down one page at a time or by retracing
your steps through the document (previous view).

In the following some navigational structures are described.

a Bookmarks

The bookmarks palette in the navigation pane contains the structure of the softbook in the form of a
visual table of contents. The texts and numbering appearing on the bookmarks correspond to the
chapter headings. When you open the softbook, initially only the first-level headings are displayed.

The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX and DirXmetahub. All word options (Case
sensitive, Sounds Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There were no
numbers or stopwords excluded from the index.
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